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ABSTRACT 

This thesis works to deconstruct and dismantle the construction and representation of the West 

and the Pacific, portrayed respectively as Self and Other in a variety of textual mediums, 

including explorers' accounts, academic texts, and literary, artistic and filmic works. My focus 

centres on representations of Samoan and Tahitian peoples in texts spanning a two hundred 

year period from the late eighteenth century to the present. It politicises the construction and 

representation of Self and Other and intends to demonstrate an irrefutable link between 

stereotypical imagery of Pacific Island peoples and colonialism. 
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Introduction 

This thesis deconstructs the fabrication and representation of the West and the Pacific 

portrayed respectively as Self and Other in a variety of textual mediums, including explorers' 

accounts, academic texts, and literary, artistic and filmic works. It focuses on the Pacific Island 

nations of Samoa and Tahiti from the late eighteenth century to the present and intends to 

politicise the construction and stereotypical representation of Self and Other. 

Stereotypical representations are informed by a number of intersecting discourses, 

(time and space, gender and sex, utopia/dystopia), and rhetoric (civilisation, Christianity, racial 

science/technology). Their perpetuation in changing media technologies has, I argue, provided 

the ideological foundation and justification for colonial geo-politics. By examining the collusion 

between media and military technologies it is the intention of this thesis to disrupt the neat 

binary of Self and Other, displace the assumed centrality of the West and engender a space for 

Pacific voices. 

I intend to demonstrate an irrefutable link between the stereotypical imagery of Pacific 

Island peoples evident in a variety of textual media and the concomitant usurpation, possession 

and appropriation of Pacific Island nations. While many of the stereotypical representations and 

subsequent alienation of land and autonomy is familiar and applicable to much of the Pacific, 

my focus is on two cultural regions within the geographical area labelled Polynesia: Samoa and 

Tahiti 

From the earliest captain's journals to the most recent film and televisual advertising 

campaigns, the Western media continues to function with ever increasing efficiency as a 

relentless machine, disseminating images attached to specific agendas that control and 

manipulate. Both the advances of media technologies and the nature of the images circulated 

have the ability to seduce the viewer, particularly where representations of the Pacific are 

concerned. 
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Beginning with the earliest Western forays into the Pacific, voyagers and artists initially 

attempted to capture and depict the region and its inhabitants with traditional literary, print and 

artistic mediums. Their wonder and discovery was expressed by the technologies of printing 

presses, (methods which improved in quality and speed of replication), and portable pigments 

and canvases. The supremacy of painting and lithographic reproductions as visual texts was 

challenged in the mid-nineteenth century by the arrival of new photographic technologies, 

dazzling the viewer with their ability to capture reality, and transplant them to faraway, exotic 

lands. Photographic images and the offshoot medium of postcards, by merit of easy 

reproduction and replication, assured a wide audience for Pacific material. 

The changing nature of Western capitalist, techno-cratic societies witnessed the birth 

and development of new media technologies in the form of moving images, film, technologies 

that provided an even greater sense of realism and authenticity. Owing their existence to the 

fusion of science and technology, the new mediums (photography, film) gained a measure of 

authority through association with science, and configuration within traditions of Cartesian 

thought, reflecting the primacy attributed to the rational in Western societies. 

The representations of the Pacific and Pacific Island peoples discussed in this work are 

drawn from literary and artistic traditions extending from the late eighteenth century to the 

present, photographic imagery from the mid to late nineteenth century, and filmic texts created 

during the twentieth century. The diversity of mediums addressed spans the historical period of 

encounters between the Pacific and the West, and the changing nature of media technologies 

themselves. Media and military technologies characterise, and in many ways have determined 

the nature of relations between Pacific and Western peoples, each underscoring the other. The 

images generated by the various mediums circulated ideas of Pacific Otherness and provided 

the necessary justification for military incursions and occupation. 
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Whether literary, artistic or filmic, the representations of Pacific peoples follow a 

familiar pattern and can be classified into a finite series of recognisable tropes. Employing a 

coded language reduced to racial essentialisms, Pacific peoples are represented according to 

a set of stereotypical myths; as exotic, sensual, primitive, irrational, noble or ignoble, passive 

and as warm hosts welcoming white strangers to their shores. 

The demonisation of the Pacific and Pacific Island peoples, perceived variously and 

often simultaneously in terms of excess and lack serves a dual function. In the first instance the 

classification of non-western peoples as Other provides a space for the West to imagine 

alternate worlds, a dreamscape on which to project fantasies or desires considered aberrant or 

deviant within the narrow strictured vocabulary of Western civilisation. A relegation which 

simultaneously positions the West as superior, and secondly, provides the social and cultural 

validation for colonial activity. 

This text employs a primarily post-colonial and feminist theoretical framework to 

analyse and make problematic representations of Otherness, drawing on the work of Edward 

Said, Homi Bhabha, Ella Shohat, Mary Louise Pratt and Ania Loomba. Said, Bhabha, Mariana 

Torgovnick and Greg Dening have provided influential insights into the political and imperial 

consequences stemming from construction of Self and other. 

Post-colonial and feminist theory is employed to analyse and deconstruct the myriad of 

discourses contributing to the creation of Self and Other discussed in Chapter 1. Discourses 

such as time and space, gender and sex and utopia/dystopia have provided the ideological 

backing for colonial militarism. Chapter 2 expands the ideological focus by examining the 

rhetoric of civilisation, Christianity and racial science/technology, and, in conjunction with the 

various discourses analysed earlier, looks at the literary and visual manifestation of the 

stereotypes. 
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The politics of cross-cultural representation, gender and Otherness in the work of 

Fatimah Tobing Rony, Minh-Ha Trinh T and bell hooks, and the local (Pacific) writing on 

representation and colonial hegemony of Bernard Smith, Rod Edmond, Leonie Pihama, and 

Martin Blythe and has been particularly instructive. The insidious connection between 

representation and colonial incursions is examined in specific cultural and political contexts in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 

Focusing on Samoa, Chapter 3 engages the literary and visual voices of both Western 

and Samoan artists and examines the nature of Self/Other representations generated by each. 

It spans a period that extends from the photographers of the early 1900's, Flahertys' Moana of 

the South Seas (1926), Margaret Mead's Coming of Age in Samoa (1926) through to literary 

works by Sia Figiel and Velvet Dreams (1997) by Sima Urale. While recognising the politics 

involved in engaging the voice of those inscribed as Other, it is hoped however, that by so 

doing, the centrality of the West will be challenged, displaced, engendering space, voice, 

agency and autonomy for the Other. 

Henry Louis Gates Jr has drawn attention to the cultural and political dangers 

associated with representing Otherness, 

You can empower discursively the native, and open yourself to charges of down playing the epistemic 
violence of colonialism, or play up the absolute nature of the colonised, thus textually replicating the 
repressive operations of colonia/ism. 1 

This text recognises the violence2 associated with colonial activity in island territories which 

have suffered the textual hand in the contextual glove of colonialism, but additiohally hopes to 

engage spaces of multivocality in which Other voices might be heard. 

There is however, an absence of the Other's voice in Chapter 4 focusing on Tahiti, 

which perhaps more than any Pacific Island nation figures in the Western imagination as an isle 

of exotic sensuality. These representations are evident in a variety of texts, from early pictorial 

depictions by artist William Hodges and explorers accounts by Louis Antoine de Bougainville, 

through to academic texts by Jean Jacques Rousseau and Denis Diderot, paintings by Paul 
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Gauguin and the Mutiny on the Bounty films. Colonial incursion and extensive nuclear testing in 

the region by the French government is indicative of the oppressive, pernicious exigency 

stereotypical imagery engenders. The political potency of cross-cultural representation, 

absence of indigenous voices and colonialism present a matrix of intricately interrelated 

elements that limit the Other's autonomy. 

In light of the absence of indigenous Tahitian voices this Chapter figures essentially as 

a critique of whiteness. Cultural critics including hooks and Richard Dyer have written on the 

construction of whiteness and its impact on the political arena. hooks recommends an 

interrogation of whiteness3, and Dyer views it as a state of being that needs to be made 

strange. 4 Whiteness has simultaneously and selectively been subject to a historical process of 

elision and amplification to the extent that ii/they/us corresponds to a lack of colour, a 

nothingness that lends itself to a verisimilitude of potentialities and pluralistic states of being. 

The construction of the West as Self and the rest as Other perpetuated in a myriad of 

texts and upheld by military technologies denies the Other the alternative worlds and surrogate 

Selves enjoyed by the West in the space of the Other. Despite their construction as monolithic 

entities, the binary categorisation of Self and Other is susceptible to fragmentation and 

dissolution. An examination of the political imperatives and hegemonic persuasion 

characterising the construction of whiteness attacks the very mythologising narratives 

generated by the West to maintain centrality. 

This text attempts to theorise a space in which the disbanded Western colonial Self 

encounters the agency of indigenous voices. A space that acknowledges colonial violence, but 

also acknowledges subversive acts and autonomy existing within that conflict, and most 

importantly negotiates a voice that circumvents the incursions of colonialism. The nature of this 

space depends on a dissolution of the categories of Self and Other, described metaphorically 

by Epeli Hau'ofa, Lola Young and Mariana Torgovnick as the sea. 
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Imagining islands as disparate microcosmic worlds each representing difference and 

Otherness, Hau'ofa identifies the power of the sea to permeate boundaries, to travel and 

coalesce on any and every shore.5 Young and Torgovnick draw on the term 'oceanic' to 

describe the ultimate dissolution of the Self/Other dichotomy as a return to the womb (ocean) 

where such antithetical states had no meaning.6 

In the attempt to engage a space of polyvocality that encounters the voices of Others, I 

take note of Stuart Hall, who writes, we all write and speak from a particular place and time, 

from a history and culture that is specific.? An interrogation of one's position, the place from 

whence one's voice speaks and resonates throughout the text is a central concern for texts 

interacting with the Other. Minh-ha Trinh conceptualising agency through voice presents a . 
possible borderland space of drawing near to the Other as opposed to knowing the other, by 

proposing that all one can do is try not to speak about, but to speak nearby.8 The Other this 

text purports to examine is the fabricated and fantastical Other, the Other created by the West 

which bears little resemblance to any real Other. In essence what is under analysis are a 

myriad of texts that signify little more than a visage of the West, and the West's dreaming. But 

as the interplay of text and context, the ways in which the ideological buttressed the material 

suggests, there is no representation which is innocent. 

This text is a product of other texts, organised through overlapping ideological threads 

as discourse. As Julie Kristeva notes, every text takes shape as a mosaic of citations; every 

text is the absorption and transformation of other texts. 9 There is an ever-constant intersection 

of texts, a necessary dialog.ism, that, following Mikhail Bahktin, the literary word is aware of the 

presence of another literary word alongside it. 10 I also take cognisance of Pihama's definition 

and deployment of 'text', 

I am using the term 'text' in its widest sense, in that for me a text relates to any forms of communication 
that is about knowledge and carrying knowing and meanings. This enables me to engage with all facets 
of literacies, from oral traditions through to multimedia technologies ... 11 
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It is intention of this thesis to examine discursively a variety of texts created 

predominantly by the West, in order to analyse the multilayered representations contained 

therein; to problematise these representations as the ideological product of imperial and 

colonial incursions, and to examine how the displacement of European fears and underground 

selves on to the Other not only assisted the colonial programme, but provided Europe with the 

notion of a surplus space in which journeys into the Self could be undertaken. 
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1 Rod Edmond, Representing the South Pacific: Colonial Discourse from Cook to Gauguin. Cambridge, 1997, p. 
10. 
2 1 use the term 'violence', or 'colonial violence' to describe any compromise of Pacific peoples' cultural, political or 
physical autonomy by British or French governmental forces working within imperial or colonial frameworks. 
3 bell hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender and Cultural Politics. Boston, 1990, p. 54. 
4 Richard Dyer, White. London and New York, 1997, p. 10. 
s Epeli Hau'ofa, The Ocean In Us. Pacific Representations: Culture, Identity, Media Conference. Canberra, 22-25 
September, 1998. 
6 Lola Young, Fear of the Dark: 'Race; Gender and Sexuality in the Cinema. London and New York, 1996, p. 92. 
Mariana Torgovnick, Primitive Passions: Men, Women and the Quest for Ecstasy. New York, 1997, pp. 3-4. 
7 E. Ann Kaplan, Looking for the Other: Feminism, Film and the Imperial Gaze. London and New York, 1997, p. xx. 
s Ibid, p. 201. 
9 Leonard Bell, Colonial Constructs: European Images of Maori 1840-1914. Auckland, 1992, p. 1. 
10 Robert Stam, Subversive Pleasures: Bakhtin, Cultural Criticism and Film. London and Baltimore, 1989, p. 15. 
11 Leonie Pihama, Notions of Critical Readings and Representations of Maori. Nga Kele Korero, 6, 1997, p. 4. 
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1 Constructing the stereotypical Other, part 1: discourses of time/space, gender/sex, 
utopia/dystopia.· 

We discover ourselves in the beach of our mind.1 As the eminent scholar of Pacific 

history and colonialism Greg Dening has theorised, the beach is a liminal zone, a site both 

physical and metaphorical where encounters between Pacific Island peoples and voyaging 

Europeans were constructed.2 A borderland3 space fraught with tension and 

misunderstandings in which each people confronted the other as autonomous subjects, or Self. 

The cultural encounters enacted on the borderland strip of beach separating land and sea 

followed a process of mutual discovery and self-reflexive construction, where symbiotic 

relations were forged. Each utilised the other to form notions of Self, creating in this pcocess a 

conceptual binary of us and them. 

In the genealogy of Pacific representations sourced from a plethora of texts the voices 

of autonomous Pacific peoples or Self are distant, hidden and silenced. Regardless of Pacific 

peoples' self-construction, or inscriptions of meaning on bodies, body adornment, familial 

structures, political institutions, land, and cultural practices, European voyagers overrode these 

ontological truths, supplanting them with their stereotypical versions. 

Drawing on the work of Bernard Smith, who has been instrumental in analysing the 

representations made of Pacific Island peoples4, Europeans saw Paradise, a tropical 

wonderland, the New Cythera, prelapsarian Eden, Utopia, the benighted isles peopled with 

noble and nubile savages, dusky maidens, noble and savage cannibals, Greek Apollo's and 

Venus', pagans and children. Attributions which were neither homogenous nor consistent. The , 

hegemonic persuasion of European vision constructed the Pacific as an empty space, a tabula 

rasa upon which desires could be mapped, and essential selves fabricated. A vacuous zone, 

simultaneously absent and present in its constructed identity; the liminality of which allowed for 

the projection of European desires and fantasies, and physical invasions. 
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The construction of European Self both historically and contemporarily was/is 

contingent on the notion of the Pacific (the boundless ocean, the small non-continental island, 

the people; variously connoting positive and negative primitivism), not as they or their physical 

and cultural world ever were or are, but as viewed and constructed through Eurocentric 

ideological lens. The Pacific and Pacific Island peoples have been appropriated by Europeans j 

to function as an alter ego, a place where desires submerged under the rhetoric of civilisation 

could surface. In a process stemming from a complex relationship between European Self and 

those designated Other, the demons suppressed in European civilisation are displaced to 

become the name of the Other. By positioning the Other in these contested spaces European 

Self can flirt with the possibility of reclamation and possession. 
, 

The European construction of Self as superior vis-a-vis their constructed other was 

yoked to imperial texts and military activities, intricately imbricated at each and every stage, 

resulting in the conquest and colonisation of the majority of Pacific Island nations. Textual 

fantasies and their physical enactment are unthinkable without intimate collusion with military 

force subjugation, the textual underwrites the physical. 

Stereotypical representations of Pacific Island peoples in literature, art and film, and 

the insidious connection with military occupation and dispossession of territories will be 

analysed within a theoretical framework incorporating both post colonial and feminist theories. 

The central thesis of both frameworks encourages, and is committed to uncovering and re

instating the voices of those marginalised by Western patriarchal and colonial institutions. The 

theoretical discussions contained in this chapter are intended to function as a foundation, 

offering ideas and foregrounding the analytical tools employed in later chapters. Organised in 

four sections, the theories of post colonial studies, time and space, gender and sex and 

utopia/dystopia seek to address, from different angles and agendas, the co~struction of 

European and Pacific peoples into respective categories of Self and Other, and to suggest how 
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the institutionalisation of these constructions perpetuated in various media can lead to the 

alienation of Pacific Island peoples from autonomous selfhood and territorial lands. 

Post-colonial discourses provide both a broad theoretical, epistemological, and 

teleological framework as well as a vocabulary to analyse the representations of Pacific 

peoples contained in texts created by the West, and to engender space for Pacifi.c voices. As 

Lola Young comments, however, one theoretical framework is insufficient to analyse texts and 

images, particularly those which engage with representations of the Other who have been 

constructed by a variety of discourses.5 She points to the interdependency and intersection of 

racial, sexual and gender theories, suggesting that there is an easy dialogue that flows 

between these areas of classification.6 The interplay between these areas has been successful 
. 

in perpetuating notions of the 'normal' (white, heterosexual, male) and the 'deviant' (non-white, 

homosexual, female) within relations between Man and Woman, Self and Other. 

Furthermore, it is instructive to note an interdependency of ideological notions of time 

and space, or history and geography which have played a pivotal role in determining the place 

and role of the other as ahistorical or 'out of time'. This has pre-empted the dispossession of 

the space they occupy. Imperial and colonial incursions were acts of geographical violence7 

enacted in regions of the world perceived as existing beyond, or more specifically, before the 

construct of time. 

Post-colonial Theory 

As a theoretical framework for analysing stereotypical representations of Otherness, 

the discipline of post-colonial studies can be adapted to any culture which has had, or 

continues to endure an associative relationship with the West characterised by the terms 

coloniser and colonised. Despite the relative absence of post-colonial scholars writing 

specifically on the Pacific Island region, the theories of Gayatri Spivak, Edward Said, Homi 

Bhabha, Ella Shohat, Ania Loomba, Anne McClintock and Helen Tiffin8 are adaptable to a 
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Pacific context. The ideological tools employed to problematise and displace the presumed 

centrality of the West, such as a vocabulary with which to analyse and politicise 

representations, can be applied in a variety of situations and contexts, from literature to film, 

and from the Middle East to the Pacific. 

As a theoretical framework, the discourse of post-colonial studies is com.milted to the 

dismantling of such European hegemonic ideologies that have emptied the colonial subject, 

and dispossessed them of their land. The very term post-colonial has, however come under 

attack from a number of scholars, including Spivak, Shohat and McClintock.9 As McClintock 

posits: 

· If post-colonial theory has sought to challenge the grand march of Western historicism with its entourage 
of binaries, the term post colonial none the less re-orients the globe once more around a single, binary 
opposition: colonial/post colonial. 1o • 

The West is employed as the primary marker against which the colonised subject is defined 

and categorised, a situation that would appear to defy the intentions and impetus behind the 

desire of post-colonial studies as it attempts to disengage from the ubiquitous presence, media 

and language of the West. 

Spivak's observation of the power of language in media to disinherit and marginalise 

has led to her deployment of the term aftermath11 to describe the impact of colonial legacies. 

'Aftermath' implies a violence of colonial oppression not present in the sanitised and less 

politically engaged post-colonial. It also points to her commitment to theorise in which space 

and what capacity the voice of those marginalised by colonialism can function, debating 

questions like: Can the SubaltemSpeak?12 

Shohat's analysis of the term post-colonial concurs with Spivak's, suggesting that the 

non-inflammatory nature of the term could be replaced by other terms such as imperialism or 

geopolitics. 13 Words infused with an increased immediacy and degree of political efficacy. 

Tiffin, by comparison, regards post-colonial less in terms of the label, stating: 
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.. . the term post-colonial is conceived as a set of discursive practices, prominent among which is 
resistance to colonialism, colonialist ideologies, and their contemporary forms and subjectificatory 
/egacy. 14 

As a term, post-colonial lacks consensus and definitive clarification, but as a theoretical 

framework is well disposed to engage with the politics of cultural imperialism, 

misrepresentation, and racial marginalisation. Leela Gandhi offers the following definition: 

Post-colonialism can be seen as a theoretical resistance to the mystifying amnesia of the colonial 
aftermath. If is a disciplinary project devoted to the academic task of revisiting, remembering and, 
crucially, interrogating the colonial past. 15 

Post-colonial studies provides a framework for understanding how the imperial gaze 

cast onto the subjugated Other was responsible for creating a discursive body of 

representations that led to a politicised dialectic of Self and Other. The dismantling, 

displacement and decentralisation of Western knowledge systems and operations of power . 
provides the possibility for the colonised to speak. Confronting the litany of mass media 

representations of otherness and their insidious connection to loss of cultural autonomy is a 

crucial method of resisting the colonial aftermath. 

Resistance is a key term used as a means of interrogating the colonial past, for 

reading the text against the West in order to examine the construction of Self and Other, and 

for creating space for the voice of the colonised subject. The theories of both Said and 

Bhabha16 have played instrumental roles in the formation of post-colonial studies by examining 

the many ways in which the West has constructed a discursive net of representations and 

stereotypical portrayals that have marginalised the colonial subject. 

~habha's theoretical proscription for displacing the relations of power embedded in the 

Eurocentric positioning of margins and centre, us and them, is predicated on notions of 

hybridity, mimigry and ambivalence.17 Bhabha employs these terms to underscore the 

heterogeneous nature of Self/Other narratives; the complexities and ambiguities that must 

characterise relations between two cultures which are ultimately unstable and fluid. By 

problematising the solid binary of Self and Other instituted by the West to assume cultural 
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ascendancy, Bhabha is resisting the ways misrepresentation has been employed for cultural 

and political gain. 

By comparison, Said, in his widely quoted text Orienta/ism (1978) is less concerned 

with hypothesising the potential disruption of neat binary divisions (of Self and Other), than 

exposing the textual machine engineered by the West to produce a series of representations 

and stereotypes about the 'Orient' that helped to define the Occident. The central thesis of 

Orienta/ism analyses and emphasises the role texts and the representations of Otherness 

contained therein play in fortifying Western Self and providing impetus for military invasion. 

The relationship between imperialism and the construction of knowledge is dependent 

on the pervasive and insidious nature of representation. Imperial, colonial and the vast majority 

of texts which were the product of encounters with the Other abound with varied and 

polysemous depictions of the Other. Depictions that speak of the Other's absence, present as 

.ciphers for the projection of European desires or fears, in order to maintain positional 

superiority. 

Though textually bounded, representations are potent signifiers of hegemonic 

ideologies that, when harnessed to the imperial or colonial project, take on supra-textual 

weight. It is because of this implication with Europe's physical and political domination that 

texts, and the representations and stereotypes they spawn become the focus of contestation by 

the colonised subject, and post-colonial scholar. 

Representations and stereotypes employed by the dominant culture produce specific 

sets of knowledge which are accessed through a network of codes that the recipient learns to 

understand through associative familiarity. To borrow a phrase from Dening, We are the 

language of our representations. We are caught in our webs of significance.18 A type of 

essentialised shorthand informs our vision and understanding, and structures our interactions 

with Others. 
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In the context of colonial conquest, and the politicised representations of Self and 

Other, No utterance is innocent and every utterance tells us something about the world we live 

in.19 What it tells us is one way of knowing a subject, a mere refraction of a refraction in a 

language mediating power relations between Self and Other. The entrapment of indigenous 

peoples in a set of reductive and diminishing matrices of stereotypical representEJtions is 

ultimately limiting and destructive for the Other, but empowering for the West; both in terms of a 

spiritual playground for the imaginings of a subversive Self, and for the enactment of economic 

and political domination. As Guy Brett observes: 

It is part of a Europe centred ideology which looks out over the world and sees, not other autonomous 
peoples, but societies occupying levels in a hierarchy with Europe at the top; a schema confirmed by the 
economic, military, and political power of the West, maintained directly at the expense and by the 
deprivation, of most the world's people. 20 

Stereotypical representations in particular have been recognised by Said and Bhabha 

as playing a crucial role in the hegemonic project of colonialism, and the crystallisation of 

cultures into clear binary classifications of civilised/savage, us/them, Self/Other. Characterised 

as mechanisms for compressing information into a simple and manageable form, rather than 

constituting a lack of knowledge, stereotypical representations are viewed somewhat differently 

by Said and Bhabha. 

Where Said po!3itsthe constancy of stereotypical representations in the role of 

maintaining the positional superiority of the West, Bhabha engages the concept of 

ambivalence. For Bhabha representations and stereotypical tropes constitute an area of 

contestation, 21 a degree of ambivalence, because the representations constructed are not a 

replica of the opposing culture but a buffer zone between repression and desire. They are 

systems of signification and sites of complex negotiation, ambivalent because the excess that 

comprises stereotypical representations could trigger transgression at any instant. 

The ambivalence such representations engender, for Bhabha, signal a degree of 

resistance and realise a space in which the Other can chip away at the barriers erected by the 
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West to separate Self and Other, and eventually speak as Self. One voice Bhabha theorises is 

mimicry, or inappropriate appropriation, which to be effective must continually produce its 

slippage, its excess, its difference. 22 Mimicry is a reversal and reappropriation of the category 

of Self (and West as Other), a dualism that simultaneously embodies resemblance and 

menace. It is conceived of as a form of resistance. 

The parodic nature of Bhabha's resistance has, however been criticised by scholars 

like Rod Edmond, who see little distance separating parody from clowning. 23 Edmond regards 

Bhabha's concept of mimicry as an indication of 

.. . how far post-modernism and post-colonialism has turned away from agency and resistance in pursuit 
of it's psychological shadow. 24 

As a discourse, a set of ideologies, a physical invasion and battlefield, colonialism took many 

forms. So in turn, resistance is likely to enlist a polysemous array of voices and mechanisms of 

opposition. Bhabha developed the concept of mimicry further, to that of hybridity. The notion of 

hybridity underscores the ambivalence present in the interactions between the dialectical Self 

and Other, by suggesting that not only is there a close relationship between coloniser and 

colonised, but that the two are interdependent. This has the effect of negating the construction 

of western and non-western into their politicised dichotomy of Self/Other, and the power 

relations implicit in such a relationship. Mikhail Bakhtin has formulated a similar conception of 

hybridity. He delineates the way in which language, even within a single sentence, can be 

'double voiced'. 25 

Said's analysis of texts and the interplay of emanating representations and ideologies 

constitute a powerful signifying system, or 'discourse'. Discourse is employed by Said in an 

expanded sense of a narrative, tale or account, and functions as a methodological approach of 

laying bare the intimate intersection of the ideological and the material. 26 To quote Ania 

Loomba's definition of discourse: 

Discourse analysis ... makes it possible to trace connections between the visible and the hidden, the 
dominant and the marginalised, ideas and institutions. II allows us to see how power works through 
language, literature, culture, and the institutions which regulate our daily /ives. 27 
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Said is dependent for the deployment of discourse, on Michel Foucault, whose work focused on 

retrieving space in order to hear the voices of the insane silenced by institutions, their 

ideologies and the power they wield. He defined discourse as a pattern of ordered and 

institutionally supported codes. 

All ideas are ordered through some material medium. 28 This ordering imposes a pattern on them: a 
pattern which Foucault calls 'discourse'. 29 

The Foucaultian concept of discourse has been cited as having a definitive influence on the 

disciplines/discourses of post-modernism and post-colonialism,30 the latter, particularly due to 

the authoritative presence Said's Orienta/ism has within the domain of post-colonial studies. 

In her incisive and comprehensive account of colonial/post-colonial studies, Loomba 

has drawn attention to a measure of criticism directed not only to the text of Said's Orienta/ism 

per se, but to his use of Foucaultian discourse. This is premised on the notion that the 

application of European theoretical and textual practice onto the Other cannot he!p but 

reproduce not only prior forms of knowledge, but the very reality they appear to describe. 31 The 

replication of previous knowledge about the Other has earned Said criticism for constructing 

the Occident as a monolithic entity barely able to contain itself let alone provide an interval in 

his text in which the Other might permeate and attempt to create autonomous representation 

and agency. 

In addition to focusing exclusively on European texts, Said has been criticised by 

Rashmi Bhatnagar for treating colonialism not only as a textual construct, but also for 

suggesting that there is a slippage32 from textuality to actuality, from literature to physical 

invasion. Said's work interrogates the colonial process in all its multivalent guises, recognising 

the crucial role texts played in the formation and dissemination of knowledge, and the power 

resonating in such textual references. These systems of knowledge and concomitant notions of 

power became implemented as weapons of ideology that assisted programmes of invasion and 

colonialism. 
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It is clear, I hope, that my concern with authority does not entail analyses of what lies hidden in the 
Orientalist text, but analysis rather of the texts surface, its exteriority lo what it describes. 33 

Said did not explicitly set out to demonstrate a nexus between text and context, but 

acknowledged that power embedded in texts constructed a type of 'Orient' whose inscribed 

inferiority paved the way for physical invasion. 

The instance of many discourses and processes intersecting and intermingling has 

provided colonial/post-colonial studies with a comprehensive system in which to displace the 

self-presumed and self-assumed centrality of the West. Despite a measure of well-directed 

criticism, the work of Said and Bhahba, amongst other post-colonial scholars, has proved 

invaluable and influential in uncovering and understanding how the relationship between 

coloniser and colonised has been constructed. The work of both scholars offers ideological 

weaponry for challenging the spurious pre-eminence of the West in the conquest of Other 

peoples and lands. 

This work draws on various theories, ideas and methodological approaches from both 

Said and Bhabha. The work of Said offers insight into the power of textual representations, the 

connection between the textual and the contextual, and a valid methodology for analysis, in the 

form of discourse. For the purposes of this paper, discourse functions both as a term for 

appraising a number of ideological viewpoints (post-colonial, gender, etc), and for recognising 

how these discourses combat the patterns evident in institutions and other discourses, such as, 

colonialism and Christianity. 

Said and Bhabha are essentially concerned with the construct of Self and Other, 

conceived of as polar entities. However as Bhabha theorises, the binary division is in fact a 

tenuous one that suggests the possibility of blurring and disruption.34 This hypothetical space 

is useful for this paper which intends to analyse the constructions of the West and the Pacific in 

their respective taxonomies of Self and Other, and the manner in which such categorisation 

has been represented in a variety of texts. In turn, the influence of such stereotypical 
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representations has effected and maintained the deployment of colonial and military activities, 

disinheriting the colonial subject. By disrupting the simple binary of Self and Other (which the 

West depended on for the definition of Sel0, the cultural and political centrality and superiority 

of the West is jeopardised, and the opportunities for unmediated indigenous voices increased. 

Time and Space 

One of the mechanisms employed by the West in the construction of notions of 

Western Self-hood and Pacific Otherness was time and space, or history and geography. 

Without knowledge of time and the written word to record time and thus history, the Pacific 

world was considered inferior and primitive. Western time and history named and defined 
. 

territories. Without such semantic attachment to land forms, the space was considered bereft of 

classification, unclarified and thus empty. The following section is intended to demonstrate the 

ways in which Western theories of time and space/history and geography were applied to 

dispossess Pacific Island peoples of their territories. Differing views on time and space 

constitute one element in the category of Self and other, the construction of which provided a 

theme for representations of Otherness as well as the subsequent loss of land and cultural 

autonomy. 

I have not found any imitations of the watch either in Australia or yet in Africa, or other regions peopled 
by tribes whose time does not mean something, and to whom the idea of measuring time must appear 
unintelligible and absurd. 35 

The Western visitor arriving on the shores of their constructed Other utilised a number 

of ideologies when positioning themselves as Self, one of which was the concept of time. 

Notions of the ahistorical and otherworldly nature of the other influenced their appraisal and 

constituted a significant ideological framework in the construction of Self and Other. This 

framework played an important role in the subsequent marginalisation of Pacific peoples, and 

provided a powerful impetus for the conquest of their territories. 
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Johannes Fabian, Roland Barthes and Elizabeth Grosz36 have contributed important 

observations to a body of theory concerned with the applications of time and space in social, 

cultural and political contexts. Stemming from disciplines as diverse as anthropology and 

literary criticism, the ideas contained in their respective texts are to a certain extent flexible, 

serving as ideological tools for the assessment of time and space in colonial enc9unters. 

In his (The) Observation of Savage Peoples (1969), Joseph-Marie Degerando posited, 

the philosophical traveller, sailing to the ends of the earth, is in fact travelling in time; he is exploring the 
past, every step he makes is the passage of an age. 37 

Travelling into the space of the Other was analogous to employing a time machine to cover the 

vast distances that separated the two worlds. It was as if the Western time voyagers were 

retracing their steps, romanticising their past, in a world where time appeared to have never 

existed. Embryonic, yet eternal, the space of the Other was cast in a stage of early evolution, 

primal and primitive, ageless and static. This perception lead to the projection of a number of 

Western suppositions; an abiding paradise before the Fall, a people without history, and a 

people, who, because of the absence of time keeping/recording devices, were constructed as 

backward, child-like, and in need of paternal protection. 

As both Johannes Fabian and Elizabeth Grosz note, time and space are metaphysical 

constructs designed to regulate and contain our lives; constructs that take on a racially 

motivated political dimension when they encounter the lives of the Other. 

Neither political Space nor political Time are natural resources. They are ideologically construed 
instruments of power. 38 

lnterpellating Kant, Grosz identifies time and space as: 

.. . the pure forms of perception imposed on appearances in order to make them accessible to 
experience. Space and time are necessary structures; ideal rather than real, that are the conditions of 

· possibility for the experience of objects. 39 

The necessity of time and space to regulate being was endorsed by Hegel in The 

Philosophy of History, who viewed the meta-narratives of Western time and history and 

concomitant progress as central to Western civilisation.40 It was considered one of the aspects 
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which made Western civilisation superior when juxtaposed with the stasis believed to 

characterise Other peoples. Commenting on Africa, Hegel wrote: Africa is no historical part of 

the world; it has no movement or development to exhibit ... 41 Time, or its absence was also an 

important concept for Count Gobineau, who, in Essay on the Inequality of Races (1835-55) 

wrote that the historical progress of Europe was matched by the profound inertia.of black 

people.42 

It was also around this period that the medieval concept of the Great Chain of Being 

metamorphosed from an architectonic structure to a chronological one in the late nineteenth 

century.43 Time gained in intellectual and political weight as Europe amassed territories 

believed to exist beyond the regulating and defining forces of time/history, and was linked with 

particularly pernicious political consequences to ideas of evolution and race. 

Evolutionary and racial theories relied on the constructs of time and history to 

marginalise, subjugate and deterritoralise the Other. If the Other inhabited a world out of time, a 

lost world, as it was viewed by Europe, then it was the roie and duty of Europe to bring it, the 

allochronic44 space, into history. The relegation of the Other into a different and distant 

timeframe is a manifestation of what Fabian has characterised as 

... political physics, defined as the cultural equivalent of the scientific principles that two bodies may not 
occupy the same space at the same time. 45 

It was inconceivable that, in anthropological terms, the ethnographic present, or present-

becoming-future of the Other could co-exist with Western signifiers of time and 

material/technological progress. 

Fabian's influential'writing on the temporal marginalising of the Other has labelled the 

condition of two voices communicating on equal terms as lntersubjective Time. 46 In the history 

and practice of encounters between Self and Other, lntersubjective Time has occupied a 

notably political position, one where the historicity of Self has oppressed and exploited the non-
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historicity of the other. The immutable Other, as when positioned out of time, is described by 

Fabian as a denial of coevalness, which he defines as 

... a persistent and systematic tendency to place the referents of anthropology in a time other than the 
present of the producer of anthropological discourse. 47 

Space, in the same manner as time, has functioned as a category of Western thought 

and application that has marginalised and displaced the Other. In terms of spatiality, the 

timeless other corresponded to a remote peripheral zone, a vacuous void, a non-stable entity. 

But as Grosz identifies, space, like time is an essence, or quantity that is inscribed with 

meaning and purpose, 

.. . space is not simply an empty receptacle, independent of its contents; rather, the ways in which space 
is perceived and represented depend on the kinds of objects positioned within it, and more particularly, 
the kinds of relation the subject has to those objects.48 

The earliest dream, as Edmond notes, was geographic, the tantalisingly elusive terra 

austra/is nondum incognita constitutes the ideology that underpins discourses concerned with 

the Pacific.49 The space of the other is characterised by notions of remoteness and distance, 

and is contingent on the iiiusionary concept of that space being 'empty'. Vast tracts of 

unfamiliar vegetation such as jungle or desert, were, by nature of either their impenetrability or 

lack of cultivation, open to take-over and conquest, as were sparsely inhabited expanses of 

land, and zones of minimal cultivation. By constructing the land as empty, Europeans could 

envisage their future. Roland Barthes, describing theatrical space in Lettres Novel/es (1953) 

wrote: only empty space can really hold the future in store.50 Historicising the land by 

appropriative marking and mapping through cartographic enterprises was a means to re-invent, 

claim, and ultimately contrql the territory of the Other. 

In essence, time becomes spatial and space becomes temporal. 51 The two conceptual 

frameworks are mutually re-inforcing. Geographical and temporal distance provided the West 

with the ideological tools to construct a distinct binary opposition between Self and Other. The 

timeless and spatially ambiguous other of Western conception prompted and facilitated a 

bifurcation of Self and Other into dichotomies of nature/culture and primitive/civilised. Such 
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marginalising discourses naturalised the conquest of the other's space. The conflation of 

spatial and temporal theories and ways of viewing the Other became, in turn, ways of 

displacing and deterritorialising them. Imperialism and colonialism can best be rendered in a 

metaphor: the translation of the Westerner's time into the Other's space. 52 Imaginary and 

exotic geographies and histories played a pivotal role in the disempowerment of the Other. 

The atemporal, empty space of the other became characterised as an ambiguous 

locale; a peripheral zone for the projection of Western fears, desires and fantasies. Much of the 

dreaming that took place in the Other('s) worldly sphere was informed by intersecting 

discourses of gender and sexuality, displaced simultaneously onto the bodies and landscape of 

the Other. By a process of displacing and projecting the forbidden in Western culture onto a 
. 

marginalised people, the West equipped themselves with a spiritual/fantastical playground in 

which desires and yearnings could roam and flirt with the possibility of reclamation and 

manifestation. Desires,. fantasies and fears became the name of the Other, re-enforcing the 

chasm separating civilisation from savagery, and were utilised to justify domination of both the 

bodies and land of the other. 

Gender and Sex 

The writing of Mariana Torgovnick, Ella Shohat, Ania Loomba, Anne McClintock, Mary 

Louise Pratt and Helene Cixous,53 working variously in colonial and feminist contexts, is 

instructive in this context. Western classification of peoples into opposing binaries of Self and 

other drew considerable sustenance from fabricated discourses of gender and sex. When 

represented stereotypically in a variety of media, these discourses lent yet another dimension 

to the demonisation of the other as inferior, adding to the arsenal of ideologies that provoked 

and buttressed colonial militarism. 

Within discourses of gender and sex two of the most insidious stereotypical attributes 

associated with non-western peoples are excessive sexuality and the representation of land as 
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female. Attributes generated and instituted in systems of patriarchal and colonial discourse, 

they stem initially from the pathologisation of Woman in Western society. The problematisation 

and marginalisation of Woman and politicised categorisation of gender in the West, functioned 

as an easily transferable model when confronted with the incidence of race. 

Discourses of gender and sex (nature/culture, body/mind) have played a. pivotal role in 

the pathologising and racialisation of the Other. Torgovnick has critiqued a number of cultural 

commentators, including Said and James Clifford, for downplaying the significance of gender 

and sexuality in the construction of the Other and primitivist ideologies.54 The two are 

intricately interwoven and are 'embodied' by Woman. 

Ella Shohat draws attention to the fact that the processes of imperialism and 
. 

colonialism have impacted on men and women differently.55 White women's bodies have 

historically (and contemporarily) been signifiers of difference for/from the white masculine body. 

Functioning in a similar manner as the Other does for Self, white women's bodies were coded 

as passive, non-performative, erotic, fragile, in order to denote their divergence from the ideai 

male body; active, performative, normal and virile. Women's bodies were inscribed with 

symbolic (inferior) meanings to be fetishised by men for the purpose of positioning male bodies 

via contradistinction, and to control Woman as Other. 

Femininity became othered through a dichotomising process in which Woman was 

imprinted with the characteristics spurned by masculinity. French feminist Helene Cixous lists 

male/female oppositions in a metaphorical poem in the introduction to Sorties (1981): 

Where is she? 

Activity/passivity, 
Sun/Moon, 
Culture/Nature, 
Day/Night. 

Father/Mother, 
Head/heart, 
Intelligible/sensitive, 
Logos/Pathos. 
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Form, convex, step, advance, seed, progress. 
Matter, concave, ground - which supports the step, receptacle. 
Man 

Woman56 

The mind/body dualism, in particular has functioned as a persuasive fabrication 

denying women a presence in public and political domains, and is responsible for creating 

divisions within the category of woman, including mother/whore, Virgin Mary/Mary Magdalene. 

Francis Bacon claimed there existed a natural union between masculinity and science, and 

femininity and nature.57 Science lent a rationality to maleness and irrationality to the pre-cultural 

state of 'natural' femininity. Such enduring associations between femininity and uncontrollable 

nature generated notions of wild, unpredictable sexuality, and its attendant signifiers; , 

materiality, non-spirituality, carnality, fleshiness, physicality, corporeality, sensuality and 

orofanitv. ' , 

The short ideological gap between libidinous, 'natural' sexuality of the woman-Other, 

and the nameless racial-Other is easily breached. 

Given the patriarchal nature of Western discourse, it is not surprising that racial and sexual othernesses 
have a tendency to collapse into one, resulting in the sexuafisation of non-western cultures in dominant 
discourse. sa 

The sexualisation of the Other is predicated on, and embedded in the body of woman. The 

category of female gender is reduced to sex. Her constructed unknowability easily translated 

onto the 'native'-Other. As Torgovnick states: 

Gender issues always inhabit Western versions of the primitive. Sooner or later those familiar tropes for 
primitive become the tropes conventionally used for women. Global politics, the dance of coloniser and 
colonised, becomes sexual politics, the dance of male and female. 59 

Loomba notes that women on either side of the Self/Other borderland are the fabric 

through which racial, gender and sexual discourses are predicated and negotiated. She has 

also drawn attention to the double marginalisation experienced by the native woman. 

Black women suffer from both racial and gendered forms of oppression simultaneously. In this view of a 
double colonisation, race and gender categories are not analogous but they remain mutually 
intensifying. 60 
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As Loomba suggests, non-western women experience oppression on both the gender and 

racial fronts. They are marginalised by discourses of patriarchy, which views their sex as Other, 

and by colonial discourses which also declare their race, other. 

The Other, both male and female had become instituted as an icon of deviant sexuality 

by the eighteenth century.61 There has been a considerable history and body of work assigned 

to the construction and perpetuation of the hypersexualtiy of the Other, both as a foil for the 

emancipation of repressed sexuality, and pathologising as aberrant for paternal (colonial) 

guidance. Freedom, as Freud put forward is a characteristic of the Other; uninhibited sexuality, 

and promiscuity became known as signifiers of the Other, whereas European civilisation was 

premised, in part, by a regimented social structure and sexual control.62 Writing on the 

sexuality of the other, Raoul Allier states: 

.. . all the same, eroticism is widespread and potent. There is free scope for animality amongst these over 
heated races, encouraged as it is by a blazing sun and the lavish exuberance of nature. 62 

Once constructed as a zone of uninhibited and deviant sexuality, it became possible 

for the West to indulge in displaced dreams, fantasies and fears in the space of the sexualised 

Other. The range of emotions and ideologies attached to dream/fantasy and the polar opposite, 

fear, is indicative of the multilayered discourses directed at, and operating in, the sphere of the 

Other. The language of Western dreaming and fantasy making in the other-world evoked the 

rhetoric of freedom; of uninhibited sexual bliss in a natural and abundant Paradise. The earliest 

dream, therefore, was escape, whether it took the form of mind travel or actual voyaging. On 

arrival (in the mental or physical landscape) the fantasies revolved around the limitless 

potential for uninhibited sexuality, and free love, a term ever present in discourses associated 

with the South Seas. It was in the moment of borderland crossings, transgressions across the 

beach from Self to Other, that generated emotions of fear. Fear of the unknown, frisson of 

'untamed' sexuality, and as Young posits, the fear of complete dissolution with the other, 

.. . the fear of 'slipping' from white to black: a potentially downward trajectory from pure to debase 
sexuality, from rationality and civilisation to illogical emotion and primitiveness. 63 
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The reverse of fear was refuge, supplanting the terror of losing the Self in the ocean of the 

Other. It offered the potential of transgression and an opportunity for the Western visitor to 

breech the rigid social and sexual mores of home. 

· In discourses of desire, repression, displacement, voyaging, transgression and 

manifestation, it is male voices that are active and performative. In the process of displacement 

and convergence, male desire for the bodies of the Other were conflated with the land the 

Other occupied. 

A powerful exotic symbolism linked a woman's femininity so strongly to the attraction of the land that 
they became one single idea, and to both were attributed the same irresistible, deadly charm. 64 

The interplay between male desire for the native women and the construction of land as 

feminine instigated the ideological framework for the rhetoric of (sexual) domination, 

colonisation and fecundation. As Young notes: 

.. . through the sexua/isation of the feminised African landscape, lying passively on its (her) back 
displaying her naked splendours and availability (for penetration and conquest) the white male 
unconsciously can indulge itself in fantasising about his assault on, his merging with the forbidden object 
of fascination and desire. 65 

The steamy, sultry 'peripheral' zones function, to use McClintock's neologism, 

pornotropics,66 as an ambiguous space for the projection of male fantasies and desires that 

utilise the feminised and sexualised bodies of the Other to dominate and lay claim to their 

territories. Colonial encounters between Self and Other deploy a miscellany of gendered and 

sexualised vocabularies; feminine, masculine, receptive, virginal, penetration, defloration, 

domination, fecundation, as scholars like Pratt have observed.67 Writing on the marginalising 

tropes present in travel accounts of the imperial era, she has commented on the gender/sexual 

implications of the phrase; monarch-of-all-I-survey, in which the passive female 

native/landscape awaits the penetration and concomitant progress of the male 

explorer/surveyor/coloniser.68 Pratt's phrase - Explorer man paints/possess newly unveiled 

landscape woman, 69 comments on the pernicious associations between so-called native 
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women and land, which, owing its source from intersecting discourses of gender and sex, has 

played a role in the ideological validation of colonial take-overs. 

The subjugation of the native/land was allegorised in terms of a romance between the 

Western male and non-western female. Narratives of amorous encounters between Self and 

Other deflected the violence inherent in such confrontations. As Pratt remarks: the allegory of 

romantic love mystifies exploitation out of the picture.7° Drawing and transposing Western 

notions of femininity, and aberrant sexuality onto the bodies and landscape of the Other 

provided the West with a space both metaphysical and actual in which to dream and fantasise. 

The dreams of the sexualised native and space metamorphosed into an impetus for the 

subjugation, domination and colonisation of their territories. 

Utopia/dystopia 

The twin European discourses of utopia and dystopia have been brought to bear on 

the construction of the Pacific, and enacted on the iiminai borderland strip of beach separating 

Self and Other. European dreamscapes located in narratives of the Golden Age, noble savage, 

and Utopia, positioned the newly 'discovered' Pacific as a frontier on which to project such 

discourses. A space in which European fantasies could roam and entertain the possibility of 

fulfilment. The discovery that there was both a 'light' and 'dark' side to the Pacific, generated 

the counterpart discourse of dystopia. In some instances the dystopic elements overrode the 

lost paradise optimism, and were harnessed to the temporal, spatial, gendered, sexual, racial, 

scientific discourses already present in the construction of the native as Other. The 

demonisation of the Pacific as a zone of pathological Otherness, whether utopic or dystopic, 

sanctioned European programmes of imperialism and colonialism. 

The concept and etymology of the term 'utopia' was the invention of English Humanist 

and Lord Chancellor Thomas More (1478-1535) and constituted the title of his work, Utopia: 

Concerning the Best Condition of the Commonwealth and the New Island of Utopia, (1516).71 
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An ironic and satirical work, Utopia as a term and concept is a conflation of two Greek words; 

eutopia, which translates as a 'good place', and outopia, a 'no place'.72 The dual dimension of 

utopia, defined simultaneously as a good place that has no place, has characterised the 

discourse from its inception. It is the product of desire that confronts itself, and debates the very 

possibility of ever attaining the desired object. 

Desire and yearning form the ontological charter of utopian discourse. The Pacific 

became a wishful landscape on which to imagine and fantasise about different and better ways 

of living. As Raymond Williams observes; desire cannot be abstracted, it is always desire for 

something specific in specifically impelling circumstances. 73 Desire occupies a central position 

in the metaphysical and actual life of societies. Marginalised or disenfranchised members of 
. 

society, especially, have particular recourse to the opportunities utopia holds in order to 

imagine and reconstruct alternative models of existence. Feminist utopias/dystopias74 for 

· exampie, seek to baiance, construct and address a woman's conceptualisation of utopia 

against the plethora of patriarchal texts. Carol Thomas Neeiy asserts that many male utopias 

have traditionally been masculinised defenses against women.75 They have interpreted and 

desired according to masculine frameworks that have excluded and denied agency and 

subjectivity of both the female and native Other. 

Thomas More's Utopia was influenced by Plato's Republic, and a genealogical body of 

work on utopia, including Lycurgus, Bacon and Rousseau.76 The nature of utopia presented in 

these texts, and in Hesoid's poem Work and Days, presents an enchantment with humanity 

living harmoniously in a state of nature, untroubled by law, property, work or inhibiting 

sexuality.77 Hesiod imagined a golden age where humankind lived a life of bliss, 

... with hearts free from sorrow and remote from toil and grief ... the fruitful earth ... abundant fruit ... And 
they Jived in ease and peace upon their lands with many good things, rich in flocks and beloved of the 
blessed gods. 1s 

The age of discovery and exploration made it possible to imagine the existence of an earthly 

utopia, in a distant part of the world far removed from the degeneration of Europe. The new 
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worlds discovered by the European voyagers provided grist for both the intellectual and 

spiritual mills of Europe; pockets of the world in which to project fantasies of alternative states 

of being. Searching for some earthly paradise in untouched areas of the globe was an 

important impulse that lay beneath the surface; beneath the immediate political or economic 

visibility of the mission. 

Discourses of an earthly paradise or utopia were of marginal importance in the 

conceptualisation of some parts of the world affected by European imperialism and colonialism, 

such as Africa and the Americas. Africa had traditionally been positioned as a vast, untamed 

continent to be mined for the natural wealth of the land and the labour of black bodies, and the 

noble American savage quickly waned to be replaced by the bloodthirsty lndian.79 

. 
Disillusionment with the reality of lost utopias led philosophers to debate the very existence of a 

terrestrial paradise; that is, until significant incursions into the South Pacific generated the idea 

that paradise on earth might exist there.80 

From the moment of theii discovery by Europeans the islands of the South Pacific provided anchorage 
for many different kinds of Western fantasy. a, 

Utopias are typically imagined as intimate clusters of people living harmoniously in remote 

locales; distant and hidden from the masses.82 The tendency of utopian discourse to envisage 

small-scale communities rationalised an island as the most appropriate space.83 

Geographically and topographically the Pacific Islands presented a physicality concurrent with 

the visual appearance of a utopic space. After months of voyaging, European Self entered the 

space of the Other, to find an empty slate on which to project whatever the current European 

cultural, political or spiritual ideology. As Dening states, 

The Pacific has always been a place for voyagers: one could hardly count the yachts and ships that 
have come to the land and let visitors sale their curiosity a while - about timelessness and sun, about 
savagery, about the pleasures of the beach. 84 

Many European voyagers to the Pacific, or the romantically labelled South Seas, found 

evidence of various European discourses that had percolated over time to produce the concept 

of the good primitive. Utilising narratives pertaining to Christianity, classical antiquity, 
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Humanism, and contemporary theorising on the relative merits of savagery over civilisation, the 

European voyager interpreted the Pacific with an ideological and intellectual vocabulary that 

predetermined the framework with which to decode the new world before them. Christianity 

furnished the concept of Eden, a strict work ethic and austere views on sexual morality.85 While 

the art and culture of Greece in particular, equipped the observer with a vocabulary with which 

to describe and appreciate the bodies of the Pacific Islands, and for understanding the 

decadence of life without toil.86 The discourses of both Humanism and the Enlightenment, 

appreciated the grace and carefree lifestyle lived close to generous nature; the lack of bodily 

self-consciousness, and attitudes to sex seen to characterise Pacific Island peoples.87 

Voyagers to the Pacific were among the earliest to experience the initial and ultimately 
. 

unsettling encounters between Self and Other on the beach borderland. Many of their accounts 

have survived such as midshipman George Gilbert of the Bounty. 88 The infamous Bounty had 

rode anchor in Matavai Bay, Tahiti, and the mutinous events that foliowed contributed vastly to 

the mythologies associated with the island. Tahiti, in particular assumed special significance in 

discourses surrounding the Pacific, epitomising the corpus of ideologies stemming from 

Christianity, classical antiquity, Humanism and the Enlightenment. One view of Tahiti by 

George Hamilton, the surgeon on the Pandora which was sent to bring back the Bounty 

mutineers, clearly expresses his infatuation with notions of a Tahitian paradise generated by an 

intersection of the prevailing discourses of thought. He wrote: 

This may well be called the Cytheria (sic) of the southern hemisphere, not only for the beauty and 
elegance of the women ... and what poetic fiction has painted bf Eden or Arcadia, is here realised where 
the earth without tillage produces both food and clothing, the trees loaded with the richest of fruit, the 
carpet of nature spread with the most odoriferous flowers, and the fair ones ever willing to fill your arms 
with love. 89 

His account presents a paradigmatic picture, exemplifying the Other-worldly space of 

the Pacific. It is clearly a sexualised space with Tahitian women warranting two references. 

Tahiti was (and remains), in many respects, first and foremost a sexual paradise in the minds 

of European men; an off shore fantasy zone for the transgression of oppressive Christian 
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morality. The Nouvelle Cythere of European travellers became the isle of free love, site of 

amorous encounters across the cultural divide. The exotic sensuousness of the place prompted 

Europeans to question and confront various religious and cultural institutions and practices 

while perpetuating the Pacific as a utopic space. As Ruth Levitas notes: 

Utopia is a social construction which arises not from a 'natural' impulse subject to social meditation, but 
as a socially constructed response to an equally socially constructed gap between the needs and wants 
generated by a particular society and the satisfactions available to, and distributed by it. 90 

The 'socially constructed gap' as perceived by Europeans was the absence of 

freedom; the constructed response was to project the repressed desires onto utopic 

elsewheres and then search for that fantasy space. Discourses associated with the Pacific are 

consumed by the rhetoric of the evils of European civilisation, and the palpable urge to escape 

and find refuge in another world. 

They [Europeans] are desperately searching for some islands where they can decolonise themselves, 
shed the constrictions of civilised life, and experience the feeling of living like a savage. Whatever they 
want, whether it is domination over others or liberation from a civilised self, whether they surrender to 
the South Seas or impose civilised controls on themselves on their islands, it is here that they come into 
their kingdom. 91 

The geographicai and natural beauty of the islands, the bountifulness of nature, and 

the alluring climate captivated those who escaped to the Pacific. It was pictured, in a 

vocabulary stemming from Christian and Greek texts, as paradise before the Fall, as Arcadia, 

peopled by noble (and nubile) inhabitants who lived a simple, trouble free existence. Pacific 

Island peoples were viewed as Venus' and other heroes of the Greek/Roman pantheons. 

Bernard Smith draws attention to instances where Pacific peoples were sentimentalised by the 

application of Greek characterising names; 

Hercules was named for his strength; Ajax for his grim countenance; Epicurus for his appetite; Lycurgus 
for his justice. 92 · 

In many instances they represented, for Europeans, remnants of a lost innocence long past in 

the economic and technological mechanisations of European society. 
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Contrary to the European ethos of working for one's daily bread, Pacific peoples 

appeared to lead a life without the need for arduous toil and cultivation, provoking John 

Hawkesworth to extol the ease with which they obtained food and nourishment: 

They are exempted from the first general curse, that man should eat his bread in the sweat of his brow. 
They are on the whole happier than we ... and we are losers by the perfection of our nature, the increase 
of our knowledge, and the enlargement of our views. 93 

European utopian discourse predisposed voyagers to recognise what they sought in 

the space of the Pacific. Dreams, desires and fantasies are predicated on the absence of 

closure; the Pacific was textually and physically manipulated to articulate a zone for European 

notions of utopia to flourish. The voyagers and philosophers constructed the Pacific as a place 

of refuge, a vast rolling sea with island paradises to flee repressive European civilisation, 

sexual, religious and cultural institutions. It was a space that afforded Europeans the • 

opportunity to discover, expand and amplify Self; offering also the potential for renewing and 

regenerating Self. Pacific Island peoples and the environment they inhabited provided a 

background that played into the plurality of European discourses. 

However, 

in the late eighteenth century, the supreme moment of the noble savage, when the Polynesian was 
regarded as the noblest savage of them all, perhaps the embodiment of perfect humanity, white men still 
fired their guns at Polynesia.94 

In instances when dystopic vision clouded and threatened to swamp that of utopia, the noble 

savage became typecast as the ignoble harbinger of conflict and savagery. The easy transition 

from noble to ignoble is indicative of the degree of ambivalence present in the construction of 

the Pacific and Pacific Island peoples. Noble, ignoble, utopic, dystopic were but a short 

distance from each other and even featured as parallel ideologies within the same text. Mick 

Girdley notes, 

... add to all these Golden Ages, primitive utopias, the Gothic frisson of the cannibal isles, and the South 
Seas can be everything that psychologies demand. 95 

In his account of the manifold representations of Pacific peoples, Edmond has posited 

the notion that a dystopic Pacific was as fundamental to European conceptions of Self as the 
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utopic.96 In the most exuberant passages exalting the Golden Age of the Pacific ran a counter 

discourse, that of the tainted paradise. Returning to the paradigmatic Tahiti, Smith writes: Tahiti 

proved that there was once a Golden Age, Tahiti also proved it had long passed away. 97 As 

first impressions faded, something of the reality of the Pacific seeped through and altered the 

initial utopic evaluations. What had attracted Europeans so greatly in the beginning frequently 

became viewed as distasteful. Free love was admired, but polygamy, incest and reports of the 

sometimes public nature of sexual relations created distance from the original desire. Other 

demons, real or imagined, such as cannibalism, infanticide and tattooing played a role in 

diminishing the fantasy of a southern paradise. Discourses of Christianity, in particular, were 

significant in deflating the utopic bubble. 
. 

The utopic Pacific as enjoyed by European voyagers in the space of the other, often 

became dystopic on the return journey as the realisation of their earlier encounters and secret 

selves encountered the bastion of reproachful European ideologies. Daws relates an incident in 

which the explorer Bougainville, an ardent admirer of the noble savageiArcadia Pacific became 

disillusioned with what had once offered such promise after a return journey spent conversing 

with a Tahitian man, Ahutoru.98 

The rhetoric of Tahiti as a tainted paradise played into a number of European 

discourses. Dystopia had always functioned as the subversive counteract of utopia, adding 

weight to More's initial construction of the concept as a 'no place', rather than a remote 

elsewhere of romantic imagination. Utopian discourse is characterised as a fatalistic narrative 

and in a somewhat pragmatic sense paradise was likely to run into reality. Provided with an 

arsenal of textual and historical exemplars, utopia was predicated on the notion that it was 

bound to crumble. Intersecting with the waning of paradise, discourses of Christianity, notions 

of the dying Polynesian and racial pathologisation of the Pacific Other as inferior assisted the 

dismantling of the utopic Pacific for imperial and colonial incursions into the area. 
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The myth of the dying Polynesian was a particularly insidious characterisation of 

Pacific peoples.99 Couched in the rhetoric of humanism, the paternal father figure obscured the 

hegemonic prescription behind the fa9ade. Drawing on discourses of racial science provided 

the conquering European with Darwinian inspired survival of the fittest ideology. Such 

discourse engendered notions of the fatal impact or the melting of the lower races before the 

might of Europe. Where Europe had been empowered by borrowing and appropriating social, 

political, religious and cultural information and practices from around the globe, Other cultures 

were perceived to exist in a fragile vacuum that could not withstand European institutions and 

technology. Extra-cultural appropriation precipitated an amplification of Western Self, but was 

thought to destroy the fabric and authenticity of non-western peoples. George Foster, naturalist 

on Cook's second voyage noted, 

It were indeed sincerely to be wished, that intercourse which has lately subsisted between Europeans 
and the natives of the South Sea islands may be broken off in time, before the corruption of manners 
which unhappily characterises civiiised regions, may reach that innocent race of men, who live here 
fortunate in their ignorance and simplicity. If the knowledge of a few individuals can only be acquired at 
such a price as the happiness of nations, it were better for the discovers and the discovered, that the 
South Seas had still remained unknown to Europe and its restless inhabitants. 100 

In many respects, the South Seas does remain unknown to Europe. What Europe does 

know is what has been projected onto the Pacific as a space both utopic and dystopic, noble 

and ignoble, sensual and savage, classical and cannibalistic. In a similar manner as other 

European discourses, utopian and dystopian narratives have simultaneously interacted and 

promulgated new ones with which to construct the Pacific. Both utopian and dystopian 

discourses fabricated the Pacific as a fictitious zone for the aggrandisement of European desire 

and hegemonic domination. 

Incursions into the Pacific Ocean began in the early sixteenth century with the voyage 

of Vasco Nunez de Balboa in 1513.1°1 It was both the desire for spices and the lure of the 

uncharted southern land that motivated these early voyages by European nations.102 Covering 

one third of the earth's surface, 103 the Pacific was characterised as a frontier, a vast 

undiscovered, unmapped region that offered the possibility of untold wealth. Balboa was 
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responsible for naming the Southern Hemisphere, christening it Mar def Sur, or the South 

Seas.104 The Southern Cross in the night sky indicated entry into the Pacific, signalling the 

exotic and uncivilised Otherness. 

Ferdinand Magellan led successive discoveries in the early sixteenth century, Alvaro 

de Mendana in 1595, Samuel Wallis (1767), Louis Antoine de Bougainville (1768) and James 

Cook (1768-1775). Many of the voyages were motivated by fierce rivalry between European 

nations, for political and commercial ascendancy. However it was not until the early twentieth 

century that the Pacific acquired global geographical and political importance due to conflict 

and war between Spain, Britain, France, Germany and the United States.105 

From a European perspective, the extreme remoteness, small geographical size and 
. 

limited economic benefits to be gained from natural resources diminished the political and 

commercial significance of the Pacific. This assessment, combined with the metonymic chain of 

qualifiers signalling Pacific otherness (paradisiacai, erotic, exotic, utopic/dystopic, natural) has 

resulted in a somewhat unique positioning of the Pacific within European consciousness. 

Synonymous with Paradise and conjoined with partial immunity from commercial and political 

agendas inscribed the Pacific with a metaphysical and philosophical importance that has, 

nonetheless exacted an equally insidious toll on the lives of Pacific Island peoples. Imperial and 

colonial activity in the Pacific was haphazard and irregular;106 assuming political significance as 

small trophies within European systems of contention and conflict, rather than for possession 

itself. Following the temporal political significance of the Pacific during the two world wars, 

many Pacific Island nations (Western Samoa, Nauru, Fiji, Tonga, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, 

Kiribati and Vanuatu) have since regained a measure ot primarily political, independence.107 

However in financial or commercial terms, a hegemonic relationship between former colonised 

and coloniser continues to influence internal affairs.1°a 

The Asia Pacific Economic Community (APEC) excludes the Pacific, while Australia 

and New Zealand are the patron governments of the South Pacific Forum, illustrating the 
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marginalisation of Pacific Island voices, and distance from participation in political and financial 

destinies.109 Invisibility within European created systems of political/financial designation onto 

specific geographic areas, engenders the fabrication of 'regions', such as the 'Pacific region', 

which as Epeli Hau'ofa comments essentialises and reduces the Pacific to a controllable 

marginalised zone and underscores the neo-colonial dependency evident in contemporary 

Pacific/Western relations. 11o 

Paraphrasing Hau'ofa, regionalism becomes the recreational space of colonial and 

neo-colonial interactions.111 Politics and commerce merge with the rhetoric of progress, First 

and Third worlds, developing and backwardness. Neo-colonial financial dependency interfaces 

with paternalistic ideologies, which in turn fuses with the initial assessment of the South Seas 
. 

as an Arcadian paradise. This characterises the Pacific as a world remote in time and space, a 

minimal player on the world stage. A recent Qantas advertisement positions the Pacific (Tahiti) 

as a piace where time stands still, 112 an Other-worldly locale where 'grass skirts' and lei veil a 

different reality of neo-global politics. 

As the twentieth century draws to a close, the state of the environment and sustainable 

resources constitute the most significant and urgent concerns for global First and Third world 

nations. The progress and dynamism of Western industry and modernisation have long 

depended and continue to rely on the natural/mineral wealth of less industrialised countries. 

First world wealth is contingent on Third world extraction. The siphoning of Third world 

resources by the West constitutes a neo-global-imperialism predicated on the intersection of 

political and commercial interests and maintained by a combination of physical acts of 

domination (political forums that exclude indigenous peoples, 'Third' world developmental loans 

that serve Western interests) and textual references (film, novels, National Geographic, 

television). 

Texts which presume to speak about and for the Other in an objective, neutral manner 

are a Western construction; a mirage, they do not exist. As a zone for commercial extraction or 
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philosophical and touristic pleasure in an Other-world, the space of the Other, and the native 

herself/himself are manipulated and positioned to fit the proscribed framework. With regard to 

environmental determinants, the textually constructed Other and their space faces a new 

threat. Constructed as Other by Western ideologies and institutions, and relieved of significant 

political and commercial value within Western power signifying systems, the Pacific is in danger 

of becoming, in the words of Hau'ofa, the garbage disposal of the world. 113 

As the global powers' engagement with nuclear technology intensifies and expands, 

the Pacific has become the site for both the development of new technologies and the watery 

rubbish dump for nuclear waste. The American and French nuclear presence in the Pacific is 

well documented, as are the tanks that cross the Pacific laden with nuclear waste, less well 
. 

known are the embryonic plans of the global powers to utilise the vast, 'emptiness' of the 

Pacific as a wasteland.114 The philosophical utopia/dystopia of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries approaches physical reality in the twentieth and twenty first centuries. Utopian 

fantasies of the Pacific as a paradisiacal, erotic and sexuaiised zone for the re-creation and 

revitalisation of Self confront the industrialised dystopia of the West. A technological utopia of 

the West verges on spilling into the Pacific to destroy Paradise of the mind; utopia - elsewhere 

- no-place. Textual ideologies and representations of the Pacific and Pacific peoples as the 

multivalent Other establish and induct the mental frameworks for new political, commercial and 

environmental imperialisms in the Pacific. 

As a body of knowledge, the ideas contained within the frameworks of post-colonial 

theory, theories of time and space, gender and sexuality, utopia and dystopia outlined here, will 

serve to untangle and analyse the representations of Samoan and Tahitian peoples in 

subsequent chapters. While constructed in a general sense by colonial and patriarchal 
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discourses, the stereotypical representations of these Pacific peoples presented in a variety of 

media technologies, are mediated by the specific histories of pre-colonial and colonial 

engagement. 

Such histories are frequently absent from media representations, which rely instead on 

the easily accessibility of images that have a familiar currency within relations between Self and 

Other. The following chapter, which precedes the individual chapters focusing on Samoa and 

Tahiti, is intended to function as a history of the construction of stereotypes and stereotypical 

images the West has attached to Other peoples, and the nature of their literal or visual 

manifestation. The incidence of repeated imagery and associations with non-western peoples 

forms a pattern of systematic representations, demonstrating the political efficacy of such 

stereotypical imagery throughout history. It is hoped that the fusion between the history of 

stereotypes of non-western peoples and the ideological apparatus of theory will provide a solid 

foundation to analyse and position the representations of Samoan and Tahitian peoples made 

by the West. 
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2 Constructing the stereotypical Other, part 2: the rhetoric of civilisation, Christianity, 
racial science/technology, and the textual manifestations. 

. The construction of Western Self depended on instituted knowledge systems that 

portray the non-western Other in a series of marginalising positions. By positioning the Other 

outside the limits of what constituted Western civilisation, the West was able to negotiate and 

define Self via contradistinction, and assume a sense of cultural, political and moral superiority. 

Changing media technologies drew on a politicised shorthand to construct stereotypical 

imagery that served to validate and legitimise military incursions. Representing non-western 

peoples as inferior, irrational, collective, non-progressive, mythical, magical and childlike was in 

direct opposition to the values and aspirations fabricated to characterise the West. The 

representation of non-western peoples for the definition and expansion of Western Self 

depended on a variety of discourses embedded in the rhetoric of civilisation. 

Christianity and discourses of science and technology buttressed general stereotypical 

assumptions of Other peoples by adding both a spiritual and intellectual dimension. To some 

extent the impact of new technologies and the esteem generated by rational science have 

supplanted, but not extinguished the influence of Christian thought and morality on the 

construction and categorisation of non-western peoples. Despite the.ideological boundaries 

characteristically attached to disciplines as diverse as Christianity and science/technology, 

there is an easy fluidity that blurs such distinctions upon encountering the Other. Stereotypes 

stem from many sources within the rhetoric of Western civilisation, but intersect and converge 

on the bodies and landscapes of Other peoples with insidious consequences. 

This chapter explores both the notion of Western civilisation, the discourses of 

Christianity and science/technology that have underscored such a monolith, and the matrix of 

stereotypes generated by each, and discusses the literal and visual manifestation of such 

stereotypes. 
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Civilisation as Robert J.C Young has suggested is both the idea of civilisation and a 

critique of the concept itself.1 As an object of contemplation and institution, the entity of 

civilisation depends for its cultural and political efficacy on the systematic repudiation of traits 

considered deviant and immoral, and the veneration of those considered noble. Western 

civilisation as a concept exists, and is contingent on the construction and inscription of a binary 

division separating those who belong, and those who serve to define the boundaries. While the 

definition and validation of Self vis-a-vis Others is not a concept specific to the West, it is one 

that has had a long and violent history within Western practice. The representation of 

stereotypical imagery in progressive media technologies to excuse and justify colonialism and 

military invasion has had deleterious effects on the seemingly innocuous practice of identity 

construction. 

The practice of using Others to define Self was theorised by Classical and Medieval 

scholars who propagated notions of the Other as foreign and barbarous. Medieval scholars 

employed the metaphor of a walled city surrounded by untamed nature inhabited by uncivilised 

beings to define themselves as superior.2 The Other was characterised as a 

... 'wild man' (sic), who lived in forests, on the outer edges of civilisation, and was hairy, nude, violent, 
lacking in moral sense and excessively sensuaf.3 

Behind such categorisation was the basic desire to assert the civilised superiority of the West 

over the primitive inferiority of the Other. 

As encounters between the West and Other peoples increased the rhetoric of progress 

and the need to displace the Other gave credence to the notion that the so-called savage 

resided in the pre-history of the West. A three-stage model was developed in the nineteenth 

century that ranked cultures in a hierarchical ladder of savagery, barbarism and civilisation.4 

Humanity was structured as a ladder of progression up evolutionary steps overshadowed by 

civilisation at the pinnacle. Writing in the late nineteenth century, J.S Mill defined civilisation as 

that kind of improvement ... which distinguishes a wealthy and powerful notion from savages 
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and barbarians.5 Civilisation was realised through process of comparison, and narratives of 

progress and advancement. 

The gulf separating savagism and civilisation was focused primarily on Western ideals 

of rationality, intellectual reflection and progress, epitomised by the ability to write. A spirit of 

intellectual pursuit was embedded in the presence of the literal word. Writing represented 

mental logic, philosophical contemplation, scientific study, and most significantly, it recorded 

the history of progress. As Henry Louis Gates Jr suggests, 

... writing ... stood alone among the fine arts as the most salient repository of 'genius', the visible sign of 
reason itself. 6 

Western ontological frameworks privileged the literate over oral culture, engendering relative 

categorisations of Self and Other into historia and mythos. The obverse of the rationaL literate, 

historical and progressive, was categorised as the irrational, pre-literate, mythical, non

progressive Other. 

An absence of literate culture induced Western commentators to inscribe non-western 

peoples as collective and childlike, collective because of the nature of information sharing in 

oral culture and childlike due to less advanced technological capabilities. The collectivity 

perceived in non-western societies was contrasted with the Western cult of the individual, itself 

a concept alternately maligned and esteemed within Western society. Whether admired or 

derided, the presumed collectivity of the other were frequently depicted within colonial 

discourses as undifferentiated masses and teeming hordes. Faceless and unidentified the 

Other became the bodyscape for Western projections that deprived them of agency and 

subjectivity. 

In addition to the notion of tabula rasa applied indiscriminately to indigenous peoples, 

the rhetoric of the small-scale tribe living in harmony with the land inscribed the other as a 

predominately collective force. Constructing the other as communal and collective served as a 

device for distancing the West from negotiating relations with individual personalities who could 
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disrupt generalising stereotypical associations. Writing on the negation of non-western peoples 

as individuals, Albert Memmi writes, 

The colonised is never characterised in an individual manner, [sl]he is entitled only to drown in an 
anonymous collectivity. 7 

Abdul R. Jan Mohamed adds the perception of the Other as a generic, indistinguishable being 

allows for the native to be deployed discursively as any and every native; their identity 

interchangable.8 

The lack of an individual identity lent validation to the idea of the other as childlike, 

particularly during the Victorian era which developed and celebrated the concept and cult of the 

child.9 Childhood came to be viewed as important, and children as miniature, if immature 

adults. The attention placed on children, especially during the height of Victorian imperialism, 

provided the West with a vocabulary and model with which to attribute and assess non-western 

peoples.1° It was an insidious association that placed the Western child and the so-called 

savage as mirror images, reflecting in each other the discourses of growth and development 

mapped onto them. Jo-Ann Wallace connects the characteristics projected on the child/native 

other to programmes of colonialism, 

The construction of 'the child' coincides with the apogee of English colonial imperialism; indeed, it was 
an idea of 'the child'- of the not yet fully evolved or consequential subject - which made thinkable a 
colonial apparatus officially dedicated to, in Macaulay's words, the improvement of colonised peoples. 11 

Interwoven within the discourse of civilisation and its markers of rational literate culture 

and individuality, Christianity has impacted significantly on the construction of the Other as 

savage, deviant and inferior. It has played a pivotal role in defining and maintaining the social, 

moral and political boundaries of civilisation by paying homage to a superior being imaged as 

European. Christianity and associative signifiers of whiteness with purity and divinity engaged 

and perpetuated a vocabulary and assessment of non-western peoples as wild, paganistic, 

superstitious and demonic. Discourses of Christianity succeeded in adding a plethora of 
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negative stereotypical associations to the institutionalisation of Self and Other, to the extent 

that, as Gavan Daws asserts, Christianity was the pre-requisite of civilisation. 12 

Historically Christianity has maintained a division between mind and body.13 As a 

system of spiritual belief honouring and venerating the cult of virginity, celibacy and immaculate 

conception, the body was spurned as an impediment to the purity of the mind and devotion to a 

higher ethereal super-being. The estrangement between the two entities served to signify the 

differences existing between Self and other. Bodily excesses, particularly of a sexual nature 

were attributed to non-western people who did not share the white pigmentation of Jesus 

(himself sanitised white over time) and Europeans. Brown, black and yellow skin became 

marked as signifiers of difference and threat.14 

Writing in 1521, Johan Boemus provided the discourse of Christianity with a theory 

with which to explain the origin of 'coloured' peoples. Humanity, he postulated was descended 

from the sons of Noah; Ham, Shem, and Japeth. Linking the incident of Ham turning black for 

seeing his father iying naked, with the conception of 'coloured' skin as pathologically Other, 

Boemus put forth the argument that the 'coloured' peoples would have descended from Ham, 

while colourless whites traced their genealogy from Shem.15 

The paternalism expounded by discourses of Christianity, prompted missionaries, 

following biblical decrees, to make the enlightening of the various 'dark continents' the object of 

their quest. Missionaries roamed the earth searching for non-western peoples to convert and 

offer salvation, their project functioning in many respects, as a spiritual and psychological 

helpmeet for the processes· of imperialism and colonialism. Christian ideology was committed 

to the raising of pagan 'savages' to higher moral ground; the language of conversion, and 

destruction of un-godly cultural practices veiling, and making more palatable the reality of 

conquest and genocide. 
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Many of the ideologies responsible for the construction of the other as inferior became 

institutionalised during the Enlightenment, in particular, the discourses of racial science and 

anthropology.16 Originating from the German word Aufklarung, the term Enlightenment was the 

label attached to a period of European intellectual thought and practice of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries.17 It represents an era in the history of European civilisation which, Young 

claims, was confident enough to set itself up as not only equal, but possibly superior to, the 

ancient Greek and Roman civilisations.18 

The founding principle and defining characteristic of the Enlightenment was a 

celebration of the rational mind and the power of reasoning cognitive thought. Scientific 

observation was regarded as the appropriate methodological process for the attainment of 

knowledge. Knowledge itself was an entity presumed to emanate from the senses, to be 

interpreted and comprehended by vision.19 

The new worlds visible and accessible to Enlightenment scholars opened up fresh new 

natural surroundings and cultures for the comparative project of the period to classify and 

categorise. The rhetoric suffusing the Western notion of rationality entwined with imperialism 

and culminated in the exclusion of the Other from the founding trilogy of equality, liberty and 

fraternity by merit of their association with nature.20 Enlightenment scholars did concede, 

however, that progression from savagery to advanced civilisation was possible.21 

Separating the abrasive polarities of savagery and civilisation, Self and Other, is the 

discourse of racism. 

Culture has always marked culture difference by producing the Other; it has always been comparative 
and racism has always been an integral part of ii: the two are inextricable clustered together, feeding off 
and generating each other. 22 

The construction of race and racial theory was a pivotal device in the fabrication and definition 

of rational Self against the irrational Other. As Fatimah Tobing Rony writes enigmatically: 

Gesture precedes speech. Thus humanity was divided into not only those who sit and those who squat, 
but those who have language and those who gesticulate. 23 
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Race was also a potent tool for the marginalisation and deterritorialising of the Other. 

Racial theory cannot be separated from its own historical moment: it was developed at a particular era of 
British and European colonial expansion in the nineteenth century which ended in the Western 
occupation of nine tenths of the surface of the globe. 24 

By the end of the age of Enlightenment, racial theory had become a scientific institution. 

Observational and comparative methodologies employed by scholars developed .a language of 

taxonomic classification and categorisation that positioned Western rationality at the apex of 

the world's cultures.25 

Western security in their positional superiority was underpinned by the supposed 

innocence of scientific observation. Touted as a neutral, ideology-free discourse, science used 

notions of scientific objectivity to veil the pursuit of the bodies and land of the Other. 

Paul Veyne writes: 

The myth of science impresses us. But do not confuse science with its scholasticisrn. Science finds no 
truths, either mathematised or formalised; it discovers unknown facts that can be interpreted in a 
fhrn1.wmrf wRy.<:. 26 

The theories, desires, fears and fantasies projected on to the savage body were made 

scientific, via observation and categorisation, and institutionalised to make smooth the path for 

imperial/colonial invasions. 

An influential system of categorisation was theorised in the mid eighteenth century by 

Swedish botanist Carolus Linnaeus who 

.. . established the binomial system of biological nomenclature that forms the basis of modern 
classification. 27 

This was introduced in the tenth edition of his Systema Naturae (System of Nature) 1755, 

which, while concerned primarily with the field of biology, was extended to include and classify 

humankind.28 The Linnaean language of genus and species supplied him with the means of 

separating humanity into a classificatory system analogous to the 

savagery/barbarism/civilisation model, positing, homo sapiens, homo monstrosus and homo 

ferus. 29 The inclusion of the Other within European taxonomic systems, however, failed to 

usher them into the walled confines of civilisation. 
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Linnaeus' system corresponds to the from mollusc to god30 model enshrined in the 

Great Chain of Being. Such comparative classificatory systems charted the inferiority of the 

savage body diametrically opposed to the rational, superior body of the West, as inscribed by 

the impartiality of Western scientific discourses. 

By the mid nineteenth century the hierarchy of races was firmly entrenched in the 

Western mindset, and provided racial science with its defining cornerstone. 31 Two central 

figures of the period, Edmund Spencer and Charles Darwin presented opposing theses 

regarding the evolution of human species. Both, however, continued the eighteenth century 

treatise of the inferior, lowly ranked other. Spencer posited the theory of a single evolutionary 

strand of humanity fixed into eternal patterns of inferiority and superiority.32 The history evident 

in the evolution from savagery to civilisation was essentially a European history of progress. 

The hypotheses contained in Darwin's major works The Origin of the Species (1859) and The 

Descent of Man ( 1871) disputed the fixity of the species, asserting a gradual evolution that 

manifests itseif according to the laws of natural selection which deemed that some races were 

more likely to survive than others.33 

Extinction follows chiefly from the competition of tribe with tribe, race with race. When civilised nations 
come into contact with barbarians the struggle is short. 34 

Anthropological discourses, in the same manner as racial science, legitimised the 

racial inferiority and subsequent domination of native bodies and land. Described by 

anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss as the science of culture ... seen from the outside,35 

anthropology was intricately connected to the rise of imperial and colonial activity in the 

Otherworldly zones of the earth. Rony characterises the discipline as 

... the science of reading the body ... the study of people said to be without writing, without signature. 
The anthropologist was the seated observer of people who crouched. 36 

Drawing on primitivist language reveals one of the reflexive acts of the West and the 

construction of the anthropological Other. The assumed primitivism of the Other served a dual 

function: to concur with the programmes of colonialism by evincing the rhetoric of degenerate 
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savagery and fatal impact/vanishing cultures theories, and to reflect back on past-becoming

present origins of humankind. Scopophiliac gazes directed at the bodies of the primitive Other 

were both voyeuristic and fetishistic, and always possessive. Re-evoking the concept of 

scientific neutrality, anthropological discourses displaced the primal pleasure associated with 

inter-racial looking. Some anthropologists saw the ancestors of humankind living in the vestiges 

of the West's history, others the unfortunate, but ultimately logical demise of the race in the 

face of Western civilisation.37 Both pictures denied the Other agency and subjectivity within 

Western discourses. 

The former anthropological view of the natural authentic Other coincided with late 

nineteenth century European apprehension of the rapid technological advances evident in the 

modernisation and industrialisation of Europe. Fear surrounding the mechanical onslaught bred 

a body of theory that hypothesised the potential degeneration of Europeans as a result. 38 The 

most pressing fear was that Europe had progressed as far as was possible, and the only 

course of action left was to descend in a downward trajectory towards inchoate savagery. Max 

Nordau's Degeneration (1893) was a popular text that epitomised the prevailing state of mind,39 

while Macaulay imagined a scenario, the melancholy day on which, 

... some traveller from New Zealand shall in the midst of a vast solitude, take his (sic) stand on a broken 
arch of London Bridge to sketch the Ruins of St Pauls. 40 

In a similar vein, the French anthropologist Felix-Louis Regnault wrote repeatedly on the likely 

(d)evolvement of the modern, urban European into a fragile, deficient state. 41 

The perils of mechanical progress were voiced well before the nineteenth century. As 

early as the seventeenth century, scholars including the poet, dramatist and critic John Dryden 

were led to question the relative merits of a state far removed from nature, positing the idea 

that civilisation of the Western kind was a crushing weight that produced deformities in 

humanity. 42 The obverse of the rhetoric of progress and development, inspired a terminology 
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that linked modernisation, industrialisation, and technology to terms reserved for an ill and 

ailing body .43 

Transposing the fragmentation, mutilation and destruction of the surrounding natural 

environment and the pall of polluting mechanised smoke and filth onto the European body, 

inscribed it as a lexicon of malaise: fallen, diseased, nauseated, afflicted, infirm. The discursive, 

malleable body of the Other became visualised as a locus of escape and celebration of the 

natural state of native life,44 while simultaneously functioning as a mechanism with which to 

critique the West. Disillusionment with civilisation conceptualised, in the space of the Other, an 

alternative world in which the earthy native lived a non-m·aterialistic, spiritual and harmonious 

co-existence with nature. Rhetoric of a lost golden age prevailed, mapping onto the Other 

notions of authentic man and woman, and evolutionary ideologies of the origins of humanity. 

Goodness was embodied by nature, and evil with civilisation. Despite being cast in the role of 

the good primitive, the lament for a purer state as exemplified by the Other essentialised and 

trapped the Other in an atemporal 'out there' world that persists today. 

The conception of the good primitive is analogous to the notion of the noble savage, 

which enjoyed considerable prominence during the eighteenth century due to the writings of 

Jean Jacques Rousseau and Montaigne.45 The ideology of the noble savage celebrated nature 

and the harmonious relationship presumed to exist between the Other and their environment. 

The work of Rousseau and Montaigne was preceded by the discourse of Humanism, 

particularly Italian Humanists; Pietro Bembo and Peter Martyr. The writings of Bembo and 

Martyr were a direct response to the discovery of the Americas. Both emphasised the lack of 

government, laws, writing, possessions, and individual property. Martyr wrote: 

II is a well known fact that these natives hold the land in common, like the light of the sun arid the water, 
and they do not know the words 'thine' and 'mine', seeds of all evil ... They live in a golden age and do 
not enclose their dwellings ... They live in open gardens, without laws, books or judges and observe 
justice by natural instincts.46 
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Across time and a variety of texts, from academic to filmic, stereotypical 

representations of non-western peoples continue to engage with age-old rhetoric of Otherness 

and associations with the natural world. Films such as the Tarzan series, Werner Herzog's 

Where the Green Ants Dream (1984), and John Boorman's The Emerald Forest (1985) 

perpetuate essentialised notions of the moral, physical, and spiritual superiority of the Other in 

microcosmic worlds threatened by Western technological advances. The narrator of Tarzan 

sets up the good primitive/bad civilisation dichotomy, 

Now he [Tarzan] was living. Now indeed, was the happiness of true freedom his. Who would go back to 
the stifling, wicked cities of civilised man when the mighty reaches of the great jungle offered peace and 
liberty, not he. 47 

Foregrounding the supra-spirituality of Aboriginal culture, Herzog has an Aboriginal man 

comment to a white Australian miner, 

You white men are lost, you don't understand the world, too many stupid questions. Your presence on 
this earth will come to an end. You have no sense, no purpose, no direction. 48 

The tenacity of a hidden Amazonian people who narrowly avoid destruction by Western 

environmental restructuring is eulogised, A few tribes have never had contact with the outside 

world. They still know what we have forgotten. 49 

The golden age of the noble savage was a mythical era, distant from a temporal or 

geographical location. Essentialising the Other as the good primitive, setting them up as a foil 

to mourn the spiritual and physical ease of Europe was as pernicious as casting them in the 

role of bad primitive. Whatever the nature of their guises, European constructions of the Other 

were created to define and amplify Western self and to justify the domination and destruction of 

their bodies and lands. As Mariana Torgovnick comments, 

The real secret of the primitive in this century has been the same secret as always: the primitive can be 
- has been, wilf be, whatever Euro-Americans want it to be. It tells us what we want it to tell us. 5o 

The discourses that have constructed the Other as a malleable primitive include; time 

and space, gender and sex, utopia/dystopia, the rhetoric of civilisation, Christianity, 

science/technology. Texts, both literal and visual rely on stereotypical representations sourced 
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from such discourses to construct the Pacific and Pacific Island peoples. The ideological 

vocabulary of discourses outlined in chapter 1 and first section of this chapter resonate in 

literary and pictorial formats, and impact on the physical environment, bodies and cultural 

practices of Pacific Island peoples. 

As a geographical region, the Pacific is imaged as faraway and isolated, 'distant from 

centres of assumed political and cultural normalcy. Within the Pacific space, the land itself is 

pictured as a paradise on earth with crystal clear waters, curving shorelines, white sands, 

waving palms and lush verdant vegetation. The inhabitants of paradise are cast into binary 

roles of the noble or ignoble savage, and the women are generally portrayed as seductive 

dusky maidens. The markers attached to such limited typologies are evinced by the attitudes 

employed to depict cultural practices, costumes, props, and body adornment. 

· In the variety of mediums addressed, film is possibly the most pernicious. The 

· immediacy, graphic realism and replicative properties of film make it conducive to the 

perpetuation of stereotypical representations, representations which have a long history within 

literary and artistic traditions. Literary texts such as explorers' accounts, and novels use a 

coded language of nuance, style and rhetoric to reproduce stereotypes, while pictorial artists 

and photographers rely on composition, style, and colour to represent visually the language of 

stereotypes. 

Explorers whose accounts have influenced the construction of the Pacific include 

Samuel Wallis, Louis Antoine de Bougainville, Philibert Commerson and James Cook. 

Contained in journals and logs, the nature of the language used in discovery narratives such as 

the following by Bougainville negotiate the constructed chasm between savagery and 

civilisation and the gendered appraisal of Other women . 

... the natives surrounded the ships ... they all came shouting tayo, which means friend, and giving us a 
thousand evidences of it ... the bare-skinned women offered themselves enticingly, and the men of the 
island made things even more clear: they pressed us to choose a woman to follow her ashore, and 
unequivocal gestures demonstrated the manner in which her acquaintance was to be made.51 
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Bougainville describes a male fantasy of sensual, available women, veiling, as Ella 

Shohat observes, imperial conquest with narratives of romantic acquiescence which meld 

female bodies with the land and subsequent possession and usurpation.52 The sensuality of 

Pacific Island women is one of the most enduring and familiar representations attributed to the 

Pacific region. 

A century after explorers painted conflicting word pictures of the inherent goodness or 

savagery of Pacific Island life and people, literary tourists such as R.M Ballantyne, Herman 

Melville, Robert Louis Stevenson, Pierre Loti and Jack London ventured into the region. Their 

work perpetuates the practice of employing a comparative language to negotiate the dichotomy 

of Self and Other, by using the Pacific as an alter ego to critique or elevate Europe. 

Ballantyne provided many of the earliest literary images to English readers in his novel 

The Coral Island (1858).53 His representation echoes stereotypical notions of Pacific savagery, 

· containing many passages detailing native atrocities54 in which bloodthirsty natives attack white 

· men. Employing a language resonating with signifiers of savagery, such as 'barbarians', 

'bloodthirsty', 'cannibals', represents one fundamentally stereotypical view of Pacific peoples 

and served to validate the work of missionaries in the region. 55 

Melville, by contrast suggested that Polynesians should go as missionaries to those 

countries that prided themselves on subscribing to the tenets of civilisation.56 His portrayal of 

Christianity and missionaries provoked religious commentators to protest, describing both his 

account of Pacific life, and less than flattering depiction of missionaries as, an apotheosis of 

barbarism! A panegyric of cannibal delights! An apostrophe to the spirit of savage felicity. 57 Yet 

his writing displays recourse to notions of savage Otherness, such as an aversion to cultural 

practices considered aberrant and uncivilised, including tattooing and cannibalism. 
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It was as if he was caught between the construction of civilisation and savagery, never 

fully able to reconcile the good and bad in both. Gavan Daws connects the conflicting views in 

his writing to Melville's personal experiences in the Pacific, stating, 

Melville wanted, as strongly as anyone who ever Jived, serenity, surcease, and a still centre. But 
somehow, wherever he went looking he could never find what he wanted ... He used his books, time after 
time, to set out to sea, forever making journeys inlo himself. 58 

A.Grove Day has described Melville as the first writer of substance in the Pacific, and 

his two early novels, Typee (1846) and Omoo (1847) proved influential in supplying a model for 

subsequent writing about the Pacific.59 Typee draws the reader into a primitivist world of 

indeterminate spatial and temporal boundaries, of impenetrable vegetation, and good and bad 

savages. As the protagonist Tom (who becomes Tammo) negotiates contact with a Marquesan 

group who could prove to be the noble Happar or ignoble Typee, Melville engages with a 

number of ideologies which have dichotomised Self/Other relations. Constructed along the 

iines of an escape narrative, Typee provides ivieiviiie the opportunity to investigate discourses 

of savagism and civilisation, utopia and dystopia, time and space, and theories of racial 

science. The literary manifestation of these discourses resonates in the language Melville 

employs, 

Typee or Happar? A frightful death at the hands of the fiercest of cannibals, or a kindly reception from a 
gentler race of savages ... As I extended my wanderings in the valley and grew more familiar with the 
habits of its inmates, I was fain to confess that despite the disadvantages of his condition, the 
Polynesian savages, surrounded by all the luxurious provisions of nature, enjoyed an infinitely happier, 
though certainly a less intellectual existence than the self-complacent European. There seemed to be no 
cares, griefs, troubles, or vexations, in all Typee. The hours tripped along as gaily as the laughing 
couples down a country Jane. 60 

Melville's Marquesan savages inhabit a carefree, bountiful natural world where time has little 

meaning, and rational, intellectual pursuits are of slight consequence. Freed from the rhetoric of 

what constitutes civilisation, the world of the Typee offers a glimpse of a utopian alternative, 

A high degree of refinement, however, does not seem to subdue our wicked propensities so much after 
all; and were civilisation itself to be estimated by some of its results, it would seem perhaps better for 
what we call the barbarous part of the world to remain unchanged. 61 

Despite the creation of a thrilling and occasionally threatening paradise, as when Tommo flees 

a tattoo artist, (shuddering at the ruin he might inflict upon my figure-head) 62, he forsakes it for 
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the stability and familiarity of civilisation. The flirtation with a utopic/dystopic alternative and 

associative critique of Western civilisation is a familiar trope within Pacific narratives. It is one 

which relies on formulaic stereotypical character types and straitjackets Pacific peoples into an 

essentialist and marginal position. 

The nature of literary language stemming from a variety of instituted discourses 

employed by writers to construct stereotypical representations of the Pacific and Pacific Island 

peoples take on a visual format in the work of artists and photographers. The presence of 

artists to document the land and peoples encountered on voyages of discovery was an early 

imperative of the navy, providing them with tangible recourse to the previously unknown.63 

Artists who traversed the Pacific on such voyages include; George Tobin, Sydney . 
Parkinson, William Hodges and John Webber. An artist of some merit, Hodges painted a 

number of Pacific scenes, primarily of Tahiti. Works such as View of the Province of Oparee 

(Pare) [figure 1] convey, in addition to the necessary geographical data, common eighteenth 

century ideas of paradise a la Rousseau. Distant mountain ranges and clear waters provide a 

backdrop for the cropped foreground scene of two turbaned figures in a canoe, who, while 

vaguely Middle Eastern, read as generic natives, easily transferable from one exotic world to 

another. The symmetrical composition, calm brushstroke, harmonious palette and stock natives 

inhabiting a tranquil otherworld is a familiar stereotype evident in constructions of Pacific Island 

peoples. 

The artist most readily associated with the Pacific is Paul Gauguin, both for images of 

an exotic paradise, and degree of stylistic innovation. An innovative stylistic approach, 

however, fails to conceal the many intersecting discourses informing constructions of Self and 

other evident in a range of stereotypical representations in his Tahitian paintings. The Tahitian 

subjects he painted are typically presented according to patriarchal fantasies of gender and sex 

roles, Western notions of time and space, and utopia/dystopia. Likewise the rhetoric of 
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Figure 1. William Hodges, View of the Province of Oparee (Pare), 1776, oil on canvas. 

Figure 2. Paul Gauguin, Mahana no atua ( Day of the God), 1894, oil on canvas. 
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civilisation and Christianity and racial science informs his vision, functioning as the justification 

for his presence in Other lands and as the foundation for critiquing the West. 

Many of the discourses responsible for the construction of stereotypical images are 

evident in the painting Mahana no Atua (Day of the God), 1894 [figure 2]. Familiar 

compositional elements of sea, shore, palm trees, nude figures and ceremonial statues are 

present, as is the vibrant palette of tropical colours and privileging of the female form. The 

reclining and seated foreground figures inhabiting Gauguin's intensely vivid world portray a 

restful indolence commonly associated with fabricated views of the Pacific. His paintings 

perpetuate notions of exuberant sensuality, particularly of Tahitian women and wishful utopic 

fantasies of an unchanging, timeless paradise. 

The creation of a sensual paradise was an important genre within the new discipline of 

photography, which surpassed painting in the pursuit of realism. In addition to Frances 

Hubbard Flaherty who worked in the photographic medium alongside her husband Robert 

Flaherty, photographers like Thomas Andrew and John Davies64 roamed the Pacific in search 

of exotic subjects. The work of Andrew, in particular, epitomises the genre of photographs 

designed to cater for the titillation of male viewers. Taken in 1905, a photo titled Figure Study 

presents a nude woman leaning into vegetation gazing sideways, her body displayed for the 

male gaze. Photography of this nature presents another link in media formats perpetuating 

stereotypical representations of Pacific women. 

Whether coded in language or visualised compositionally, stereotypes sourced from a 

myriad of intersecting disco'urses and rhetoric abound in images of the Pacific and Pacific 

Island peoples, images which were transferred with ease to the medium of film. The incidence 

of film texts employing stereotypical imagery to characterise non-western peoples as Other has 

been described by Kathleen Kuehnast as visual imperialism. 65 

Visual imperialism is the colonisation of the world mind through the use o; selective imagery that acts as 
a representation of a dominant ideology or, as in many instances, a representation of the truth. 66 
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The invention of the cinematic medium coincided with the peak of colonialism67 and 

has been intricately interwoven at every level of hegemonic domination by visualising race and 

racial ideologies as natural categories. Cinema played a crucial role as a machine for capturing 

indigenous peoples, documenting and representing according to Western ideologies of race 

and power in a seemingly 'scientific' manner. The new medium was utilised by an array of 

colonial agents; travellers, scientists, anthropologists, entrepreneurs, and missionaries, each 

assisting on a textual level with the categorisation and thus systemised control of cultures. 

Visual culture and the power of vision have long assumed a central position within 

Western societies. The Western eye has fundamentally been a wandering eye, a travelling 

lens. 68 The eye is defined by its capacity to observe, survey, discern and dissect, and 

associated with the ability_ of the mind to make sense of optical appearances, to rationalise. 

Visual cognition was a central tenet of the Enlightenment, giving rise to ideologies of the value

free, neuiraiity of observation and instituting scientific methodologies of ocular monitoring as 

definitive.69 

Rather than re-inventing a new visual language, it was both convenient and 

advantageous to perpetuate the genealogy of stereotypes concerning the racial Other already 

in circulation. The familiar formulaic nature of stereotypical representations translated 

effortlessly to the new medium of film, proving to be even more effective in their visual 

presentation of the Other in whichever of the manifold guises the Western filmmaker chose to 

use. As Patty O'Brien notes, Cinema ... ec/ipsed previous visual media as a conduit of colonial 

stereotypes. 10 

The lens of the wandering Western traveller gazed on the bodies, land and cultural 

practices of the Other, functioning as both a pre-emptive to colonial transgressions and a 

machine for preserving and perpetuating the rhetoric of colonial imperatives. Cinema operated 

in the service of a number of agendas; a propaganda machine for imperial/colonial/political 
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narratives, a vehicle for instigating social change, as art and entertainment; all transmitting the 

cultural values of a society at a particular point in time. 

Cultural values are frequently communicated and disseminated via a system of 

encoded objects and visual signifiers, or stereotypical representations. In her influential essay 

Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema, Laura Mulvey characterised cinema as; an advanced 

representation system. 71 The people or objects before the filmmaker are carefully arranged and 

viewed according to a predetermined set of culturally specific ideological frameworks. These 

images are a re-presentation of the original scene that confronted the filmmaker. 

Writing on multiculturalism and the media, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam position 

cinema as a textual document of both mimesis (or representation) and utterance, described as 

contextualised interlocution between socially situated producers and receivers.72 The 

cinematic interlocution produced cannot be divorced from the politics of representing an-Other, 

which as Lola Young writes is an issue of power, the power to define the Other (is) a power 

derived from economic and political dominance.73 Cinematic and other textual productions that 

converge on the bodies and cultural identities of the other are the textual helpmeets of physical 

incursions and deterritorialisation of native others. 

The cinema most clearly concerned with the representation of Otherness, labelled 

ethnographic film, presents some of the most pernicious instances of the intersection between 

racial theory, science and the filmic medium. Ethnographic cinema is the cinema dedicated to 

the recording, taxonomic categorisation and control of peoples regarded by the West as 

ethnographic subjects. 

Fatimah Tobing Rony comments that a fascination with racial Otherness characterised 

early cinema.74 It was conceived of as a new machine for capturing the most realistic portrayal 

of the various cultures encountered by West in programmes of colonialism. In the 1920's-30's 

the ethnographic film converged with the travelogue and classic documentary to produce a 
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powerful tool for the filmic realisation of racial Otherness.75 Documentary film, the presentation 

of actual facts in a way that makes them credible and telling to people at the time, 76 is widely 

held to have begun with Robert Flaherty's Moana (1926). John Grierson, when reviewing 

Moana in the New York Sun (1926) is credited with the first application of the word 

documentary in its current and accepted usage.77 The terms racial film and ethnographic film 

are also relevant applications. 

Racial theory and anthropological discourses informed cinematic vision, particularly the 

rhetoric of vanishing cultures and the loss of authenticity.78 Like a type of wild life on the 

endangered species list, indigenous peoples were perceived as a dying breed, a state of mind 

that allowed for sentimental regret and an excuse for appropriation of their land. The 

racialisation of the Other evident in ethnographic films is confirmed as scientifically legitimate, 

the detached and observational nature of science validating the text. Moreover, the irrefutable 

nature of the film recording itself lent authority and credibility to both scientific and 

anthropological discourses. 

The ethnographic gaze is directed primarily onto the bodies of the indigenous peoples, 

reflecting both the Western desire for the Other, and for Otherness itself. As a canvas for 

exploring states of being not possible or permissible in Western societies, indigenous bodies 

were frequently encoded for scopophiliac pleasure. The racialised and sexualised body of the 

Other as constructed by Western discourses was rendered historically and spatially distant by 

ethnographic cinema. Viewed by the West as inferior bodies losing cultural authenticity and 

physical existence before tne power of Western civilisation, ethnographic cinema endeavoured 

to present a view of the culture before the onslaught of the West. 

The authentic Other was depicted in a temporal vacuum, without recourse to Western 

material culture, suspended in a timeless Other-world to supply the West with exotic 

Otherness, and to diminish the impact colonial activity was having on indigenous peoples. 
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Vanishing cultures were out of time and space because they were not included in Western 

contemporary culture and history. As such, they were preserved in celluloid for generations to 

come. Paraphrasing Rony, the timeless, vanishing, inauthentic, racialised Other was portrayed 

as a people without history, without writing, without civilisation, without technology, without 

archives. 79 

Both anthropological and scientific discourses embedded in the medium of 

ethnographic cinema enabled the viewer to travel through time and space to 'see' the Other. 

The evolutionary past of the Other could become accessible to the contemporary Westerner in 

the historical present, without the threat of the indigenous person returning the gaze.80 

Ethnographic cinema takes one there, to a cinematic world that must also demonstrate and 

make accessible an actual place, not just a fictional mirage. 

It could chart a map of the world like the cartographer, it could 'dig' into the past of distant civilisations 
like the archaeologist, and it could narrate the customs and habits of exotic people like the 
ethnographer. 81 

The scientific pretext of ethnographic film encouraged the viewer to believe they were watching 

an unadulterated reality as it unfolded before them. The probing cameras of ethnographic 

filmmakers essentialised the native other merely as signs of themselves. There was no attempt 

made to individualise specific members of a culture, instead, the culture was reduced to a small 

group of people, who acted naturally according to the plot and character intentions of the 

filmmaker. Furthermore the finished cinematic product became a metonym for the entire 

culture.82 One ethnographic film on a specific culture came to stand not only for that people, but 

also as a comparative mechanism to juxtapose the authentic past with the inauthentic present. 

An early proponent of ethnographic cinema, French anthropologist Felix Louis 

Regn au It advocated the use of the film camera as a scientific medium for the study of race and 

racial theory. As Rony notes, Regnault has been extracted from history by visual 

anthropologists attempting lo construct a genealogy for their discipline.83 In Regnaull's opinion, 
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... only cinema provides objective documents in abundance; thanks to cinema, the anthropologist can, 
today, collect the life of all peoples,[sl]he will possess in his [her] drawers al/ the special acts of different 
races.[Sl]He will be able to thus have contact at the same time with a great number of peoples.[Sl]He 
will study, when ii pleases him {her], the series of movements that [wol]man execute for squatting, 
climbing trees, seizing and handling objects with his [her] feet etc. [Sl]He will be present at tests, at 
battles, at religious and civil ceremonies, at different ways of trading, eating, relaxing. 84 

Regnault's passage presents an animalised Other (squatting, climbing trees, handling objects 

with feet) to be positioned taxonomically into categories. The hegemony of his project is evident 

in his vocabulary; he will collect, possess and study the Other as a resource for theorising 

Europe's past and validating European colonial appropriation. 

The ethnographic footage taken by Regnault focused directly on the bodies of various 

Others dislocated by Europe to perform their lives in ethnographic fairs. 85 His anthropological 

camera tracked bodily movements in order to discern their hierarchical position on the ranked 

ladder of humanity. The series of movements and scenes he filmed provided a vocabulary of 

signs encapsulating Otherness utilised latterly in both ethnographic and feature films, including 

those generated by ihe vast mechanisms of Hollywood. 

Hollywood in particular was responsible for the majority of cinema filmed in the Pacific, 

actively appropriating a wide range of texts both anthropological and literary in the filmic 

construction of the Pacific. The feature most evident in cinematic texts filmed in the Pacific is 

an infatuation with the theme of paradise. Idyllic South Sea isles are portrayed as sensual, 

sultry Arcadias where the erotic and the exotic converge on the bodies of Pacific Island 

peoples, inscribing them primarily as noble and nubile savages who inhabit a tropical 

wonderland far removed from the pedestrian concerns of Western existence. They present an 

Other-worldly bliss, a utopia for the exploration of Western desires and fantasies played out on 

the racialised and sexualised bodies of the Pacific beyond the temporal and spatial boundaries 

of the West. 

Representing the Pacific as a Golden Age dreamland superior to Western civilisation 

runs counter to Western notions of cultural superiority, endangering colonial domination and 
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hegemony. The Western traveller/filmmaker in/of Pacific cinematic texts re-asserts authority by 

observing the destruction of paradise. A dystopic vision figures as a prevailing motif in the 

utopic fall-out. 

Pacific cinema however, mostly screens paradise, which is configured as Western 

desire for erotic transgression with the Pacific Other, culminating in an amplified sense of Self. 

Sexual transgressions between Self and Other in Pacific cinematic texts are plotted visually as 

illicit interracial relationships, or miscegenation, a long standing taboo in the Western psyche. 

Miscegenation with the Other presented both a spiritual and physical threat, a dangerous state 

that frequently exacted retribution on Western celluloid characters who reneged. Intimate union 

risked losing the essential Western Self . 

. . . we can't go back to the savages: not a stride. We can be in sympathy with them. We can take a great 
curve in their direction, onward. Bui we cannot tum the current of our life backward, back toward their 
soft warm twilight ... Not for a moment. If we do if for a moment, it makes us sick. B6 

Those Westerners who did transgress and went native were the subject of curiosity 

· and fascination for those back home. They exposed the depths of Western fears and desires 

concerning the Other, but also assisted in defining the boundaries that kept Self and Other 

facing each other across opposite sides of the beach. Westerners who did cross the borderland 

and turned backward were vilified to a far greater extent than the native Other who assumed 

civilisation. 

In terms of the interracial love plot, the transgressions of the white man and brown 

woman were exacted on the racialised, sexualised, gendered body of the Pacific Island 

'maiden'. For her sins, she would either lie pining for her love, or, as was more common, die 

(sometimes a fiery death in the heart of a volcano) while the Western peripatetic endeavoured 

to reintegrate and atone for a temporal slip in judgement. 

The construction of the Pacific as isles of free love, combined with the Western 

fascination and pleasure of looking at racially and sexually coded bodies provided Western 

cinema with a space to visualise such fantasies on a level that would not be permissible if the 
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actors were white. Despite the North American Production code of the Motion Picture 

Producers and Directors of America Inc (1930-34) which forbade interracial sex on screen87, it 

was a common trope of cinematic texts filmed in the Pacific. The exemption of the Pacific from 

such a schema may stem from the absence of vast Pacific territories Western powers were 

attempting to subjugate. While programmes of colonialism ensued in the Pacific, there was less 

territory at stake than Africa or the Americas, and thus the same degree of racial 

pathologisation of the Other was unnecessary to validate land dispossession. Also the portrayal 

of the South Sea dusky maiden by Mexican actors in Polynesian dress88 distanced the white 

viewer from a completely racial other. 

Noble or ignoble, utopic or dystopic, cinematic texts filmed in the Pacific engage with 

the idea of Paradise, whether troubled, temporal or tainted. The conception of the Pacific as an 

Arcadian Paradise depended, for its construction, on a temporally and spatially dislocated 

space peopled by native Others viewed according to a gamut of Western scientific and cultural 

discourses that positioned them as racially different. Capitalising on the plethora of literary 

signifiers that pathologised them as Other, filmic texts have perpetuated colonial stereotypes of 

Pacific peoples, limiting agency and subjectivity and legitimising colonial and nee-imperial 

environmental incursions into Pacific territories. 
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3 Representation and colonial politics in Samoa: photographers, Moana, Margaret 
Mead, Sia Figiel and Sima Urale. 

Europeans who voyaged to the Pacific Island of Samoa confronted their fabricated 

Other on the borderland strip of beach separating cultures and world views. Facing each other 

across the divide, Europeans relied on instituted discourses and rhetoric to construct and 

process the Samoan Other of their imagination. Sourced from intersecting discourses, 

European explorers, colonial agents, writers, artists and filmmakers created stereotypical 

representations to identify and maintain Otherness. The textual institutionalisation of 

stereotypical Otherness served a two fold purpose; providing a metaphysical Other-land in 

which Western Self could imagine alternative worlds, and a pathologisation of aberrant 

Otherness to justify colonial incursion and dispossession of territories. 

The construction of Western discourses and rhetoric of Otherness that produced 

stereotypical manifestations for the purpose of exploring Se!f, and the imperial/colonial designs 

on Samoan lands and cultural autonomy is analysed and explored in a variety of Western texts; 

literary, photographic and filmic. Structured in two parts, the first focuses on the historical 

construction and textual perpetuation of stereotypes evident in early twentieth century 

photography, Robert and Frances Hubbard Flaherty's Moana of the South Seas (1926) and 

Margaret Mead's Coming of Age in Samoa (1926). Stereotypical representations of Samoan 

peoples as childlike, promiscuous, timeless and simple, evident in these texts, and the 

collusion with colonial incursions are challenged by contemporary Samoan and Western voices 

in the second section. The ':Vork of Sia Figiel, Sima Urale, and Derek Freeman created post

colonially is employed to counter and dislocate the Western representations. It seeks to 

reinstate Samoan agency by dislodging the presumed centrality of Western discourses. The 

interplay between the history of Western stereotyping and contemporary indigenous voices is 

manifest in this work by the use of Samoan voices interspersed within the Western texts. 
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The depiction of Samoans as timeless, childlike, simple and primitive; a dying race, 

was captured by the travelling lens of photographers. During the late nineteenth century 

through to the early twentieth century photographers and colonial agents cluttered the Samoan 

landscape, the former seeking exotic images of the faraway, the latter vying for the 

photographic subjects themselves and the land they occupied. 

As early as 1850 photographers travelled to encounter and arrest visually the 

exotic/erotic other.1 By 1880 frozen images of the Other functioned as a valuable commodity in 

the burgeoning postcard industry,2 both for the Western subject and colonial authority. In the 

case of Samoa the period of intense photographic activity coincided with bitter rivalry between 

Germany, Britain and North America in their quest for possession of the small cluster of 

islands. In excess of 15 000 photographs taken in Samoa between 1870-1925 exist in North 

American collections alone,3 standing as a testament to the powerful role photographic 

technology played in the fragmentation of fa'a Samoa (Samoan way of life). 

The legacy of one dimensional representations of Pacific Island women as sensual, 

eroticised beauties generated by sailors, explorers and early travellers to the region is well 

documented, as is the perpetuation of the myth by photography and print media. Many of the 

photographs abounded with images of women seductively posed for the male gaze, such as 

the engraving that graced Harpers New Monthly Magazine headed with the caption The 

Merriest Sauciest Little Maid.4 In addition to initial photographic composition, the image, in this 

instance, underwent further mis-representation (mis-treatment) in the form of 'doctoring'.5 The 

girl's upper garments were ·removed and replaced with bare breasts drawn in, and inauthentic 

trade beads swapped for a flower lei.6 

In an analysis of the production, dissemination and use of photographic practices 

during this period of acute colonial activity in Samoa, Alison Devine Nordstrom has noted that 

the creation of photographic images peaked in 1910 during the German Solf Administration 
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(1900-1914) and waned significantly after 1925 when Samoa was under New Zealand Civil 

Administration (1921-1961).7 

The Germans called Samoa their 'Pearl in the Pacific', becoming part protector in 1889 

when the Treaty of Berlin divided Samoa in half. The Eastern Islands were given to the United 

States, and the Western Islands to Germany.8 Conquest and colonial occupation was 

predicated on, and maintained by textual technologies alongside the technologies of Western 

military might. Images of Samoans as artful children in need of Western supervision, as unfixed 

temporal entities, as noble 'primitive' or licentious 'savages' acted as irrefutable visual evidence 

to support the assertions made in written texts. Governor Wilhelm Solf commented, 

The natives are ignorant, they have to be instructed; they are lazy and have to learn to work; they are 
dirty and have to be washed; they are sick with all manner of disease, they must be healed; the natives 
are savage, cruel and superstitious, they must be soothed and illuminated: they are all big children in 
need of education and loving guidance.9 

By the mid 1920's Samoa was free of the German presence, and a secure New 

Zealand possession. The natives no longer pathologically savage, but picturesque and quaint; 

and safe for the shards of their culture to be revived and revitalised. Guilt for past colonial 

incursion becomes caring paternalism, as evident in a passage from the New Zealand 

Administration Handbook of Western Samoa (1925), 

In character [sh/]he is, in his {her] native state, mild, friendly and hospitable and easily led by those who 
have earned his [her]) respect. At the same time [sl]he has all the faults normal to his [her] imperfect 
development, and key to his proper understanding is that [sl]he is still a child, well mannered and 
attractive when pleased, but at times capricious and wayward, with primitive passions easily aroused. 10 

Moana of the South Seas is a document of this era, exemplifying the attitudes of a 

culture responding to the history of colonialism, by veiling factual incursion with a fictional 

(controlled) paradise. The first love, the first sunrise, the first South Sea Island are memories 

apart11, begins Robert and Frances Flaherty's primitivist documentary Moana, filmed over a 

period of two years on the island of Savai'i. Their camera constructs and captures, in black and 

white silence, a simple island paradise of a primitive people who live in close harmony with 

nature in a timeless idyll. A dying paradise to be preserved in celluloid before the onslaught of 
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Western civilisation causes it to flicker and disappear. The rhetoric of vanishing cultures 

informs the Flaherty's vision, 

I am not going to make films about what the white man has made of primitive peoples ... What I want to 
show is the former majesty and character of these people, while it is still possible - before the white man 
has destroyed not only their character but the people as we/1. 12 

Flaherty's record of a dying people encapsulates and exemplifies the genre of ethnographic 

film, and the otherworldly 'actuality' presented by the Flahertys' vision reflects the racial and 

scientific discourses that proclaim the racial inferiority of non-European peoples, in an age 

experiencing the last breath of large scale imperial activity. 

The Flaherty's career was primarily an imperial one 13, spent in various remote regions 

of the world destined for the attempted chronology, cartography and control of the West. As 

evident from surviving documentation, their attitude towards the peoples they lived in close 

contact with for extended periods of time was largely paternalistic. 

They had no inieliectua/ life and no imagination for an11hing outside their own placid !ands. Our material 
possessions were what appealed to them - our ships, our electric lights, our many wonderful mechanical 
contrivances which they themselves could not possibly achieve. 14 

The currency of technology underscores the relative merits of the two cultures. 

Robert Flaherty, in particular, has been alternately vilified for his lack of social 

conscious and exploitative associations with indigenous peoples, and celebrated as the 'father 

of documentary', 'poet' of the cinema; an innovator.15 However as Brian Winston points out, 

Flaherty never wrote a script, covered scenes, maintained continuity or learned to direct 

dialogue, and during his two year stay on Savai'i (as the myth goes) fetishised the role of the 

conquering white vanquisher by insisting the people of Savai'i address him as the 'Big White 

Chief'.16 

The Big White Chief was accompanied by his wife Frances Hubbard Flaherty, (the 

Chieftainess), an enigmatic figure frequently obscured and elided from texts concerned with the 

making of Moana. 17 Frances Flaherty wrote and directed Moana in conjunction with her 

husband and played a vital role in selecting the film's stars. 18 She produced approximately one 
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thousand five hundred photographs19 during her time spent on Savai'i in her search for the 

archetypal 'savages', noble and nubile (the male and female leads); venerable and precocious 

(the dignified older members of the 'tribe' and the cute young child). She felt particularly obliged 

to provide the viewers with a beautiful maiden, Of course we felt we owed the public a pretty 

Polynesian girl. 20 Her subjects are frozen in sepia tint, distanced from any possible contextual 

reality by the use of soft focus and the lack of a background, which has the effect of rendering 

them in an atemporal dreamscape. 

Both Robert and Frances Flaherty were under no illusions as to the type of film 

Hollywood expected them to create. They functioned as a vital cog in Hollywood's Otherness 

machine, constructing a view compatible with both the agenda of Hollywood and imperialism . . 
The mandate delivered to the Flaherty's from Hollywood's Paramount Pictures was to produce 

another Nanook in the location of their choice.21 They selected Samoa, pre-constructed in the 

minds of the West as an exotic sensual island paradise with a beguiling climate. 

A premise shared by both Flaherty's in the representation of 'ethnographable' subjects 

was the importance placed on the location and the stories generated by that location. 22 People 

and land were essentialised and metamorphosed into one entity. Drawn from the land as seen 

through the Flaherty's camera, Moana follows a day in the life of Moana, a young Samoan man 

as he approaches manhood [figure 3). The lens is attuned to ideologies of the primitive 

simplicity and naturalness of the people of Savai'i; their ease and casual bliss, living in a pre

Christian, pre-European paradise. Great lengths were taken to revive and reconstruct the 

legitimising signifiers of the ·•authentic' Pacific. Missionary dress was shed for a return to 

sinless, unaffected partial nudity and siapo (barkcloth), Western technological gadgetry was 

closeted and the denigrated tradition of tatau (tattoo) was resurrected on the body of Ta'avale 

(Moan a). The authentic Pacific-Samoa-Savai'i of Western imagination is predicated on notions 

of the pure, innocent, but ultimately un-worldly Pacific prior to Western incursions. Moana is a 
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world constructed by the Flaherty's and their inherited vision of racial superiority, a world of lost 

simplicity to be mourned and yearned for; a timeless space of the child that will, as imperial and 

colonial programmes dictate, give way to the world of the adult. Moana's strides into adulthood 

mirrors the subtext hidden beneath the film's central plot; of Samoa's eventual inclusion as a 

possession of Western colonialism, Christianity, and progress toward civilisation.· 

Before the camera pans down from the towering palm trees to penetrate the lives of 

the people of Savai'i as constructed by the Flaherty's, an intertitle reads: 

Among the islands of Polynesia there is still one where the people still retain the spirit and nobility of 
their great race. This is the Samoan island of Savai'i. In one of its villages the authors lived for two 
years, and the generosity, the hospitality and kindliness of its people made possible this drama of their 
lives. 23 

The knowledge gleaned from this extended period of time spent with their celluloid su~jects 

furnished the Flaherty's with an arsenal of activities encoded as authentic signifiers of the 

'primitive' Other. 

Approximately the first half of the film focuses on the ·collection of plant foods; taro, 

mulberry sticks, coconuts and game (crab, turtle, boar and fish), and we are introduced to the 

main characters; Fa'angase - the highest maiden of the village, Pe'a - Moana's younger 

brother, Moana, and Mother Tu'ungaita. Such fundamental subsistence activities constitute the 

basic vocabulary of ethnographic film, becoming a metaphor for the believed simplicity and 

technological inferiority of the Other. This perception is intensified in early silent films by the 

use of intertitles, giving a one-voiced ideological narrative with which to read and evaluate the 

visual cinematic images. 

Cast in the role as a nubile savage, Fa'angase is the first of the village of Safune 

whose sensually coded body provides voyeuristic pleasure for the viewer [figure 4]. She is 

constructed as an unaffected ingenue, happy, smiling and easy in her partial nudity, unaware of 

the erotic visage she presents. Utopic discourses of sexual paradises where available Pacific 
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Figure 3. Frances Hubbard Flaherty, Ta' avale as Moana, 1923 or 1924. 
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island women await Western charms precede and equip the Western viewer with a mental 

framework for appraising and positioning her. 

As she gathers ti leaves, the accompanying intertitle reads: Fa'angase, the highest 

maiden of the village is bundling leaves for house keeping. 24 Aside from Fa'angase's house 

keeping and Mother Tu'ungaita's work, the film's early focus is on the masculine pursuits of 

'hunting, fishing, killing' by Moana, Pe'a and another unidentified man. The hunt for the wild 

boar25 is afforded particular attention but is interspersed with a variety of activities and 

cinematic shots, including Moana offering Fa'angase water from a vine, and typical Pacific

scapes of palm trees adorning picturesque shorelines where gentle waves lap the beach . . 
The boar hunt is analogous to the seal hunt in Nanook, it injects an element of danger 

into the dramatised narrative, illustrating the so-called primitive life style of the Safune people 

and providing a climax of sorts. More than one Safune man has been killed by tusks such as 

these. 26 Successive shots of the beach and landscape combined with the eariier scenes of 

collecting food and the intertitle: The sea - as warm as the air and as generous as the soif27 

signals the popular discourse concerning the Pacific as a bountiful paradise where men and 

women lived in harmony plucking sustenance from the trees above. 

Flaherty's memorable cinematography is evident in the ensuing scenes of Moana and 

male companions spearing fish. The camera plays on Moana's features and muscular 

physique, his active and performative body characterised by the Flaherty's as the god Pan28 

with a wreath around his head. Pacific masculinity is celebrated further in what could be 

described as the archetypal Pacific scene instituted by the Flaherty's; the ascent of immensely 

tall coconut palms. While Moana whittles a pointed piece of wood Pe'a ascends a towering 

palm with the aid of a circular cord around his ankles. The uppermost regions of the tree afford 

a sweeping view of the sea, provoking the intertitie: Seas of the South East Trades, rolling in 
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Figure 4. Frances Hubbard Flaherty/Paramount Pictures, Fa' angase in "Moana, 
Robert Flaherty's true picture romance of life and love in the South Seas". Film 

poster, 1925. 
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from the vastest space of ocean in the world. 29 The strangeness of the event for palagi 

(foreign) eyes coupled with the boundless Pacific Ocean has a distancing effect, experientially 

and geographically, which in turn emphasises the other-worldly and timeless nature of the 

place and their lives. 

Another frequent trope of ethnographic cinema, is the fire-making scene: Following a 

dangerous canoe trip, Moana, Pe'a and another man alight on shore, searching, as it turns out 

for crabs. Pe'a makes a fire in order to smoke out a crab he detects in a small cave surrounded 

by broken coconut shells. Throughout the various exercises the men and boy are depicted as 

somewhat ingenuous, performing tasks positioned as simplistic with regard to European 

excess of materiality, yet complex when compared to the supposed ease created by Western 

technology. This view of technological inferiority is inflected with paternalistic overtones as 

evident in the intertitle: Ah, Mr Robber-Crab! You won't climb my father's cocoanut (sic) trees 

anymore. 30 

Western ideals of masculinity are evident in the representation of.Samoan men as 

strong, virile, physically adept, fearless, and as the primary provider for the family. Samoan 

women, however, are also represented according to patriarchal notions and ideas about 

femininity. Fa'angase represents one ideal, that of youthful sensuous, femininity; pliable and 

available, while Mother Tu'ungaita occupies the other pole, the non-sexualised, functional 

'Mother' figure, maternal and productive. A Samoan perspective on gender/sex roles as 

constructed by the male lens is absent from the picture of Safune paradise. 

Moana presents Fa'angase and her female companions as objects of desire, standing 

bare breasted in the water collecting clams, while considerable attention is paid to Mother 

Tu'ungaita in the role of non-sexualised helpmeet, making siapo. Mother Tu'ungaita has a 

dress to make. She strips the bark of the mulberry tree. 31 She is shown stripping the bark with 

her hands and teeth, rolling it over her hand, then placing it on a large, wide, wooden board to 
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which she adds water, kneading and beating the fibres to widen them. So wide the strip has 

become.32 All stages of the process of siapo making are detailed, including dying to the finished 

product modelled by a woman: The costume of the country- the lavalava. 33 

The secular, utilitarian nature of the first half of the film evolves into the more sacred, 

traditional and ritualistic in the second half. Representing authentic rituals, age-old rites, song, 

dance, and cultural/religious ceremonies are a staple of ethnographic cinema. They function as 

a stamp of cultural validity, authenticating the native in their very difference from the Western 

viewer, and providing an exotic spectacle of strange, eroticised bodies on display for Western 

desire. In the Samoan context of Moana, the siva (dance) and tatau signify both otherness and 

cultural specificity, thus authenticity, for the Western audience. The siva is preceded by 
• 

elaborate food preparation and cooking: While the oven stones are heating ... And for dessert

cocoanut (sic) cup custard.34 

· The end of the day for Fa'angase and Moana. 35 Fa'angase as the 'pretty Polynesian 

girl' and Moana, the young god 'Pan' are the players in the romantic subplot, their mutual 

attraction evident in several instances throughout the film, including a scene where Moana 

plays with Fa'angase in the sea feeding her little silver fishes - um!! - wiggle and al/!36 Though 

destined for each other, their bodies are displayed for Western consumption particularly in 

various scenes preceding the siva in which Fa'angase adorns Moana's hair with flowers, then 

rubs him with coconut oil. There is little space between the actions within the fale (house) and 

the viewer, an intimacy exacerbated by the limited capacities of early film cameras, and 

intertitles: Anointing with perfumed oil, an age old rite of the siva. 37 The final sequences of the 

film crosscut between performances of the siva by Safune villagers and Moana obtaining a pe'a 

(tattoo). 

Everything that you have seen - the gathering of food, of game, the making of the feast, the siva - has 
all been preparation ... preparation for a great event. 38 
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It is on the tattooed body of Ta'avale that various discourses of cultural construction, 

authenticity and the primitive and noble, yet dying savage intersect. T atau was especially 

targeted by the missionaries, and their insistence on its demise was influential in diminishing 

the practice.39 For the sake of cultural authenticity of a Western film, and as a signifier of the 

Pacific, the Flaherty's revived the tradition on Ta'avele's body. Western desire to·see and take 

visual pleasure in the tattooed native body, (as historical accounts and Western notions of the 

cultural practices of indigenous Pacific peoples had prepared them), led to the renewal of tatau 

specifically for the purpose of completing the cinematic experience. 

From the earliest encounters between Self and Other, tatau was vilified, particularly by 

missionaries, as epitomising primitive savagery, a legacy evident in the tone of the intertitles: 
• 

A little at a time, for the pain is hard to bear. Work your charms and spells witch woman - and keep the 
devils out! Through this pattern of the flesh, to you perhaps no more than cruel, useless ornament, the 
Samoan wins the dignity, the character and the fibre which keep his race alive.40 

· Moana presents a world suspended outside time, out of history. !tis a fabricated Western 

vision of a Pacific Island paradise peopled by noble and nubile 'savages' whose simple and 

'primitive' life owes it's constructed authenticity to the omission of Western incursion on the 

Samoan Islands. 

Recapturing an authentic version of cultural life diminished if not destroyed by colonial 

violence constitutes the mandate of ethnographic film. The desire to see a facsimile of the lost 

culture fulfils the dual agenda of displacing cultural destruction, while simultaneously providing 

a recreated world for the West to explore via the metaphysical and actual Self. This world is 

maintained by presenting a sanitised construction of otherness (technologically inferior, 

childlike) that to all intents and purposes still requires the presence of the West in the role of 

paternal helpmeet. The Other world in which the Western traveller can explore and amplify Self 

is first constructed, then controlled by textual and physical mis-representations that maintain 

Western hegemony and supremacy. 
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Moana and surviving records pertaining to the making of the film allude to many 

themes that have played an influential role in the textual construction and representation of 

Samoa and Samoans; Samoa as a sexual paradise, the myth of the pliant and sexually 

available Samoan (Pacific Island) woman, the impact of Christianity, and the relationship 

between fa'a Samoa and palagi. 

My homeland Samoa is where the palm trees sway to the loving caress of the sea breezes. The air is 
sweet with the scent of pua blossoms and young lovers stroll in the moonlight's fondling ... 41 

This fragment from poem Nei by Albert Wendt makes an oblique reference to Margaret Mead 

and her characterisation of Samoa as a society of easy sexuality. She wrote, 

As dawn begins to fall among the soft brown roofs (sic) and the slender palm trees stands out against a 
colourless, gleaming sea, lovers slip home from trysts beneath the palm trees or in the shadow of 
beached canoes.42 

Lola Romanucci-Ross describes Mead, as, (among other things) an enchantress,43 a woman 

fascinated with the apparent lack of sexual neurosis she documented during her nine month 

stay in Tau, a village on the Manu'a Islands of Eastern (American) Samoa. Coming of Age in 

Samoa (1926) and other texts on Samoa by Mead have been influential in perpetuating the 

myth of frank and unrestrained sexuality first articulated by the early explorers and notions of 

free love.44 

Margaret Mead, a student of anthropologist Franz Boas, arrived in Samoa in 1925 at 

the age of 2445 in an attempt to answer the question, 

.. . are the disturbances which vex our adolescents due to the nature of adolescence itself or to 
civilisation? Under different conditions does adolescence present a different picture?46 

The complex technologies of Western societies were perceived as the factors contributing to 

the problematic nature of adolescent (sexual) development in the highly developed, civilised 

West. Whereas, simple, homogenous primitive civilisation[s]47 were thought to offer an 

unimpeded view of adolescent development, before the complications of (Western) civilisation 

crushed natural ways of being. The supposed simple nature of non-western cultures allowed 

the anthropologist to infiltrate and access information expediently. Thus Mead gleaned 
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sufficient evidence within a nine month period spent interviewing approximately fifty girls in 

three small neighbouring villages on Manu'a.48 

Mead was familiar with Robert Flaherty's Nanook and had seen images (whether 

photographs taken by Frances Flaherty or stills from Moana) published in Asia Magazine prior 

to her research in Samoa49. She also had to contend with a plethora of both written and visual 

texts representing the Pacific as a sexual paradise, texts that would have been difficult to 

dislodge from her vision. She reached the conclusion that the simple, casual nature of Samoan 

society eliminated conflict that arises as a result of excessive choice, and thereby engendering 

free and easy experimentation50 between Samoan young men and women. 

The opportunity to experiment freely, the complete familiarity with sex and the absence of vety violent 
preferences make her sex experiences less charged with possibilities of conflict than they are in a more 
rigid and self-conscious civilisation. 51 

In Mead's assessment, Samoan life was characterised by ease, they had 

... the sunniest and easiest attitudes towards sex and are one of/he most amiable, least contentious, 
and most peaceful peoples in the world. 52 

Children grew up with intimate knowledge of birth, death and sex. It was the civilisation rather 

than the nature of adolescence itself that dictated whether or not the path to adulthood was 

painful. Her summation of sex as a pleasurable thing53 freely enjoyed has been as effective as 

Bougainville's eulogising of Tahitian free love, inciting and formulating one of the central myths 

of twentieth century anthropology. With Margaret Mead's account of Samoan adolescents' 

unfettered sexuality, the myth entered the domain of science on the strength of passages 

similar to the following: 

But she thrusts virtuosity away from her as she thrusts away evety other sort of responsibility with the 
invariable comment - Lai/iii a'u {I am but young). All of her interest is expended on clandestine sex 
adventures. 54 

Derek Freeman has risen as Mead's most open and virulent detractor, disagreeing with 

her on two major points; free and easy sexual permissibility and the peaceful, non-violent 

nature of the Samoans, as outlined in Margaret Mead and Samoa: The Making and Unmaking 

of an Anthropological Myth. 55 The debate has become known as the Mead-Freeman 
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controversy, and continues to be of contemporary significance, undergoing subversive 

brilliance in Sia Figiel's novel Where We Once Belonged.56 Figiel writes: 

Mead was a palagi who wrote a book on Samoan girls doing 'it' a lot ... and they were loving and loved 'it' 
too. Freeman was a palagi man who said that Mead, the palagi woman, was wrong about Samoan girls 
doing 'ii' a Jot...and that Samoans are jealous, hateful, murderous people who do not know how to do 'it'. 
How do you think she knew? She said 
Who? What? I asked 
How did the palagi woman know that we do 'it' a lot 
You do 'it' a Jot, not we, said Moa to Li!i.57 

An article in the Samoan Times has revealed a new dimension to the controversy with 

the testimony of Fa'apua'a Fa'kamu Togia, who is generally regarded as Mead's main 

informant.58 She states that young women were closely chaperoned59 , and that there would 

have been scant opportunity for the casual and clandestine sexual adventures proposed by 

Mead. Togia claims that she and the other girls interviewed by Mead had teased Mead when 

she asked her whether she slept with young men.60 As the article suggests, Mead was told 

what she wanted to hear, and the girls unaware that their fabricated amours would take centre 

stage within anthropological debates.61 

The final word to the Mead-Freeman controversy rests with Figiel: 

Soia has been a widow for the last thirty years. She has thirteen living daughters - who have married 
and migrated to all the four corners of the world ... and two sons, twins named after a pa/agi who 
interviewed them on sex, status and domestic violence and some other white woman who lived on Tau 
sixty or so odd years ago. Freeman (Pagoka-ua-faasaolokoiga) and Derek (Kelekij both turned out to be 
fa'afafige,62 

Sia Figiel's first novel traces the adolescent years of Alofa Filiga, a thirteen year old 

living in the village of Malaefou in Samoa as she approaches womanhood and deals with the 

issues stemming from this and the people and institutions which surround her. Using traditional 

forms of storytelling (su'ifefiloi)63, Figiel addresses a wide spectrum of previously taboo 

subjects, ranging from adolescent sexuality and menstruation, to pre-Christian belief systems 

and domestic violence. These issues are viewed and experienced through Alofa in an attempt 

to deromanticise Western perceptions of Pacific Island women.64 

Figiel's novel paints a more complex picture of Samoan women, distanced from their 

opposing poles by time and the impact of Christianity as it has developed within fa'a Samoa. 
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Alofa knew to Never walk around alone at night - only bad girls and teine o le po walk around 

that /ate.65 Yet she went walking and witnessed (and was punished for witnessing) a sexual 

liaison between her father and school teacher. She was also aware of the gossip surrounding 

her friend, 

They were saying that the word keigefaigaleiega was only a front for what Lili really did for Mr Brown. 
Women were constantly whispering about her. 
I bet she cleans more than just house. 
Do you think they've already done 'it'? 
Stay away from her. 
She's not a girl anymore. 
She's a bloody woman and she's bad.66 

By presenting a variety of Samoan women and differing attitudes towards sexuality, Figiel is 

actively distancing Pacific Island women from their voye·uristic surveillance as blank canvases 

for the projection of (Western) male desires and fantasies. She is providing Samoan women 

with a multi-layered, multi-dimensional voice to counteract centuries of mis-representation and 

generate a sense of agency and subjectivity on an international platform. 

Sima Urale, a Samoan filmmaker interacts playfully with the stereotype of Pacific 

Island women as sensuous dusky maidens, to ultimately expose and subvert the mythological 

nature of such representations in her latest short film Velvet Dreams ( 1998). The film begins on 

black velvet, tracing the progress of a small graphic aeroplane as it journeys around a map of 

the Pacific and coastal United States accompanied by the lazy drawl of the North American 

narrator as he searches for the 'velvet lady' he saw in a velvet painting.67 Velvet Dreams 

echoes the visual pleasure of the paintings themselves as a method of confronting the 

seductive imagery of the women, images Urale admires but challenges in the wider reality and 

context of the lives of Pacific Island women. 

Representations of sexual promiscuity are central to the construction and textual 

perpetuation of Samoan peoples in texts by the West and objects of contestation for Samoan 

and post-colonial social commentators. Mead's tract on youthful sexual exuberance on the 

Manu'an Islands and the Flaherty's cinematic foray in the village of Safune situate their texts in 
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The Time before the Coming of the Light.68 Neither text makes tangible recourse to the 

presence of missionaries and colonial activities. The Flaherty's in particular went to 

considerable lengths to eliminate any signs of contact between palagi and Samoa, especially 

those responsible for the destruction of the outward signifiers of sexual paradise. So as not to 

detract from the sexual haven under construction, Mead distanced her text from engaging in a 

significant assessment of colonialism, preferring instead the mythical excesses of a sensual 

paradise. 

Photographers, Robert and Frances Flaherty and Margaret Mead made individual 

journeys into the Pacific, a space heavily textualised with layer upon layer of 

(mis)representations designed to construct the Pacific as a region for Western desires; both . 
fantastical and physical. They (and the texts they created) responded to the voices contained 

within earlier texts, fabricating their own visions rather than interacting with any essential 

Pacific selves or realities. Photographers sought to capture exotic 'native' bodies; the Flaherty's 

wound back time to re-visii the simpie, natural childhood of the West denuded of missionary 

influences; Mead landed on the beach to re-discover a sexual paradise beneath towering 

palms. Their journeys became journeys into themselves, reflecting a plethora of Western 

discourses and ideologies on the nature of civilisation and savagery, Self and Other, supported 

by Western technologies of war. Dreaming in the space of the Other is predicated on the power 

of the West to subjugate the region, which in turn relies on the dissemination of coded textual 

signifiers to precede and perpetuate the ideological reasoning for such incursions. 

Pacing the borderland between cultures and the time from then to now is a difficult 

position, particularly when the texts have, until relatively recently, sprung from one cultural bias. 

They have proclaimed the power of Western civilisation and the manner in which other 

cultures, perceived as racially inferior, have melted before them. The textual field is now replete 

with verisimilitude of voices belonging to those constructed as Western Self, and those 
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relegated as Other, yet attempting to regain Self in a textual and physical world whose 

parameters have been put in place by Western voices. The Other is no longer a distant. 

diminished entity occupying an Other-world, the other could reside next door. Yet global 

imperialisms, economic treaties, new technologies and textual weaponry continue to construct 

cultural barriers and b~undaries largely on their own terms. Textual resistance by those 

Othered by these systems of exclusion and domination is, however a powerful tool to construct 

an ideological framework of dissent. 

It is the misrepresentations of Samoans used to amplify metaphysical Self and expand 

physical territory that writers and filmmakers, Albert Wendt, Sia Figiel and Sima Urale confront, 

and subvert in their work, exposing the ambiguities that characterise such encounters. Their 

work is a space for Samoan agency and subjectivity to intermingle with, challenge, and 

ultimately displace the myriad of non-Samoan voices and agendas cluttering the Pacific-scape. 

To employ, once again, the words of Sia Figiel: 

Go back to where you came from, you fucking ghosts! Gauguin is dead! There is no paradise! Palagis 
were confused when they heard such words- most of them were shocked, shocked that someone 
recognised them doing what they usually did: Peeping-Tomming for a past, an illusion long dead, long 
buried in museums of their own making. They were ashamed and looked down, buying ulapule or 
coconut earrings from an old woman out of guilt. 69 
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4 Representation and nuclear colonisation in Tahiti: Bougainville, Diderot, Rousseau, 
Gauguin, Mutiny on the Bounty, and Tahitian resistance. 

I thought I was transported into the garden of Eden, we crossed a turf covered with fine fruit trees, and 
intersected by little rivulets, which kept up a pleasant coolness in the air, without any of those 
inconveniences which humidity occasions ... We found companies of men and women sitting under the 
shade of their fruit trees ... everywhere we found hospitality, ease, innocent joy, and eve,y appearance of 
happiness amongst them. 1 

Bougainville's panegyric of Tahitian life has a visual counterpart in the painting Oaitepeha 

(Tautira) Bay, Tahiti (1776) [figure 5] by William Hodges, appointed by the Admiralty as artist to 

Captain Cook's second voyage to the Pacific in 1772.2 Beneath slender, graceful palms set 

against a velvety mountainous backdrop, under the gaze of an elevated Tahitian statue, 

languid figures recline amidst generous vegetation and bathe in clear shallow waters. 

From these earliest accounts, both literary and visual by voyagers to the Paci!ic, Tahiti 

has been synonymous with Paradise, as imagined by Western eyes. A paradise of abundance 

and carefree bliss, which more than any other island culture figures as a metonym for the 

Pacific, or the South Seas of romantic imagination. More than a eulogy to the natural 

bountifulness and ease of Tahitian life, Tahiti continues to figure in the Western imagination as 

a zone of unfettered sensuality, a sexual utopia for the exploration and gratification of erotic 

desires and fantasies. 

This chapter continues the thread of exploring a politicisation of Self/Other relations 

evident in texts created by Western explorers, writers, artists and filmmakers. Focusing on the 

island of Tahiti, the construction of Self is dependent on a number of intersecting discourses 

and ideological rhetoric that manifests as stereotypical representation of Otherness. Texts 

interacting with the fabricated version of Tahiti, by Louis Antoine de Bougainville, Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau, Denis Diderot, Paul Gauguin and the Hollywood creators of the Mutiny on the 

Bounty trilogy embrace and amass a myriad of discourses, including time and space, 

utopia/dystopia gender and sex ideologies, and rhetoric of civilisation, Christianity, and racial 

science/technology. 
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Figure 5. William Hodges, Oaitepeha (Tautira) Bay, Tahiti, 1776, oil on canvas. 
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Stereotypical representations contained in these and a number of other texts promoted 

visions of sybaritic paradise, a space for sexual transgressions between Self and Other, a 

utopia on which to project desires, a world to escape into, a journey into Self. The wider 

historical implications of the construction of these stereotypical representations are examined in 

the context of the eventual colonial acquisition of Tahiti by the French in 18803, and culminates 

in the intensive nuclear colonisation of the last thirty years, from the 1960's to the present. 

The gaze of Bougainville, Rousseau, Diderot, Gauguin and subsequent 

visitors/voyeurs rarely extended beyond the bodies of Tahitian women, pre-coded as sexually 

available and compliant. This constitutes the myth of Tahiti, a haven for the sexual tourist in a . 
carefree Otherworld existing in the outer reaches of Western time and space, and thus a 

. convenient locale for Western dreamings. In the words of Tahitian, Turo A Raapoto, Tahiti is an 

exotic product made by the Western world for the consumption of the West. 4 

Predicated primarily on the conceptualisation of Tahitian women as a metaphorical 

stand-in for land, the representation of Tahiti as a sexualised space generated and supported 

patriarchal narratives of submission and conquest. By interweaving gendered notions of the 

nature/culture, mind/body dichotomies with the presumed sexual otherness of women onto the 

racialised bodies of Tahitian women, and then transposing these desires on to the surrounding 

landscape, Western man accessed the land itself. Textualised discourses containing 

pathological othering of Tahitians provided the ideological backing for the gradual absorption of 

Tahitian territories in the mfd nineteenth century, and extensive nuclear testing. In contrast to 

the relative self-determinism of Samoan peoples, Tahitians must contend with a French nuclear 

legacy that will not diminish over time, with or without independence and decolonisation. 

On the 18th of June, 1767, English explorer Samuel Wallis and the crew of the Dolphin 

sailed into Tahitian waters, the first recorded encounter between the West and T ahiti.5 The 
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importance of this discovery and subsequent impact on Western conscience is registered by 

O.H.K Spate's assertion that Wallis's achievement is encapsulated by one word: Tahiti.6 He 

could fade from historical narratives, but Tahiti, and the constructions layered generations deep 

on the islands never could. In the opinion of J.C Beaglehole, Cook's editor and biographer, the 

discovery of Tahiti by the West was of the utmost Eiignificance ... for the whole history of the 

Western mind.7 However, not until later explorers, principally James Cook and Bougainville, did 

the myth flourish freely. John Hawkesworth was responsible for embellishing Cook's journals, 

while Diderot utilised Bougainville's account as a philosophical sounding board for his ideas 

about civilisation and the nature of humanity.8 

Arriving in Tahitian waters, Bougainville and naturalist Philibert Commerson thought . 
Thomas More's 'Nowhere' had metamorphosed into a Somewhere, namely the vision that lay 

before them. Commerson described Tahiti as utopia, 

.. . perhaps the only one on earth inhabited by [wo]men without vices, without prejudices, without wants, 
without dissensions. Born beneath the fairest sky, nourished by the fruits of an earth that is fertile without 
civilisation, ruled by fathers rather than by kings. 9 

Bougainville bestowed the title la Nouvelle Cythere, after the Greek Island where Aphrodite, the 

goddess of love was born 1°, and the concept if not the actual name enjoys contemporary 

currency some two hundred years later. 

Bougainville's entry into the Pacific was scarcely an aimless meander, his mission was 

political. King Louis XV had personally entrusted him with the assignment of restoring a 

measure of French power and pride after ignominious defeat in the Seven Years War in which 

most of France's colonial possessions were forfeited. 11 He sailed under the protection of the 

powerful Marquess de Pompadour and the ideological flags of Enlightenment philosophers and 

intellectuals, including Voltaire, Rousseau and Diderot.12 His 'garden of Eden' paean and 

appellation of Tahiti as an island of love, the New Cythera are textual exemplars of his 

engagement with such Enlightenment 'luminaries', particularly the prevailing discourses 

devoted to celebrating a life led close to nature in simple harmony with uninhibited sexual 
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expression. It is the latter concept that both secured his legacy and titillated Europe. More than 

any early commentator in the Pacific, Bougainville was responsible for sparking the myth of 

Tahiti as a sexualised space. Tahitian women were votaries of Venus, 13 awaiting erotic 

pleasures, as evident in the following passage, 

.. :the canoes bought young women ... The bare-skinned women offered themselves enticingly, and the 
men of the island made things even more clear; they pressed us to choose a woman to follow her 
ashore, and unequivocal gestures demonstrated the manner in which her acquaintance was to be 
made.14 

Bougainville's account of the proceedings constructed the encounter according to both, 

gender/sexual/racial discourses of the Other and Enlightenment ideologies flirting with the 

noble savage and unrestrained sexuality. In addition to so-called scientifically proven theories 

of white supremacy and the appropriation of women's bodies as available, previous r~ports of 

interactions with native people provided him with the mental framework for appraising and 

positioning Tahiti as a canvas for Enlightenment speculations. 

Research by Greg Dening offers another interpretation for the canoes laden with 

alluring women. Rather than passive vessels for Western sexual pleasure, Dening describes 

their 'wanton tricks' as an etiquette of war, a ceremony of engaging with the enemy. 15 He 

compares the behaviour of the women to the bright red and yellow feathers used as bodily 

adornment. Both serve, in the context of his argument to attract the attention of 'Oro: there was 

no great contradiction seen in raising the attention of the gods by arousing their lust or making 

them angry. 16 Dening re-orients the event to engage a Tahitian perspective, and creates a 

counter-discourse of ambivalence, discrediting the European construction. 

Bougainville's contemporary, James Cook, was markedly more circumspect about the 

presumed sexual licentiousness of Tahitians, insisting that like any culture there was a 

percentage of people who engaged in such activity, typically classified as lower class women.17 

He thought the sexploits of the first voyage misleading, which would concur with Dening's 

analysis. 
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Rod Edmond claims that the conceptual category of Polynesia with its attendant 

signifiers did not exist when Wallis, Bougainville and Cook entered the Pacific18, however David 

B. Paxman suggests that there was a powerful set of ideas circulating which would have 

prepared them for what they saw.19 These explorers would have accessed their new 

surroundings through ideological filters stemming from a discursive matrix of discourses 

concerning the other and Enlightenment values. 

The prevailing ideological filters engaged with the philosophies made popular by two of 

the Enlightenment's most prominent voices; Rousseau and Diderot. A constant theme in their 

work is a repudiation of Western society. The writings by both men evince an incompatibility 

with Western civilisation and a strong desire to flee elsewhere, motivated primarily by strong . 
dissatisfaction with what they view as repressive Western attitudes towards sexuality. The 

. Pacific (Tahiti) is utilised, by Diderot in particular, as a space for phallocentric male desire to 

wander freely for the purpose of immediate and continual gratification. It is only in the space of 

the Other, existing out there in some Other-worldly zone free from the oppressions of Western 

civilisation on the bodies of the feminised, gendered, racialised indigene that such radical 

desires can be conceptualised. Both Diderot and Rousseau are implicated in programmes of 

textual colonialism, creating and sustaining images of a pliant Other for the extension and 

elaboration of Western Self. 

I have never been truly fit for civil society, where all is trouble, obligation, duty ... my independent nature 
makes me incapable of the submission necessary for whoever would live among [wo]men. 20 

Rousseau is, as Judith N. Shklar writes, bent.upon nothing but exposing the irremediable and 

intolerable evils of modern Europe. 21 His ideas were heard throughout the drawing rooms of 

Europe following his success obtaining first prize in a competition organised by the Academy of 

Dijon in 17 49, in answer to the question - What is the origin of inequality among [wo]men, and 

is it authorised by /aw?22 Rousseau blamed inequality on the detrimental effects of civilisation, 

especially on the institutions of church and state. In his winning entry, Discours sur /es arts et 
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sciences, Rousseau posited the inherent virtue and natural goodness of those people living in a 

state of nature, and the noble savage rose to prominence once again. 

In true Enlightenment spirit, the concept of the noble savage was a state believed to be 

universally attainable by the rational mind living by natural laws, prompting a realm for the 

discovery of Self. In Rousseau's words, 

.. . the savage lives within himself,· the sociable man, always outside of himself, knows how to live only in 
the opinion of others; it is, so to speak, from their judgement alone that he derives the feeling of his own 
existence. 23 

Within the space of the undefined Other the Westerner had the opportunity to realise Self. 

The concept of the noble savage and Rousseau continue to be intertwined, but as 

Spate asserts Rousseau's engagement was purely allegorical.24 He employed the ideal of the 

noble savage as a hypothetical model only, stating that the state of nature as one, 

... which no longer exists, which perhaps has never existed, which probably will never exist, but of which 
it is necessary to have exact notions of in order to judge accurately our present slate. 25 

As Ronald Grimsley comments, the state of nature was only a starting point. 

In his [Rousseau's) opinion, primitive man was a purely instinctive creature devoid of intellectual and 
moral attributes. 26 

This starting point generated his critique of contemporary society, ideas which are continued in 

Discourse on the Origin and Foundations of Inequality Among Men (1755) and Emile (1762).27 

Extending beyond the metaphysical realm of the nature of existence, Rousseau's 

philosophical ruminations included exploring human sexuality. To remove guilt attached to his 

desire for sex without responsibilities, he posited that the offspring, the child in nature would 

exist without family.28 Rousseau utilised the imaginary Other, a nebulous commodity as 

ambiguous as the actual interaction between the West and those demarcated as other, to 

theorise the benefits of a life lived close to nature free of sexual responsibilities. The allegorical 

Other and those constructed as Other living on Europe's peripheries were easily conflated, and 

the ideas easily transferable from one to the other. He fabricated a zone of Otherness for the 
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exploration of Self, sexuality and civilisation predicated on the prevailing gender/sexual/racial, 

scientific, timeless, utopic Other of Western designation. 

Diderot, to an even greater extent than Rousseau engaged with the notion of free 

sexuality and the exploration of Self in the atemporal zones of the Other. Similarly his writings 

display distaste for European sexual moralities, the desire to escape such repression, and 

longing for gratification of sexual fantasies in the space of the Other. These sentiments are 

evident in Supplement au voyage du Bougainville (1772, 1796), described by Spate as a key 

document,29 both of the Enlightenment, and in terms of the construction and mythologising of 

Tahiti as a sexual utopia._Following the historical tradition of utopian writing in the form of a 

conversation between two parties, Diderot constructs two voices; a 'Tahitian sage' and a . 
Catholic priest to present his ideas on the natural sexual freedoms of Tahitians, and the 

harmful and oppressive double standards of European sexual morality.30 In response to the 

Catholic priest's condemnation of what he perceives as libidinous sexuality, Diderot has the 

sage reply: 

We are innocent, and we are happy. We follow the pure instincts of nature ... here everything belongs to 
everyone ... ourdaughlers and our wives are common to us all. 31 

Evident in this passage is the rhetoric of the superiority of nature, the normalcy of following 

natural urges, and the dangerous fallacy that Tahitian women are common property to be 

enjoyed at will. 

The paradise painted by Diderot is a male sexual fantasy, a space in which every whim 

and desire is gratified without guilt, repercussions or remorse. His blatant disregard for female 

subjectivity borders on the misogynistic. 

The women, like the earth, could only be said to belong to a man as long as he actively used her for the 
purpose which nature intended: Absentee landlord ship, or the right of ownership without use, was an 
abuse of the fertility of both. 32 

Diderot employs the discourse of nature to normalise male desire, appropriation and 

possession of female bodies in the space of the Other. Women and land are viewed as one, 
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estranged from Western mores by discourses of gender, sexuality and race and projected onto 

the Tahitian Other, whose quaint life-ways; natural and simple, are bounded in an exotic, 

timeless world. Diderot now has unlimited access to the vision he has fabricated: the myth of 

Tahiti as a haven of carnal desire. 

The Tahiti of Bougainville, Rousseau, Diderot and other seekers of free love was 

inherited by Eugene Henri Paul Gauguin, a leading Post Impressionist and Symbolist painter, 

who journeyed to the southern sexual paradise in an attempt to rid himself of repressive 

civilisation and realise his potential as a savage.33 More than any sojourner in Tahitian waters, 

Gauguin has been responsible for perpetuating a discursive set of myths celebrating Tahiti and 

Tahitian women as an erotic playground. The representations ofTahitian women evident in his . 
Tahitian oeuvre and the publication of his letters and autobiographical novel Noa Noa (1893) 

reveal a complex intertwining of Western sexual, gender, and racial discourses. 

Gauguin engaged with contemporary discourses of the noble savage and the benefits 

of a life lived close to nature, and conceived of himself as a savage, or more correctly part 

savage, part sensitive man.34 His being was divided in two states; the sensitive and the Indian, 

a diametric opposition he sought to remedy by submerging the sensitive with the Indian: I 

become, each day, a little more savage. 35 Stephen F. Eisenman describes Gauguin as 

complex, ambiguous, a hybrid, even bastardised figure, who characterised himself as both a 

bohemian and an Indian from Peru36 , the latter portrayal viewed by Rod Edmond as nothing but 

a self-aggrandising fantasy of having Inca blood in his veins. 37 Gauguin's hybrid persona is 

seized on by Eisenman to excuse and justify his escape from Western civilisation; 

appropriation of the Tahitian other for the purpose of exploring Self and his sexual excesses in 

the space of the Other. 

Gauguin's self-conscious construction as a savage began during the time he spent in 

Brittany, painting the Breton natives, and the less understood he feit, the more he longed for an 
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Other-worldly space where his savagery would be accepted, he had to escape.38 Art historical 

narratives surrounding Gauguin's flight into a savage space traditionally cast him in the role of 

self-proclaimed anti-hero; in exile for the sake of his art and very soul, beyond the oppressive 

mores of Western civilisation. 

I am leaving in order to have peace and quiet, to be rid of the influence of civilisation. I bn/y want to do 
simple, ve,y simple art, and to be able to do that, I have to immerse myself in virgin nature, see no one 
but savages, live their life ... 39 

Like Rousseau and Diderot before him, Gauguin viewed the superfluities of Western 

material and technological culture as a repugnant machine, destroying and alienating humanity 

from simple forms of interaction with the natural world. Western institutions and the stifling 

values they produced impinged on individual agency, provoking a crisis in self-conception and 
. 

identity. Dissatisfaction with Western society and Self attuned his gaze to those so-called 

peripheral zones and peoples, demarcated by Western textuality and upheld by military 

technologies as Other. Other-worlds and their inhabitants were designed to function, in these 

times of crisis, as spiritual and physical foils, in contradistinction to which, the Western voyager, 

metaphysical or actual, could encounter renewal in these pre-configureg spaces of difference. 

If Western life was too complicated, too polluted, and too moralistic there existed pockets in 

which alternative states could be imagined or forcibly participated in. 

Somewhat ironically, Gauguin chose a French colony in the Pacific to divest himself of 

the entrapments and limitations imposed by (French) civilisation. Yet only in a territory subject 

to colonial design and tentative incursions was such a journey into Self possible. The utilisation 

of the Other as a mechanism for defining Self was dependent on the union of textual and 

military technologies to sustain the desired fabrications of the heterogeneous other. Both 

Abigail Solomon-Godeau and Griselda Pollock situate Gauguin, not as a wandering savant, but 

a colonist under the flag of the French Ministry of Marine and Colonies4°, acting in collusion 

with exigencies of imperial and colonial mechanisms that availed the space of Tahiti as one for 

the rejuvenation of Western Self. Likewise, Belinda Thomson views Gauguin's presence and 
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activities (artistic and otherwise) as an exploitation of the tropics possible due to programmes 

of colonialism instituted by his country men and women. 41 

Colonial activity in Tahiti however, was haphazard and met with considerable 

resistance by Tahitian leaders, particularly the first born of Pomare II, Aimata, who became 

Queen Pomare IV in 1827 .42 She ruled for fifty years during a time of intense political 

manoeuvring and cultural change, and her reign has been associated with significant attempts 

to obstruct and defy French colonial designs.43 Resistance took the form of a politicised 

celebration of traditional Tahitian cultural practices and spiritual beliefs. She encouraged the 

social fabric of 'arioi (entertainers), tattoo, Tahitian dance, and the mamaia movement in its 

contempt for Christianity.44 

During her reign Tahiti became a protectorate of France, and an uneasy colony in 1880 

under Pomare V, prior lo Gauguin's arrival. His construction as a savage must therefore be met 

with considerable ambivalence, and viewed as a state made possible by his residence in an 

island coveted by his culture. It was his desire for artistic notoriety and recognition that, as 

Gavan Daws astutely points out, Europe knew of him and his claims to savagery. 

Europeans knew about him because he crated up his arl and shipped it to Europe, wanting lo show 
white men how savage he was.4s 

The real white savage was the beachcomber or European who slipped ashore crossing the 

beach with the intention of truly becoming encanaque or nativised, never to be heard from 

again. Assuming a savage persona generated Gauguin a niche in Western historical narratives, 

and furnished him with the ideological framework with which to seek and obtain gratification; of 

Self, creativity and libido in spaces maintained for Self by Western textual and military 

exigencies. 

Paul Gauguin was a 43-year-old artist of some repute when he arrived in French 

Polynesia on the 9th of June, 1891, selecting the island of Tahiti over Madagascar which is too 

near the civilised world. 46 His friend, the writer and artist, Emile Bernard who was initially to 
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accompany him, had supplied him with the popular work by Pierre Loti - Le Mariage de Loli, 

which as Edmond notes played a part in assisting his choice of location.47 The famous 

Exposition Universalle of 1889 also impacted on Gauguin's imagination48, making manifest in 

an ostentatious spectacle the pillaged cultural property and borrowed bodies of France's 

colonial territories. 

Gauguin's enchantment with tropical paradises, viewed in his mind's eye as sexualised 

and feminised spaces was shared by his one-time friend, Vincent van Gogh and constituted a 

popular topic of conversation during their shared residence at van Gogh's residence in Aries in 

October 1888.49 The two artists discussed the fantasy of an atelier in the tropics, in which art 

and life might flourish. 

In a French equatorial zone, they believed, they could live cheaply, bask in warmth and sunlight, have 
unlimited access to beautiful women as both models and lovers, and prepare to bring before the eyes of 
an eager public the "gen/le, pitiful, astonishing character" of their subjects. 50 

Drawing on the poetic excesses of Loti, Gauguin pictured Tahiti along common lines of 

bountiful bliss: 

Out there, at least, beneath a winterless sky, on marvellously fertile soil, the Tahitian need only lift up his 
arms to pick his food; thus he never works. In Europe, however, men and women satisfy their needs 
only by toiling without respite while they suffer the pants of cold and hunger, a prey to poverty; the 
Tahitians on the contrary, are the happy inhabitants of the unknown paradises of Oceania and 
experience only the sweet things in life. For them, living means singing and loving. 51 

The reality of early colonial life on Tahiti presented a markedly different picture. Colonial agents 

and governing officials were circulating rhetoric of fatal impact and vanishing cultures; of a 

population under threat. By the time Gauguin sailed into Tahitian waters, European diseases 

were responsible for cutting the estimated population of 35 000 peoples in 1769 by two thirds.52 

Concurrent with prevailing racial discourses, the reduction was attributed not to Western 

incursions, but the inferiority of the weaker races. Moreover French officials and civilians were 

intent on replicating, in microcosmic form, the institutional and ideological hallmarks of French 

culture.53 Gauguin found himself in a milieu he had travelled half way across the globe to 

escape. 
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Lamenting the death of Pomare V (1891) as an indicator of cultural knowledge and 

practices slipping away, Gauguin questioned, 

Now there was one less king, and with him were vanishing the last vestiges of Maori (sic) customs. It 
was all over- nothing but civilised people lef/...Sha/11 manage to recover any trace of that past, so 
remote and so mysterious. 54 

Gauguin's reputation as a savage in the eyes of Europe was contingent on a surviving and 

authentic Tahitian culture, an authenticity resurrected in reality from Jacques Antoine 

Meorenhout's Voyages aux iles du grand ocean (1837)55 , but portrayed in both Noa Noa and 

his Tahitian paintings as originating from his cultural informers, primarily young Tahitian 

women. 

Gauguin's sexual liaisons with young Tahitian girls are notorious, prompting 
. 

contemporary scholars to assume a stand point on either side of the moral/feminist divide. The 

impact of feminist and post-colonial discourses denounce Gauguin's actions and creative 

representations as the product of gender, sexual and racial theories enacted on the bodies of 

Tahitian women and evidence of colonial complicity. In prevailing academic debate this position 

is assumed by Solomon-Godeau56 and Pollock.57 His primitivism is viewed by Solomon

Godeau as the outcome of converging racial and gender ideologies which intersect 

misogynistically on the body of the doubly Othered native woman.58 In stark contrast, Eisenman 

goes to extraordinary (but ultimately contradictory) lengths to rescue Gauguin from his ever 

increasingly tainted position within contemporary thought59, as does, albeit to a lesser extent, 

Edmond.60 

Shortly after arriving Gauguin took up with 13 year old Teha'amana of whom he wrote: 

This girl, a child of about 13 charmed me and frightened me.61 Her body provided him with a 

variety of pleasures, artistic inspiration and (limited) entry into the local Tahitian culture. 

Teha'amana figures most (in)famously in Mana'o tupapa'u (The Spirit Watches Over1892) 

[figure 6] . Gazing out at the viewer, Teha'amana lies naked on her front, providing in Pollock's 
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Figure 6. Paul Gauguin, Mana' o tupapa'u (The Spirit Watches Over), 1892, oil on canvas. 
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words a veritable manifesto of Polynesian sex. 62 Eisenman engages with Pollocks thesis 

commenting that it gives the 

... appearance of an encyclopaedia of colonialist racism and misogyny, but is more an image of liminal 
sexuality in colonial Tahiti. 63 

He resorts to ambiguous hybridity to explain Gauguin's prerogative, citing Tahitian ambivalence 

toward sexuality, androgyny and the re-conceptualised portrayal of the female nude he 

bequeathed to Western modern art.64 Eisenman claims, 

Teha'amana possessed such a desire- local legend has it that she cuckolded the artist with great 
regularity- and Gauguin revealed her sexual autonomy even as he painted her in the guise of a 
frightened girl. 65 

Both Eisenman and Edmond make recourse to Gauguin's treatment of the female nude, which 

they view as radically re-fashioning the genre, away from traditional versions of femininity to a 

more powerful vision. The depiction of Tahitian woman in Te nave nave fenua (The Delightful 

Land, 1892) [figure 7] is commented by both critics as emblematic of Gauguin's innovative 

approach toward the female form. Eisenman describes her as a veritable giantess66, a solid, 

strong figure who bears little relation to typicai portrayais of Tahitian women as languid, passive 

dusky maidens. 

Gauguin's Tahitian canvases invoke the duality of representations inscribed on female, 

Othered bodies; the vigour and sexuality of Te nave nave fenua and the welcoming passivity of 

Te arii vahine (Woman with mangos, 1896) [figure 8]. The two poles converge in Mana'o 

tupapa'u, mapped on to the body of T eha'mana who is made to convey both sensuality and 

quiescence, compliance and resistance, a visual document of Gauguin's desire as recorded in 

written accounts, 

I saw plenty of calm-eyed young women, I wanted them to be willing to be taken without a word; taken 
brutally. In a way longing to rape.67 

Ella Shohat states, 

The split discourse of the virginal/libidinal, symptomatic of the representation of women, operates even 
in the same text. It ultimately serves the dominant trope of rescue, which still forms the crucial site of the 
battle over representations in post-colonial geopolitics. Whereas virginity underlines the status of 
availability, thus 'logically' calling for a fecundating penetration, the libidinous subliminally requires the 
use offorce.6B 
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Figure 7. Paul Gauguin, Te nave navefenua (The Delightful 
Land), 1892, oil on canvas. 

Figure 8. Paul Gauguin, Te arii vahine (Woman with mangos), 1896, oil on 
canvas. 
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Only on a bodyscape and landscape demarcated as Other, beyond the cultural, historical, 

sexual and spatial boundaries of Europe could Gauguin enact his creative and sexual 

fantasies. Informed textually by the gender, sexual and racial rhetoric of the Other's difference 

and malleability, Gauguin's journey into Self was predicated on the prior establishment of the 

region as a French colony. His oeuvre, Noa Noa and biographical accounts of his life sustain 

lingering fantasies of Tahiti as a sexual paradise awaiting the Western male voyager. 

The myth of Tahiti as a sexual utopia is evident in the three Hollywood renditions of the 

infamous mutiny on the Bounty, filmed in 1935, 1962 and 1984. Captain Bligh attributes the 

mutiny to such allurements, 

I can only conjecture that they have Ideally assured themselves of a more happy life among the 
O/aheitans than they could possibly have in England, which joined to some Female connecti<ms has 
most likely been the leading cause of/he whole business ... whal a temptation ii is to such wretches 
when they find it in their power however illegally ii can be got at, lo fix themselves in the most of plenty in 
the finest island in the world where they need not labour and where the allurements of dissipation are 
more than equal to anything that can be concerned. 69 

Captain Bligh, Fletcher Christian, a tropicai isiand paradise where free love prevailed, a mutiny 

on the high seas, miraculous open-boat voyage, and exile on a little known isiand are events 

that have captured the imagination of the West for over two hundred years. Layer upon layer of 

intrigue and fantasy presented in literal and visual texts has generated a mythological exigency, 

swamping, what is in essence, a rather insignificant maritime mutiny, but one that reveals 

Western ideologies of, and lingering fascination with, Otherness. The mutiny on the Bounty, 

both the event itself and subsequent cinematic texts, represents a document of transgression 

between Self and Other; of encounters on the forbidden borderland strip of beach that 

prompted Western men to defy the restrictive boundaries of their culture, spurning Western 

civilisation for native life on an island out of time and beyond Western spatial conceptions. For 

their love of cultural freedom, Tahitian women, and a life of ease, so the myth goes, a motley 

bunch of sailors were prepared to forsake the values and mores of Western civilisation. This 

fascinated, and continues to fascinate Western society. 
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The particulars of this fascination with the Bounty are sustained within patriarchal and 

colonial discourses, configured in primarily sexual terms. The allure of Tahiti for the mutineers, 

as they over ran Captain Bligh and made an about turn for the island has been presented as a 

response to sensual excesses, uninhibited erotic pleasures, cogently inscribing the islands as 

an Other-world of sexual bliss. 

In addressing Christian's act of mutiny there are two central trajectories to consider: 

the appeal of Tahiti and the violent excesses of Captain Bligh. The former by far represents the 

most popular view of events, intersecting with Western desires and fears of the Other manifest 

in discourses of race, gender and sexuality which culminate in the Western obsession with 

miscegenation and the nativised Westerner. The latter, by contrast offers little frisson, being . 
more concerned with naval history, and maritime practices, both dimensions, however are 

present to varying degrees, in the three main cinematic texts that engage with the infamous 

event. 

The factual account of the mutiny records the progress made by the Bounty as it 

journeys for 27 000 km from Portsmouth, England, past the Canaries, across the South Atlantic 

for an attempt around the Horn, before doubling back across the Indian Ocean, past Tasmania 

and into the Pacific Ocean.7° After sailing for ten months the Bounty sailed into Matavai Bay to 

commence the most crucial part of the mission, the acquisition of one thousand small breadfruit 

plants which were to be eventually transported to the West Indies as a cheap food source for 

slaves. Bligh's mission was thus underwritten by imperial imperatives, it was a voyage he 

embarked on as Mr Bligh, Lieutenant Commander of H. M Armed Vessel Bounty, but one he 

hoped would see him finish with the status of Captain.71 

The crew spent five months on Tahiti; a significant period of time for both prolonged 

and substantial encounters between Self and those categorised as Other, during which they 

attempted to collect breadfruit plants, Tahitian women, tattoos and increased their knowledge 
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of the Tahitian language.72 It would have been a time of complex interaction for both sides, 

each confronting a discursive set of preconceptions and stereotypical assumptions of their 

respective Others and having to reconcile myth to the degree of reality each was able to 

perceive. 

The contrast from the pleasures of the beach to regulated ship life would have been 

particularly marked, especially given the legendary intractable intolerance of Bligh and the 

supposed mistreatment he dealt to his crew. Dening refutes the mythical violent excesses 

attributed to Bligh's command, claiming he was, in fact, not a violent man, who 

... on his two voyages to the Pacific in the Bounty and the Providence flogged fewer of his crew, actually 
and proportionately, than any other captain who came into the Pacific in the eighteenth century. 73 

The elaboration of, and emphasis placed on Bligh's supposed maltreatment of his crew is 

grounded in the gendered racism inflecting patriarchal discourse. Attributing the subversive and 

polemical act of provoking mutiny to racially other women presented a compelling threat to 

male bastions of order and institutions of domination and control. Even in the contemporary 

aftermath of the mutiny, Christian's brother Edward Fletcher, a Cambridge law professor 

denied that Christian had any particular associations with Tahitian women, in a pamphlet 

published in 1794.74 

Recent cinema engagements with the saga, primarily the 1935 and 1962 versions 

have tended to privilege the hostility between Bligh and Christian and framing the script within 

male institutions, while lingering on the bodies of Tahitian women as a tantalising back drop 

rather than a crucial determinant to the outcome. Relegating Tahitian women to the peripheries 

of the male drama has the effect of accentuating the myth of Tahiti as a sexual paradise. By 

focusing on the interaction between the two male protagonists Tahitian women and Tahiti are 

further marginalised as sensual playthings, superfluous to the central plot. In comparison, the 

1984 version, created in a supposedly post feminist-movement era pays more attention to the 

sexual allurement of Tahitian women as partially responsible for the mutiny - thus engaging to 
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a degree with the power embedded in the women's actions. But in keeping with the rhetoric of 

emancipated liberalism, this acknowledgement is subsumed by the lens, surveying and 

invading the eroticised bodies of Tahitian women. 

Whether or not Bligh figured as the violent perpetrator compelling Christian to act 

beyond his customary manner, he found it expedient to characterise Christian as· sexually 

promiscuous, quoting one of his former officers as one of the most foolish young men I ever 

knew in regard to the sex.75 The portrayal of Christian's sexual appetite, Bligh's temper and the 

allure of Tahitian women are critical elements that co-exist to varying extents in the 

considerable body of texts surrounding the event In whichever context, Tahitian bodies are 

foregrounded as the object of desire, and voyeuristic consumption. 

According to various accounts Christian did form a significant attachment to a Tahitian 

woman called Mauatua (who he renamed lsobella), and as a passage from a diary purported to 

be penned by Christian states: 

In a very short time, every man on board was provided with his mistress; and, as I promised in the 
commencement of my correspondence, not to disguise any part of my own conduct, I shall candidly 
acknowledge, that I had my favourites as well as the rest. Indeed, it is but justice to confess that our 
subsequent conspiracy in a great measure owed its rise to these connections. And to the same cause 
may be attributed the desertion of the people during our stay at Otaheite. 76 

If Christian's Tahitian romance is glorified, the concomitant violence, (whether the result of 

Bligh or desire for Tahitian women) that occurred as result is frequently omitted. After setting 

Bligh and those men loyal to him adrift, Christian made a course for Tubuai before returning to 

Tahiti. During their sojourn on Tubuai one hundred and twenty indigenous lives were lost, 

twelve on Tahiti, one on th~ Cook Islands and six on Matukiterangi or Pitcairn lsland.77 

Christian sailed to Matukiterangi with six Tahitian men, nineteen Tahitian women (although 

several older women were thrown overboard), one girl, and eight European sailors.78 Any plans 

to replicate an island paradise on Matukiterangi never came to fruition. Quarrels over women, 

provisions and leadership whittled down the small population to the point where upon discovery 

in 1808 by an American whaling ship, the island was ruled by one remaining man who relied on 
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the ultimate institution of Western civilisation - Christianity, to maintain some semblance of 

order.79 Dystopia prevailed. This third and final instalment of the mutiny saga is generally not 

addressed in the various cinematic representations. To do so would undermine the romantic 

quest of Christian and his search for a utopia distant from Western institutions and morals. 

In the 1935 version of the Mutiny on the Bounty, Tahiti is represented as· a distant and 

nebulous Other-world, a zone in which Western sailors can indulge in sexual pleasures without 

consequence. The island is little more than a fantastical playground and has little critical impact 

on the central plot; it is a marginal space feminised and sexualised to provide contrast for the 

essentially masculine framework of individual man versus institutional power. Critically 

acclaimed, it is viewed as the classic interpretation, starring Charles Laughton as a 

pathologically demonic Bligh and Clark Gable as the noble, and moral Fletcher Christian. 

Directed by Frank Lloyd, it is the conflict between these two men alone that propels the film 

forward to its ideological end. Bligh is portrayed as inherently cruel, his unreasonable behaviour 

a suitable motive for Christian's overthrow of Western law. 

The events unfold through omnipotent narration by Roger Byam, a fictional character 

invented by writers Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Ha1180 in their trilogy, which formed 

the basis of the script. With regard to the depiction of encounters between Self and Other, 

Louis Mayer (of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) played it relatively safely. The sensuality of Tahiti and 

Tahitian women is predominantly a dreamscape; the nativisation of (primarily) Christian and 

Byam is in direct response to the one-dimensional cruelty of Bligh and, intimate interactions 

between sailors and Tahitia'ns result in secure family units. 

As the Bounty glides into Matavai Bay there is a flurry of activity as the Tahitians rush 

to paddle out to meet the strangers, in what is, by now an oft repeated staple of Pacific cinema 

[figure 9]. In keeping with the moral code of the 1930's there is a degree of decency in the 

manner the Tahitian women are represented. Tehani and Maimiti the main female characters 
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Figure 9. The arrival scene. Frank Lloyd, Mutiny on the Bounty, 1935. 

Figure 10. Tehani and Maimiti. Frank Lloyd, Mutiny on the Bounty, 1935. 
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played by Movita Casteneda and Mamo Clark respectively, are not Tahitian (although Tahitian 

is spoken) [figure 1 O]. A relatively common practice, supplanting indigenous women with those 

closer on the colour spectrum to white, such as the Mexican Movita Casteneda established a 

degree of distance from a more obviously racial Other and allowed Lloyd and MGM to 

circumvent the issue of miscegenation. With long dark hair and dressed in sarongs, these 

stand-ins provide sanitised difference to downplay the racial and sexual baggage implicit in 

interracial encounters. 

Tehani and Maimiti are alternately vivacious and ingenuous, but always hospitable and 

pliant, especially T ehani who, fortuitously is only familiar with that all important English word 

'yes', providing surprise followed by condescending mirth for Christian. They are represented 
, 

as open and available as the land they inhabit. In describing them Byam and Christian invoke 

rhetoric of the benevolent Other, 

(Byam): Aren't they amazing Fietcher, I never knew there were such people in the world. To which 
Christian replies: They're simple and kind, yet somehow they're royal. 81 

The timeless, and ultimately unreal experience of the (sexual) encounter with Tahiti is summed 

up by Byam's comment to Christian: But it's a dream. The island isn't real, not for you and 

me.82 Only Tahitians can inhabit such a realm, out of Western historical time and beyond 

experiential spatiality, it is a pleasant, fictional sojourn beyond the reality of Western life. There 

to provide succour and revitalisation, to offer an alternative view of a world Christian was later 

to return to. But a world that he inscribed with his own pre-determined frameworks and agenda, 

and predicated on racial and sexual notions of the Other as a resource to escape institutional 

extremes of Western civilisation, and journey deeper into Self. 

"The film", wrote the New York Times critic was full of "hoarse platitudes of witless optimism until at last 
it is swamped with sentimental 'bilge 111

• B3 

Directed by Lewis Milestone, the 1962 adaptation of the Bounty story and the physical creation 

of the film itself have become intricately interwoven to represent an entity of excess. Starring 

Trevor Howard as Bligh, Marlon Brando as his nemesis, Fletcher and Tahitian Tarita Terriipata 
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as Maimiti. The film was shot on imported white sand on a black sand beach on the island of 

Tahiti.84 With far greater cultural arrogance and more explicit sexuality than the earlier version, 

Milestones vision indulges in a superabundance of eroticised Tahitian bodies. Tahitian women 

are presented as sexual puppets willing to cater for each and every whim of the Western 

voyagers. The camera surveys Tahiti as a surfeit of free love in which the women are portrayed 

as compliant and available according to fabricated cultural values, and a tribute to white men 

as desirable commodities. 

Bligh is a man obsessed with his mission, all his energy is centred on obtaining the 

young breadfruit plants before the dormant period delays growth, and if possible a 

circumnavigation of the world around the notorious Cape Horn. In every respect antit~etical to 

Bligh's drive, vigour and dedication is an outrageously foppish, aristocratic Christian; his 

bombastic and overblown affectations singled out for particular note by several 

commentators.85 He is also markedly slow to critique Bligh's enthusiastic punishment system, 

which Bligh defends by saying: cruelty with purpose is not cruefty.86 

Upon arrival in Tahitian waters Bligh delivers a speech to the crew before 

disembarking outlining a particularly dispassionate attitude toward so-called savages, and 

exceeding ambivalence about the sexual forays undertaken by his crew. 

This island is inhabited by over 200 000 savages .. .In the event that we find ourselves welcome you will 
discover that these savages have absolutely no conception of ordinary morality and you will no doubt 
take full advantage of their ignorance. It is a matter of supernatural indifference to me whether you 
contaminate the natives or whether the natives contaminate you. I have but one concern, our mission. 87 

Deviant savagery abounds in this passage with allusions to lax morals and hypersexuality of 

the racial other, and his crew had ample time to either contaminate or be contaminated as 

Bligh's worst fear was realised - they had arrived during the dormant period. 

The incidence of dormant breadfruit equips Milestone with ideal filmic scope to explore 

the sexual paradise of male fantasy. In one scene Tahitian men in va'a (canoes) drive schools 

of fish into a walled lagoon formed by a line of women in strategically placed lei, and wreaths of 
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Figure 11. "String of live pearls". Lewis Milestone, Mutiny 011 the Bounty, 1962. 

Figure 12. Lewis Milestone, Mutiny 011 the Bounty, 1962. 
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flowers around their heads, prompting one sailor to exclaim: they're like a string of live pearls88 

[figures 11 and 12]. Shortly after Christian introduces Maimiti to the Western art of kissing 

[figure 13], is castigated by Bligh who then, in a humorous scene has to recant after an 

acquaintance of Chief Hitihiti, (following Hitihiti's proclamation) orders Christian to sleep with 

his daughter Maimiti. The dialogue runs as follows: 

Bligh: In a civilised society certain lewd intentions towards the female members of one's family would be 
regarded as ah ... we/1 as an insult, you follow me? 
Christian: I think so sir. 
Bligh: But in Tahiti the insult lies in the omission of those lewd intention.s. Manners that would offend a 
dockside harlot seem to be the only acceptable behaviour to King Hilihiti. You have offended his code of 
etiquette. The success of our mission depends upon retaining the goodwill of Hitihiti. 
(Christian pretends not to understand). 
Bligh: Make Jove to that damn daughter of his! 
Christian: Is that an order sir? Might I have that entered in the log.89 

Christian leaves the ship to the tune of Rule Britannia to attend to his role in Bligh's mission. 

His sexual liaison and those of his fellow crew members were predicated on attributing sexual 

promiscuity to values inherent to Tahitian society. Several scenes are devoted to fulfilling male 

sexual desire, in which Tahitian women give the signal, or drag sailors to less public areas 

[figure 14]. These are laced with narrative accounts by the gardener Brown, 

The ships company was pleased to have it confirmed that the Tahitians considered lovemaking a 
gesture of goodwill. It may sound improbable, but do you know the goodwill in the hearts of our crew 
proved to be practically boundless. You see to the Tahitians, a light skin was a mark of beauty. Men with 
fair complexions like Englishmen were regarded as beautiful no matter how nonsensically their features 
were arranged. They were beautiful and could do no wrong. 90 

The 1962 version of the Bounty constructed an erotic utopia contingent on male sexual desire 

and Western discourses of the racially and sexually aberrant Other. 

The scenery, liberally sprinkled with topless Tahitian beauties, is balm to urban eyes, 

was one response to the 1984 production, The Bounty.91 Directed by Roger Donaldson, this 

film, as Michael Sturma has noted, portrays for the first time the central role played by Tahitian 

women in the mutiny of the Bounty. It is also markedly more sexually explicit, leis are removed 

for ethnographic accuracy, and the camera takes pleasure in scanning native bodies. 

The construct of Tahiti as a sexual paradise, and in particular Tevaite Vernette as 

Maimiti, figures as the divisive factor in this version, searing relations between Bligh and 
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Figure 13. "The kiss". Lewis Milestone, Mutiny 011 the Bounty, 1962. 

Figure 14. A Tahitian woman "gives the signal" .. Lewis Milestone, Mutiny on the 
Bounty, 1962. 
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Christian (played by Anthony Hopkins and Mel Gibson respectively). Hopkins gives a brilliant 

performance as Bligh the family man, the concerned captain, the strict disciplinarian and 

moralist who cannot tolerate what he considers as Christian's lowering of his station; by his 

hybrid, casual dress, tattooed body - taomaro on his buttocks, and committed relationship with 

Maimiti [figure 15]. 

The configuring of Tahiti as a haven of sensual delights begins early on in dialogue 

between sailors, 

Is it true what they say about Tahiti? 
You mean the women? 
Do they really go around with no clothes on? 
All they wear is tattoos in wonderful places92 [figure 16]. 

Structurally the film is framed by the proceedings of Bligh's court martial, as he respo~ds the 

viewer journeys to corresponding events taking place on Tahiti. Questioning by one Captain 

Greenham reveals similarities with elements of the 1962 version, namely the naturalisation of 

Tahitian hypersexuality as indigenous cultural institutions. As Bligh describes an indecent 

ceremony the camera cross cuts to the bodies of dancing Tahitians, 

It is their deep belief that the earth is rendered fruitful by the coupling of their gods and that the gods can 
be roused by the coupling of men and women. 93 

Primitive myth, cultural values and sexual practices coalesce to forcefully demarcate difference 

between Self and Other. 

In a later courtroom scene Bligh is quizzed on the reasons for the crew's umbrage 

towards him, to which he replies, 

The crew were anything but discontented Sir. Fletcher Christian corrupted them. 
Interviewer: Yes but what made them so easy to corrupt? 
Bligh: / don't know. It was the place itse/f.94 

Tahiti is painted as an allochronic, libidinous zone of Otherness effecting uncontrollable and 

irresistible desires on hapless sailors. Sailors are portrayed succumbing to the constructed 

pleasures of the beach from the initial Self/Other encounters, even acculturated into aspects of 

Tahitian life and culture. Most acquire, in addition to women, tattoos, composite clothing and a 
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Figure 15. Captain Bligh (Anthony Hopkins). Roger Donaldson, The Bounty, 
1984. 

Figure I 6. Greeting the Bounty. Roger Donaldson, The Bounty, 1984. 
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. 
Figure 17. Happier times, Bligh and Christian discuss the voyage. Roger Donaldson, 
The Bounty, 1984. 

Figure 18. Bligh berates Christian for having 'gone native'. Roger Donaldson, The 
B01111tv. 1984. 
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smattering of Tahitian, recognising the bilateral crossings from one culture to the other and 

back again. Screening European-Tahitian transgressions from the sea to beach depicts an 

attempt to engage with the ambivalence of cultural encounters, momentarily dislodging the 

presumed centrality of the West. 

It is this fragmentation and gradual disintegration of monolithic European· institutions, 

bastions of official duty, respectful subordination, cultural allegiance and moral adherence that 

provokes a pivotal altercation between Bligh and Christian [figures 17 and 18]. Bligh 

encounters a partially clad, tattooed Christian and berates him for being no better than one of 

these natives. 95 His attack is directed primarily at Christian's relationship with Maimiti, 

(Bligh): I think your brain has been overheated and your body over indulged in sexual excess. 
Christian: I have done no more than any natural man would do. , 
Bligh: No you've done no more than any wild animal would do. It always makes me laugh, whenever a 
man looses their self-restraint they always say they're natural. 
Christian: They are more natural than men who have nothing to restrain. 96 

Discourses of the noble savage living in a state of nature with uncomplicated attitudes 

towards sexuality are utilised to naturalise both Tahitian sexuality and to justify Western 

participation. Tahiti is represented as an alternative space apart from Western civilisation, 

offering a spiritual and sexual haven distant from Western culture and moral restraints. Without 

parallel operations of Western textuality and technology working in conjunction, the space of 

the Other would remain an unfounded utopia. Textual representation as the timeless, racially 

aberrant Other combines with technological efficaciousness to provide access for Western Self 

to construct itself vis-a-vis Other. 

Less than two hun~red years after European incursions into Te Ao Maohi97, larger 

ships carrying new technologies for the construction of weapons capable of mass destruction 

entered what are now French waters. Geo-politics in the form of nuclear colonialism is the 

latest scourge to assault Tahitian autonomy, it is also the most insidious and pernicious. 

Discourses pertaining to the construction of the Other as racially and sexually aberrant, 

temporally and spatially distant abiding in a gendered, feminised zone are operative in the 
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decision to test atmospheric and underground nuclear devices on the atolls of Moruroa and 

Fangataufa . 

. In 1962 Algeria gained independence from France, forcing a relocation of extensive 

nuclear infrastructure to another French possession, Te Ao Maohi, Tahiti.98 From 1966 to 1996 

France conducted two hundred and ten nuclear tests; atmospheric and underground on 

neighbouring atolls, primarily Moruroa.99 Ironically Moruroa translates as the big secret, 

'ironically' as French nuclear activities have been shrouded, concealed and veiled from the rest 

of the world, until relatively recently as some details began to filter through. Moruroa: The Big 

Secret is a documentary film by Michel Daeron that surfaced in 1995 providing irrefutable 

evidence of catastrophic health related effects of nuclear testing.100 Te Ao Maohi has the . 
· highest rate of cancer in the world, only two types of fish can be eaten directly from the sea 

with a degree of confidence, while interviews with midwives and families revealed an alarming 

number of congenital birth deformations.101 

Using French data that has been released, New Zealand scientists Manfred Hochstein 

and Mich O'Sullivan and French vulcanologist Pierre Vincent predict that substantial leaching of 

radionuclides from the atolls to the ocean is likely within ten to one hundred years. 102 Not the 

confident estimation issued by French propagandists of hundreds of thousands of years, and 

claims of almost zero contamination, almost negligible, infinitesimal damage.103 (emphasis 

mine). 

French nuclear colonialism in Te Ao Maohi/Tahiti is dependent on this technological 

exigency (textual and military) to justify its activities that erode earlier constructions of Tahiti as 

a bountiful paradise. Such illusionary, utopic constructions are incidental, what is at stake is the 

reality of Te Ao Maohi/Tahiti, captured in its present state by Tahitian artist Andre Marere 

[figures 19 and 20]. In a subversion of Gauguin's painting Two Tahitian Women, a gas mask 
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Figure 19. Painting by Tahitian artist 
Andre Marere, after Gauguin's Two Tahitia11 Women. 
Photu G1ee11µeace, London. 

Figure 20. Paul Gauguin, Two Tahitian Wome11, 1899, 
oil on canvas. 
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conceals the face of one woman holding a decidedly dystopic, destructive mushroom cloud of 

French cultural arrogance and genocide. 

Tahitian voices are actively campaigning for a denuclearised Tahiti (Pacific) and 

independence from France, a resistance movement which began in 1843.104 Organisations 

protesting the French (nuclear) presence include Tavini Huiraatira no Te Ao Maohi105, Hiti Tau, 

and Eglise Evangelique (EEPF, the major Protestant Church).106 A recent independent study 

carried out by the Independent Research and Information Commission on Radioactivity attests 

to French negligibility, reporting that radioactivity is at serious levels, and 371 times above the 

level at which sites are required to be maintained under surveillance.107 

Te Ao Maohi/T ahiti was selected as a nuclear testing ground because it had been . 
fabricated as an imaginary zone in literary and visual texts. The narrator in the 1962 Mutiny on 

the Bounty utters a frequently heard sentiment: .. . the island of Tahiti, a destination so far from 

England that one couldn't go furlher without starting to come home.108 Nie Maclellan and Jean 

Chesneaux have drawn attention to the cartographic calculations French officials of the nuclear 

era delighted in retelling. Using the vocabulary of maps and arrows they state the relative 

distances from Moruroa atoll, 

4000km to New Zealand; 6000km to Australia; 6400km to Los Angeles; 8000 to Santiago, 8500 to 
Tokyo. 109 

Engaging in qualitative fact and argument fails to address the distance to Tahiti, Samoa, the 

Cook Islands and Fiji, island territories deposited with nuclear fallout from early atmospheric 

testing. In the words of Epeli Hau'ofa, 

There is a gulf of difference between viewing the Pacific as "islands in a far sea" and "as a sea of 
islands". 110 

France [Euro-America] sees distant islands in a far off sea, regions of spatial 

marginality distant frdm the centre of Western Self. Remote spatiality is contingent on 

atemporality; spatial distance implies historical and temporal distance, further maginalising the 

faraway Other as the allochronic Other, out of time, devoid of history. Ideologies of temporal 
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and spatial aberrance intersect with long held assumptions of the racial inferiority of non

European peoples represented as deviant or harmless, always without voice or agency. Racial 

theories, in turn, are largely informed by discourses of gender and sexuality constituting a 

discursive matrix that pathologises the Other on every conceivable level. 

The genealogy of Tahitian representations have engaged with such Western 

discourses and are the direct product of mythologising of the Other generated over millennia. 

Such representations exist for the purpose of defining Western Self by comparison with a pre

constructed inferior Other. To have the power to define and categorise an Other requires the 

convergence of textual and military technologies, only then can the Western voyager journey in 

search of Self in the space of the Other. 
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5 Futuristic visions, Pacific Island peoples and The Fifth Element: new global 
imperialisms and the colonisation of outer space. 

The year is 2214, the setting is New York, Headquarters of the Federated Territories. 

Automatous McDona!ds attendants serve Big Mac's, buildings are layered to the sky, cars fly 

through the air weaving between them, space flight is common and North American imperialism 

has conquered the world [figures 21 and 22]. Leeloo (Milla Jovovich) is a flaming orange-haired 

waif who crashes to earth to save the world from Mr Shadow. She is the Fifth Element and the 

only hope for humankind. Luc Besson's The Fifth Element (1997) is a classic tale of good 

versus extra-terrestrial evil set variously in the deserts of Egypt, New York City and outer 

space. 

The quest for the 'stones', the four elements, required to join with Leeloo to d~feat the 

forces of evil, turn up on a planet in one of the nearby constellations, accessible via a short 

flight through space. As the celebrity passengers arriving for a charity ball, Korben Dallas 

(Bruce Willis) and Leeloo disembark, a loud speaker ushers them into a fantasy world: Ladies 

and Gentlemen, Welcome to Paradise. 

Besson's futuristic vision is fabricated by star designer Jean-Paul Gaultier, the 

character's costumes, accessories and hairstyles anticipating the new millennium, with a 

polysemous display of bright colours and new fabrics. During their travels, the producers 

encountered a 'Pacific Island' cultural group and transplanted them unchanged to the film set, 

grains of sand still attached to their feet. On planet Fhloston Paradise in the Angel 

constellation, two worlds m~et; the progressive futuristically technological confronting the 

outstretched lei of smiling, sensuous, barefoot 'natives' with nature still clinging to them. 

In an early scene foregrounding the events to follow, Dallas (and the audience) catch a 

glimpse of a television advertisement urging viewers to enter a competition to win tickets to the 

Edenic planet [figures 23 and 24]. Portrayed in terms currently reserved for a contemporary 

television commercial, or a eighteenth century rhapsody by Bougainville on the Elysian 
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Figure 21.' Mc Future '.Luc Besson, The Fifth Elemem, 1997. 

Figure 22. Cityscapes of the new world. Luc Besson, The Fifth Element, 1997. 
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Figure 23. T. V advertisement for "Fhloston Parndise". Luc Besson, The Fifth 

Element, 1997. 

Figure 24. 'Island' getaway - "Fhloston Paradise". Luc Besson, The Fifth Element, 

1997. 
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splendours of Tahiti, the images concur with the escape, luxury, tropical climate, ease and 

relaxation codified in today's visions of a Pacific Island get-away. Calm, clear green-blue 

waters wash a deserted white sand shoreline framed by supple, arching palms, heaven as 

imagined in earthly form. Fhloston Paradise - for a perfect world. 

Utilising exotic and imaginary geographies, The Fifth Element re-creates ·paradise in a 

new and distant utopic realm, colonised by geo-political, capitalist exigencies of the West. The 

West's Other is transported to these territories as exotic and entertaining props, idyllic 

reminders of a barely remembered past, and functioning in a present where they have little 

political or individual agency. 

Appearing only briefly, the 'Pacific Island cultural group' are presented'in a familiar . 
Polynesian role of pleasant, acquiescent hosts embracing new guests to 'their' shores. They 

sing, play gentle guitars, rhythmic drums, and sway enticingly for the visitors showering them 

with welcoming lei. In red skirts of fine red strands, coconut bras, flower wreaths in their long 

dark hair and bands of green leaves around their wrists and hips they present a sensually 

exotic visage, authenticating the experience of paradise with their ethnographic beauty [figures 

25 and 26]. 

After her turbulent descent to earth and the jarring dissonance of polluted New York, 

Leeloo is entranced, this is paradise. Native bodies are relocated to add exotic flavour, 

demarcating a zone tinged with Otherness for the enjoyment of those in control of media and 

military technologies. An intersection of continuing Western legacies, discourses of race, sex 

and gender, discursively imbue and inscribe these bodies with a matrix of marginalising, 

limiting (non-) identities. 

Fhloston Paradise is not the 'Pacific Islanders' homeland, it is depicted as one of many 

colonial out posts beyond the earth's stratosphere. The vision generated is one of outer space 

as the last territory, the 'final frontier' colonised by Western cultural, political and technological 
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Figure 25. "Ladies and Gentlemen, Welcome to Paradise". Luc Besson, The Fifth 

Element. 1997. 

Figure 26. 'Pacific Island cultural group'. Luc Besson, The Fifth Element, 1997. 
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imperialisms. There is no place in this view of the future for the autonomous Pacific Islander, 

they are presented as historical anomalies previously on ice in the chambers of an 

ethnographic museum before being uplifted to some distant other-worldly location. Denial of 

coeval status is paralleled by their spatial ambiguity. As temporal by products of Western 

capitalist-cultural progress, and the military technologies of nuclear capabilities, and the 'space 

race', has their Pacific homeland disappeared? 

Representations of Pacific Island peoples discussed in the many literary, artistic and 

filmic texts in this paper have drawn attention to the multifarious guises thrust upon the Pacific 

peoples' bodies and embedded in their physical environment. Temporal and spatial 

ambivalence provide the conceptual foundation for the projection of gender, racial and sexual . 
ideologies. Portraying Pacific Island peoples as feminised, sexualised, as noble or ignoble 

savages, heathens or natural beings in tune with their surroundings, limits and disempowers 

the autonomy of Samoan, Tahitian, or other indigenous peoples. Such stereotypical 

representations function as operative systems.of control and disempowerment due to the 

intrinsic link evident between textual and military forms of hegemonic incursion and 

subjugation. 

Discourses of post-colonialism equip the western and indigenous subject with 

ideological frameworks to assess the aftermath or continuing presence of colonial institutions 

and peel away the layers of textual myth impeding projects of decolonisation and 

independence. Pacific Island voices re-orienting dichotomies of Self and Other, centre and 

margin are engaged in political struggles for the repatriation of land, and the re-instatement of 

cultural and linguistic values. 

The fictitious, extrovert media personality in The Fifth Element, Ruby Rod, the host of 

the Fhloston Paradise special presentation, utilises a vivid, fast paced dialogue in which the 

operative word 'green', makes recourse to contemporary dilemmas of environmental 
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destruction and dissolution. 'Green' is the cogent signifier of desire, wealth and gratification, in 

the technological excesses depicted in this world of the future, it has become a valuable 

commodity, a medium of exchange. 

Indigenous peoples, including Pacific Islanders, occupy many of the 'green' regions of 

the world, areas coveted by the world's industrial and military powers in pursuit of new 

territories. Representations of Samoan and Tahitian as expendable resources uniformly 

perpetuated in a variety of textual productions has witnessed the dispossession of sovereign 

lands, nuclear colonisation and the violation of indigenous cultural values and lives. Resistance 

to imperial incursions is incisive and subversive, generating the hope for spaces of Self

determined, subjective and wholly autonomous being. 

The last word is left to Sia Figiel, 

I had never seen cornflakes in real life. I'd always seen them on T. V. a woman pouring milk into a bowl 
of cornflakes. A man smiling at the woman. The woman smiling at a boy. The boy smiling at a girl. 
Cornflakes make pa/agi people happy. I ~vanted to see ~vhat it could do to 1v1oa and me 
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Conclusion 

Islands and beaches dot the Pacific. Surrounded by the sea they have been sites of 

complex interactions between those for whom the Pacific is home, and for those who journeyed 

from respective European homelands. Over millennia Pacific Island peoples voyaged extensively 

over vast reaches of ocean. They navigated waters and landscapes, charting and imbuing the sea 

and land forms with cultural, artistic and political meaning. Pacific voices jostled each other for 

agency and autonomous Selfhood. 

The first Europeans who journeyed into the Pacific world were appraised, classified and 

categorised according to Pacific contextual frameworks. As they entered harbours and landed on . 
beaches they crossed a metaphorical borderland space that demarcated the boundaries between 

Samoan and palagi, Tahitian and popa'a (foreigner). Each was intrinsically Other, different and 

foreign. vVith subsequent encounters between Pacific and European peoples the nature of that 

space, and the balance of voices within changed. The cultural and political autonomy of Pacific 

peoples was challenged by the collusion of Western media and military technologies that, in their 

determination to maintain their fabricated position of Self, declared them Other. 

It has been the intention and hope of this thesis to draw attention to, and ultimately 

deconstruct, using a theoretical framework of post-colonial and feminist discourses, the creation of 

polar Self/Other categories. The construction of the West in the role of Self has been perpetuated 

in a variety of textual formats, texts which have served to pathologise and marginalise Pacific 

peoples by diminishing the immense spectrum of human potentialities and identities to a narrow 

range of stereotypical tropes. In texts spanning over two hundred years, from the late eighteenth 

century to the present, including accounts by explorers such as Bougainville; academic texts by 

Rousseau, Diderot and Mead; novels by Ballantyne and Melville; paintings by Hodges and 
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Gauguin, and photographic and filmic texts, Pacific peoples have been represented as dusky 

maidens, noble and ignoble savages, timeless exotics in island paradises. 

The representation of Pacific peoples in imagery laden with political rhetoric and intent has 

provided imperial and colonial administrations with an arsenal of ideological weaponry to incite and 

maintain support for campaigns of colonisation. Stereotypical representations portrayed in textual 

technologies have been employed to underscore and buttress the machinations of military 

technologies. The colonial administration currently operative in Tahjti, in Samoa until 1962, the 

exclusion of an economic/political Pacific voice in the Asia Pacific Economic Community (APEC), 

and nuclear colonisation in Te Ao Maohi/Tahiti are tangible indications of the political expediency 

inherent in stereotypical representations. 

The politicised nature of such representations are informed by a plethora of intersecting 

discourses; time and space, gender and sex, utopia/dystopia, and rhetoric; civilisation, Christianity, 

· racial science/technology. By establishing a norm and enclosing Western Self within, the other is 

constructed to carry a surplus of desires, emotions and behaviour deemed outside of Western 

civilisation. The Pacific Other is constructed as temporally and spatially (historically and 

geographically) vague, feminised, sexually aberrant, inferior, and paganistic. Such Otherness 

allows the West to both imagine and attempt to conquer these alternative worlds. 

This text has endeavoured, where possible, to engage the voices of Pacific peoples 

(Samoan and Tahitian) in the construction of their own set of representational literary, artistic and 

film-scapes. The space in which these voices are operative is one that is caught between two 

ideological poles, one that recognises the colonial violence enacted on Pacific bodies and lands, 

while simultaneously taking care not to reduce every cultural, artistic or political act to a reaction 

with or against colonialism. My focus has primarily been on Western representation of Pacific 

Island peoples due to the cultural identity politics involved when engaging with texts by the Other; 

instances in which one risks speaking for, or presuming to know that Other. Additionally many 
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Pacific voices are textually (and physically) active in reclaiming, resituating or refashioning the 

degree of autonomy after, or during continuing colonial incursions. 

Pacific voices encountered in this text are present for the cultural and artistic integrity 

contained therein and for the politicised nature of representations speaking as autonomous 

subjects. The literary work of Sia Figiel and films by Sima Urale contest Western representation by 

subverting stereotypical assumptions and venture beyond a colonial framework by drawing on 

Samoan culture, traditions, contemporary visions and language. Tahitian voices encountered are 

situated more intimately within a colonial context, due to the nature of political relations in Tahiti 

between Tahiti and the French. Turo A Raapoto and Tamara Bopp du Pont as well as various 

independence/anti-nuclear groups are involved in urgent literary and physical political activism, as , 

are the paintings of Andre Marere. 

The direction and agenda of the Samoan and Tahitian voices evident in this text interact 

significantly with the political events of the 1960's. In 1962 Samoa gained independence from New 

Zealand, but in the same decade the French intensified their presence in Tahiti, culminating in 

1966 with the inauguration of thirty years of nuclear colonisation. Tahitian voices are enmeshed in 

immediate struggles for cultural and political autonomy, while the work of Samoan artists and 

writers like Figiel, Albert Wendt and Sima Urale is situated within the framework of the colonial 

aftermath. 

The Western construction and representation of the West as Self, and the Pacific as Other 

draws on a vast body of ideologies, discourses and rhetoric which informs stereotypical 

representations of both Self and Other. Present in a range of textual mediums, these 

representations have been intricately entwined with, and employed by imperial and colonial powers 

in their attempts to subjugate the bodies and lands of their fabricated Other. By demonstrating the 

political contrivances behind the construction and representation of Self and Other, their efficacy as 

culturally and politically instituted entities is challenged. Pacific and Western/Eastern voices 
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represented in this text are drawn upon for the express purpose of attempting to dismantle the 

centrality and positional superiority of the West and engender a space of Pacific agency. The 

deconstruction and disbandment of negative, marginalising stereotypes of racial Otherness is 

central, if not critical to the realisation of Pacific Island peoples self expression and autonomy. 
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FILMOGRAPHY 

1915 D.WGriffith BirlhofaNation USA 
1926 Robert Flaherty and Frances Hubbard Flaherty Moana USA 
1927 Rudall Hayward The Te Kooti Trail New Zealand 
1931 F.W Murnau Tabu USA 
1932 W.S Van Dyke Tarzan the Ape Man USA 
1933 Merian C. Cooper and Ernst B. Schoedsack King Kong USA 
1935 Frank Lloyd Mutiny on the Bounty USA 
1937 John Ford The Hurricane USA 
1940 Rudall Hayward Rewi's Last Stand New Zealand 
1947 Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger Black Narcissus England 
1952 Roger Mirams and John O'Shea Broken Barrier New Zealand 
1953 Fred Zinnemann From Here to Eternity USA 
1958 Joshua Logan South Pacific USA 
1962 Lewis Milestone Mutiny on the Bounty USA 
1963 Peter Brook Lord of the Flies England 
1966 George Roy Hill Hawaii USA 
1978 Paul Maunder Sons for the Return Home New Zeaiand 
1981 Michael Black Pictures New Zealand 
1982 Geoff Murphy Utu New Zealand 
1983 Godfrey Reggio Koyaanisqatsi USA 
1984 Roger Donaldson The Bounty USA 
1984 Werner Herzog Where the Green Ants Dream Australia/Germany 
1984 David Lean Passage to India England 
1985 Sydney Pollack Out of Africa USA 
1987 Barry Barclay Ngati New Zealand 
1989 Merata Mita Mauri New Zealand 
1989 Martyn Sanderson Flying Fox in a Freedom Tree New Zealand 
1990 Kevin Costner Dances with Wolves USA 
1990 Harry Hook Lord of the Flies USA 
1990 John P. Shanley Joe Versus the Volcano USA 
1991 Hector Babenco At Play in the Field of the Lord USA 
1993 Jane Campion The Piano New Zealand/Australia/France 
1993 Kevin Reynolds Rapa Nui USA 
1994 Lee T amahori Once Were Warriors New Zealand 
1995 Michel Daeron Moruroa: The Big Secret France 
1996 Sima Urale O Tamaiti New Zealand 
1997 Luc Besson The Fifth Element France 
1997 Sima Urale Velvet Dreams New Zealand 
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